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Abstract6

Assistive robotic systems are quickly becoming a core technology for the service sector as they are understood
capable of supporting people in need of assistance in a wide variety of tasks. This step poses a number of
ethical and technological questions. The research community is wondering how service robotics can be a step
forward in human care and aid, and how robotics applications can be realized in order to put the human
role at the forefront. Therefore, there is a growing demand for frameworks supporting robotic application
designers in a “human-aware” development process. This paper presents a model-driven framework for
analyzing and developing human-robot interactive scenarios in non-industrial settings with significant sources
of uncertainty. The framework’s core is a formal model of the agents at play—the humans and the robot—and
the robot’s mission, which is then put through verification to estimate the probability of completing the
mission. The model captures non-trivial features related to human behavior, specifically the unpredictability
of human choices and physiological aspects tied to their state of health. To foster the framework’s accessibility,
we present a verification tool-agnostic Domain-Specific Language that allows designers lacking expertise in
formal modeling to configure the interactive scenarios in a user-friendly manner. We compare the formal
analysis outputs with results obtained by deploying benchmark scenarios in the physical environment with a
real mobile robot to assess whether the formal model adheres to reality and whether the verification results
are accurate. The entire development pipeline is then tested on several scenarios from the healthcare setting
to assess its flexibility and effectiveness in the application design process.

1. Introduction7

Breakthrough technological advancements are shaping the future of the service sector. Innovations brought8

by the phenomenon known as Industry 4.0, such as IoT, pervasive sensorization, Cloud Computing, and9

Collaborative Robotics, are now spreading to non-industrial settings with significant projected impacts on our10

everyday lives. Most importantly, highly sophisticated robotic systems under development today are bound11

to transform the job market once they become commercially available. The uptake of such solutions poses a12

number of problems which range from technological challenges to ethical and societal implications. A recent13

study on the future of employment indeed estimates that specific jobs, such as receptionists, information14

clerks, healthcare support workers, and personal care aides, will be taken over by robots with probabilities15

ranging from 60% to 90% [1]. In addition, the presence of robots in healthcare has increased in recent years16

and shows an accelerating trend [2]. The use and penetration of robotics for human care and aid is evidenced17

by the presence European calls and projects1, technology companies2, and market analysis reports [3, 4].18
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All these initiatives and companies agree that the use of robots in care can increase the quality of services19

provided, although robots are not a substitute for humans, but a tool to improve their actions. For instance,20

a study by the American Nurses Association [5] showed that robots can support and augment nursing care21

delivery, improves nurse productivity, increases time with patients, encourages positive emotional responses.22

Despite these evidences, the investigation of the extent of such a technological and societal shift is an ongoing23

research. This work attempts to answer the question on the feasibility of such a step by addressing the24

analysis from the software engineering standpoint and, in particular, sheds light on the development of25

collaborative service robot applications in healthcare.26

State-of-the-art technologies dealing with sensing, manipulation, and reasoning capabilities make it27

feasible for robots to perform complex jobs. Nowadays, a robot may be adequately equipped to sense multiple28

aspects of its surroundings, efficiently detect obstacles, grasp and manipulate fragile objects, perform surgery,29

and make decisions in delicate situations. However, these skills usually constitute silos of software, whose30

integration and reuse are challenging tasks. The EFFIROB project [6], which analyzed the profitability31

of developing a new service robot application, has estimated that up to 80% of the total cost comes from32

software development and maintenance.33

More generally, software engineering techniques for robotics are not mature yet to handle the complexity34

and changeability of service settings [7]. Service robots operate in unconstrained environments where humans,35

who they frequently interact with, constitute a significant source of uncertainty. Decisions made at an early36

design stage of the application determine up to 90% of the overall life-cycle costs [8], and considerable sources37

of uncertainty can hinder their validity. Therefore, it is of paramount importance to provide designers38

with frameworks to develop applications that are simultaneously reliable and flexible with respect to the39

variability of the environment [9]. Frameworks should also limit the gap between the developer’s knowledge40

and the prerequisites needed to access them, removing the barriers that are due to the lack of specialized41

skills in the developers.42

1.1. Model-Driven Framework43

Designing robotic applications to be deployed in delicate environments where robots will closely interact44

with humans is a challenging task, requiring a strong technical background both in robotics and software45

design. Our work contributes to this line of research by proposing a model-driven framework to develop46

interactive service robot applications. Target users of the framework, called hereafter robotic application47

designers (or, simply, application designers), are professional figures managing the logistics of service facilities48

where robotic applications will be deployed, such as clinical workflow analysts [10]. The framework targets49

robotic applications set in known layouts, featuring a wheeled mobile robot and one (or multiple) humans50

requesting a service that requires interaction or coordination with the robot. While the geometry of the51

layout is known, humans are a source of uncertainty as they may make unpredictable choices and stray from52

the plan while interacting with the robot. Applications eligible for analysis come, though not exclusively,53

from the healthcare and assisted living settings, where people might be in pain or discomfort. Therefore, the54

development process encompasses features of human physiological (i.e., physical fatigue) and behavioral55

aspects, such as the unpredictability of the human decision-making process.56

Within the scope of the framework, interactions between a human and a robot conform to high-level57

“patterns” identifying recurring contingencies in assistive applications. Throughout the paper, we use term58

“action” to indicate an “atomic behaviour that is executed by any actor in a scene” [11]. Each interaction59

pattern is a sequence of actions (e.g., move until a certain event occurs, stop, wait for the human to be60

close). Although there is no standard definition of robotic “mission”, with this term we refer to a sequence61

of interaction patterns identifying the desired behavior of the robot [12] performed in a specific layout. A62

sequence of missions constitutes a Human-Robot Interaction (HRI) “scenario”. Hence, in the scope of this63

work, we understand a robotic application as the realization of a scenario through real or virtual agents.64

The framework exploits formal analysis to provide the robotic application designer with reliable insights65

into the outcome of each mission (each analyzed individually) constituting the scenario. Given the initial66

configuration of a scenario (e.g., positions of the agents, battery charge), the application designer receives an67

estimation of how likely the associated missions are to end in success (dually, in failure) and the physical68

effort each mission imposes on human subjects.69
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(a) Agents (represented in their starting locations) and POIs of
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(b) Layout for the running example, highlighting the two areas,
their dimensions ([m]), and the intersection point.

Figure 1: Graphical representation of the example scenario configuration.

Example. Fig. 1 shows the setup of a possible scenario. The layout is a T-shaped corridor made up of two70

rectangular areas (see Fig. 1b): a horizontal one and a perpendicular vertical one, whose intersection is71

centered in point (45.0, 12.5). The corridor features four Points Of Interest (POIs), i.e., significant locations72

within the layout, also represented in Fig. 1a: the robot’s recharge station (RC), two cupboards containing73

medical kits (referred to as KIT1 and KIT2), and the door leading to the waiting room (WR). There are four74

agents in the scenario: two humans (HUM1 and HUM2) and two robots (ROB1 and ROB2). Robot ROB1 is75

a Tiago3 with initial battery charge equal to 40% of the total capacity and ROB2 is a Turtlebot3 WafflePi476

with 90% of the total capacity. HUM1 is a young patient with average walking speed 80cm/s while HUM2 is77

a healthy elderly doctor with average walking speed 100cm/s. The designer assesses two alternative missions78

to determine which one is most likely to succeed within a given time bound and with no harm for the humans:79

the first mission features ROB1 leading HUM1 to the waiting room, then delivering KIT2 to HUM2. The80

second mission features ROB2 following HUM2 to fetch KIT1, then leading HUM1 to the waiting room.81

The framework’s workflow (shown in Fig. 2) is structured into three phases:82

(1) design-time analysis: the robotic application designer configures the scenario through a specification83

language. Starting from the configuration, a formal model of the scenario is automatically generated84

together with a set of properties. Such properties are subject to verification to estimate quality measures85

of the scenario (e.g., the probability of success);86

(2) deployment: when the design-time results are deemed acceptable, the application designer deploys the87

scenario either in a physical environment or simulated environment; to enable deployment, the formal88

model is converted into executable code communicating with the deployment environment through a89

middleware layer;90

(3) reconfiguration: the application designer examines quality metrics of the scenario estimated from91

data collected during deployment and applies reconfiguration measures, if necessary (e.g., in the first92

mission of the example, ROB2 might be deployed instead of ROB1 because of the higher charge level).93

1.2. Contributions94

This paper builds upon the results presented in [13, 14, 15, 16] by presenting:95

1. A custom Domain-Specific Language (DSL) for scenario configuration. Since application designers96

possibly lack a strong background in software development, formal modeling, or formal analysis, the97

DSL, which is a lightweight textual notation, provides a friendly interface to the configuration phase.98

3Technical specifications available at: https://pal-robotics.com/robots/tiago/.
4Technical specifications available at: https://emanual.robotis.com/docs/en/platform/turtlebot3/overview/.
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Figure 2: Diagram representing the model-driven framework operational workflow. Yellow circles mark actions performed by
the user (i.e., the application designer) and green circles correspond to the automated tasks. The beginning of each phase of the
framework is marked in blue and numbered according to the execution order.

2. A modeling pattern to incorporate a stochastic characterization of fatigue into the formal model of99

human behavior. In [13, 14], we presented an early version of the model formalizing an interactive robotic100

scenario as a Network of Hybrid Automata, with probabilistic edges capturing human choices made out of101

free will. This paper details the refined version of the formal model as a Network of Stochastic Hybrid102

Automata (SHA). Specifically, automata capturing human agents are endowed with probability103

distributions characterizing random parameters of the fatigue phenomenon, incorporating into the104

formal analysis the physiological variability between individuals belonging to different age groups or in105

different states of health. This source of variability (only briefly mentioned in [16]), in addition to the106

probabilistic characterization of human behavior, is accounted for by the formal analysis performed107

through Statistical Model Checking (SMC) via the Uppaal tool [17].108

3. A model of the robot’s battery charge and discharge dynamics refined (compared to [13, 14]) to fit109

the behavior of the robotic agent used for the experimental validation. The model fitting procedure110

increases the accuracy of the SHA modeling the battery when compared against field observations.111

4. An extensive experimental validation to assess whether the developed formal model adheres to112

reality. Experimental scenarios are built by using elements that recur in 24 real-world exemplars existing113

in the literature and addressing service robotics in healthcare. Design-time estimations are compared114

with data collected by deploying benchmark applications implementing a Digital-Twin architecture.115

The validation activity aimed at assessing the accuracy of the formal model and the SMC results when116

deploying the application in a physical environment with a real robotic platform and, if necessary,117

with virtual human agents controlled by a real operator. We exploit a statistical technique based on118

Clopper-Pearson confidence intervals [18] to estimate the mission success probability range observed119

in reality and critically compare such results with those obtained by performing SMC experiments.120

Furthermore, we illustrate the application of the whole model-driven development framework to case121

studies capturing assistive tasks in a healthcare setting to assess how it supports the application122

designer from early design to reconfiguration.123

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 illustrates the theoretical background of the work; Section 3124

illustrates the design-time analysis phase of the framework, specifically introducing the conceptual model of125
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the framework’s domain and the DSL; Section 4 presents the refined SHA Network; Section 5 illustrates the126

deployment and reconfiguration phases of the framework; Section 6 presents and discusses the experimental127

validation results; Section 7 surveys related works in the literature; Section 8 concludes. For the interested128

reader, Appendix A reports a detailed presentation of SHA semantics, while DSL specifications used for the129

experimental validation are reported in Appendix B.130

2. Background131

This section illustrates the pre-existing theoretical concepts constituting the foundation of our work.132

Specifically, we provide a formal definition of Stochastic Hybrid Automata (SHA) and illustrate their features133

through a running example inspired by [17, Section 4]. We adopt SHA to model the robotic application, as134

SHA can capture complex temporal dynamics of physical phenomena, such as the fatigue of human agents135

and the battery charge/discharge for the robots, but also the digital aspects of the application, such as its136

operating state and logical behavior evolving over the time.137

Example 2.1. The example captures a system composed by a room with a heating system, whose model is138

shown in Fig. 3a, and the thermostat controlling its temperature, shown in Fig. 3b. The room temperature139

is the main physical phenomenon of the system, which is modeled by real variable T in the automaton in140

Fig. 3a. The thermostat is modeled through two different operating states on and off , and it evolves by141

alternating states on, which makes the room warmer, and off , thus, letting the room temperature decrease142

naturally. When the thermostat is off , as soon as temperature T decreases below a threshold Tth1 , hence the143

condition T ≥ Tth1 labeling location off does not hold (resp., exceeds a threshold Tth2 , hence the condition144

T ≤ Tth2 labeling location on does not hold), the thermostat switches the heating on (resp., off). The145

triggering of the event, indicated with symbol on!, makes the thermostat modify its operating state, hence146

moving to on (resp., deactivate the heating, hence moving to off ). The room temperature is modeled in three147

different situations, that are represented by the automaton in Fig. 3a: the one for which the temperature148

decreases due to the absence of heating, i.e., cool , and two situations for which the temperature increases at149

different rates, i.e., high and low , when the heating is on. The temperature grows according to differential150

equation Ṫ = θ − T
R when the thermostat is on and decreases according to Ṫ = −T

R when it is off, where R is151

a constant and θ is a randomly distributed parameter, i.e., whose value depends on a probability distribution.152

At the onset of the system, the thermostat is off, hence the room is cooling down, and the temperature is153

conventionally initialized with value Tth1 . This value allows the thermostat to spend a non null amount of154

time in location cool , where constraint T ≥ Tth1 limits the temperature inferiorly. The initialization of T155

is realized by the update on the edge entering location cool . When event on! (resp., off!) is fired by the156

thermostat, the room simultaneously reacts to it; hence, both the thermostat and the room modify their157

state at the same time, i.e., they synchronize. Reacting to the event, indicated with symbol on? (resp., off?),158

causes the room temperature to rise and the automaton to change location to either high or low (resp., the159

room temperature to decrease and the automaton to move to cool). The room can be heated at a high160

or low rate (e.g., if a window is closed or open, respectively): the choice is made probabilistically when161

the automaton synchronizes with event on!. The probability weights are known and amount to pH and pL,162

respectively. Parameter θ in Fig. 3a is a realization of a Normal distribution with mean µH and standard163

deviation σH (indicated as N(µH, σ
2
H)) when the room is heating quickly because the window is closed (the164

subscript “H” stands for “high” rate of heating). Conversely, when the room is heating slowly because the165

window is open, the probability distribution is N(µL, σ
2
L) (subscript “L” stands for “low” rate of heating).166

Throughout the paper, we express that a random parameter θ is a realization of random variable Θ governed167

by distribution N (µ, σ) through notation θ ∼ N (µ, σ).168

Thorough investigation on SHA is given in the following [19, 20, 21]. Let Z be a set of symbols; we169

indicate with Γ(Z) the set of conjunctions of constraints of the form χ1 ∼ χ2, where ∼ is a relation in {<,=}170

and χi (i ∈ {1, 2}}) is an arithmetical term defined by the sum of the elements in Z and N (e.g., z1 + z2 + 3,171

with z1, z2 ∈ Z). By definition, Γ(Z) includes the logical constants true and false, defined as trivially true172

formulae (e.g., 0 = 0) or trivially false formulae (e.g., 0 = 1). We indicate with Ξ(Z) the set of updates on173
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Room :

<latexit sha1_base64="LePJQu4H/E7HuHDnaGZ8a+1OLio=">AAAB/nicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAiuQhLT167opssKVoW2lMl4q4OTZJi5EUoo+BVudeVO3PorLvwXk1hBRc/qcM693HNPoKQw6Dhv1tz8wuLScmmlvLq2vrFZ2do+M3GiOfR4LGN9ETADUkTQQ4ESLpQGFgYSzoOb49w/vwVtRByd4kTBMGRXkRgLzjCTBoOQ4bUZp2rUmY4qVcf2663mYYM6tlf3aod+Trxay/epazsFqmSG7qjyPriMeRJChFwyY/quo3CYMo2CS5iWB4kBxfgNu4J+RiMWghmmReYp3U8Mw5gq0FRIWojwfSNloTGTMMgmi4y/vVz8y+snOG4OUxGpBCHi+SEUEopDhmuRlQH0UmhAZHlyoCKinGmGCFpQxnkmJlk75ayPr6fp/+TMs92a7Zz41fbRrJkS2SV75IC4pEHapEO6pEc4UeSePJBH6856sp6tl8/ROWu2s0N+wHr9AK0Ilr4=</latexit>

pH
<latexit sha1_base64="rThnCHVqZi4RSezX4rqJD0Yo4t0=">AAAB/nicdVDLSsNAFJ3Ud31VXboZLIKrkMT04U5048KFgrVCW8pkelsHJ8kwcyOUUPAr3OrKnbj1V1z4Lyaxgoqe1eGce7nnnkBJYdBx3qzSzOzc/MLiUnl5ZXVtvbKxeWniRHNo8VjG+ipgBqSIoIUCJVwpDSwMJLSDm+Pcb9+CNiKOLnCsoBeyUSSGgjPMpG43ZHhthqnqn076lapj+/WD5n6DOrZX92r7fk682oHvU9d2ClTJFGf9ynt3EPMkhAi5ZMZ0XEdhL2UaBZcwKXcTA4rxGzaCTkYjFoLppUXmCd1NDMOYKtBUSFqI8H0jZaEx4zDIJouMv71c/MvrJDhs9lIRqQQh4vkhFBKKQ4ZrkZUBdCA0ILI8OVARUc40QwQtKOM8E5OsnXLWx9fT9H9y6dluzXbO/erh0bSZRbJNdsgecUmDHJITckZahBNF7skDebTurCfr2Xr5HC1Z050t8gPW6wezSJbC</latexit>

pL

<latexit sha1_base64="jROegc95KDd8hM73e6nCpcxeFXk=">AAACBnicdVC7SgNBFJ31GeNr1dJmMAhWYSaoiYUQtLFUSFRIQpid3CSDsw9m7oqypPcrbLWyE1t/w8J/cTZGUNFTHc65l3vuCRKtLDL25k1Nz8zOzRcWiotLyyur/tr6uY1TI6EpYx2by0BY0CqCJirUcJkYEGGg4SK4Os79i2swVsVRA28T6IRiEKm+kgKd1PXXG4ftUODQ9rNGN8MhH426fomVGWOcc5oTXt1njhwc1Cq8RnluOZTIBKdd/73di2UaQoRSC2tbnCXYyYRBJTWMiu3UQiLklRhAy9FIhGA72Tj7iG6nVmBMEzBUaToW4ftGJkJrb8PATY5z/vZy8S+vlWK/1slUlKQIkcwPodIwPmSlUa4UoD1lAFHkyYGqiEphBCIYRYWUTkxdS0XXx9fT9H9yXinzvTI72y3VjybNFMgm2SI7hJMqqZMTckqaRJIbck8eyKN35z15z97L5+iUN9nZID/gvX4AYHaZPg==</latexit>

T = Tth1

<latexit sha1_base64="AF4gX20SydLbkq6KG7BlQ4tUtSA=">AAACLnicdZDNSsNAEMc3ftb6VfXoZbEIClIS8ftU9OJJFKwKTS2TdWwXd5OwOxEk9F18BJ/Cq54ED+LVxzCJVVR0TjO//wwz8w9iJS257rMzMDg0PDJaGiuPT0xOTVdmZk9slBiBDRGpyJwFYFHJEBskSeFZbBB0oPA0uNrL9dNrNFZG4THdxNjS0AnlpRRAGWpXdnzqIoFvpfY1UFeASg96S75O2kVtdLrfW+GZ3tFwvvoNLrcrVbe27nrbGx53a24R/It4fVJl/ThsV178i0gkGkMSCqxtem5MrRQMSaGwV/YTizGIK+hgM0tD0GhbafFjjy8mFijiMRouFS8gfp9IQVt7o4OsMz/R/tZy+JfWTOhyq5XKME4IQ5EvIqmwWGSFkZl5yC+kQSLIL0cuQy7AABEayUGIDCaZm+XMj8+n+f/JyWrNW6+5R2vV+m7fmRKbZwtsiXlsk9XZPjtkDSbYLbtnD+zRuXOenBfn9aN1wOnPzLEf4by9A126qhc=</latexit>

θ ∼ N (µH,σ
2

H
)

<latexit sha1_base64="cuo3Q4ovZX7jCmhy1osyIiTKmWY=">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</latexit>

θ ∼ N (µL,σ
2

L
)

<latexit sha1_base64="0yo15lA0KUH+KC+TYO9VqRzz/EE=">AAAB/3icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIRCMoIGsogkYeUWNH5sgmnnO/M3RopslLwFbRQ0SFaPoWCf8E2LiBhqtHMrnZ2gkgKi6776ZSWlldW18rrlY3Nre2d6u5e2+rYcGhxLbXpBsyCFApaKFBCNzLAwkBCJ5hcZX7nAYwVWt3iNAI/ZGMlRoIzTCW/HzK8E5hwreVsUK25dTcHXSReQWqkQHNQ/eoPNY9DUMgls7bnuRH6CTMouIRZpR9biBifsDH0UqpYCNZP8tAzehRbhppGYKiQNBfh90bCQmunYZBOZiHtvJeJ/3m9GEcXfiJUFCMonh1CISE/ZLkRaRtAh8IAIsuSAxWKcmYYIhhBGeepGKf1VNI+vPnvF0n7pO6d1d2b01rjsmimTA7IITkmHjknDXJNmqRFOLknT+SZvDiPzqvz5rz/jJacYmef/IHz8Q1IV5cN</latexit>

cool
<latexit sha1_base64="dt/IMsMXnfGuNlC5FYXBYsr6y7I=">AAAB/3icbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRTYCQRlBQxkk8pASKzpfNskq5wd3a6TISsFX0EJFh2j5FAr+Bdu4gISpRjO72tnxIoWGbPvTWlpeWV1bL22UN7e2d3Yre/stE8ZaQlOGKtQdTxhQGECTkBR0Ig3C9xS0vcl15rcfQBsMgzuaRuD6YhTgEKWgVHJ7vqAxUjLG0XjWr1Ttmp2DLxKnIFVWoNGvfPUGoYx9CEgqYUzXsSNyE6EJpYJZuRcbiISciBF0UxoIH4yb5KFn/Dg2gkIegeaoeC7C741E+MZMfS+dzEKaeS8T//O6MQ0v3QSDKCYIZHaIUEF+yEiNaRvAB6iBSGTJgWPApdCCCDRyIWUqxmk95bQPZ/77RdI6rTnnNfv2rFq/KpopsUN2xE6Ywy5Ynd2wBmsyye7ZE3tmL9aj9Wq9We8/o0tWsXPA/sD6+AY0ApcA</latexit>

high
<latexit sha1_base64="DVzxBFGLxf+uEhQ0hf/h/mphNMM=">AAAB/nicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIRCMoIGsogkYeUWNH5sgmnnM+nuzUosiLxFbRQ0SFafoWCf8E2LiBhqtHMrnZ2Ai2FRdf9dEpLyyura+X1ysbm1vZOdXevbaPYcGjxSEamGzALUihooUAJXW2AhYGETjC5yvzOPRgrInWLUw1+yMZKjARnmEr9fsjwTmAio4fZoFpz624Ouki8gtRIgeag+tUfRjwOQSGXzNqe52r0E2ZQcAmzSj+2oBmfsDH0UqpYCNZP8swzehRbhhHVYKiQNBfh90bCQmunYZBOZhntvJeJ/3m9GEcXfiKUjhEUzw6hkJAfstyItAygQ2EAkWXJgQpFOTMMEYygjPNUjNN2Kmkf3vz3i6R9UvfO6u7Naa1xWTRTJgfkkBwTj5yTBrkmTdIinGjyRJ7Ji/PovDpvzvvPaMkpdvbJHzgf35CGlqg=</latexit>

low

(a) Room SHA model. The SHA receives events from the thermostat
to start heating at different rates (locations high and low) or cooling
naturally (location cool).

<latexit sha1_base64="99t5bGjcLgRpNfkuAS7SxZJH8A4=">AAACCHicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwiv8OhoTkRIVJGNQCCqCBrKIOUlJVG0vmySU84P3a2RgpUf4CtooaJDtPwFBf+CbVJAwlSjmV3t7LihkoZs+9PKLS2vrK7l1wsbm1vbO8XdvYYJIi2wLgIV6JYLBpX0sU6SFLZCjeC5Cpvu+Cb1m/eojQz8Gk1C7How9OVACqBE6hUPOh7QSFJcG6H2AkNAV9NesWSX7Qx8kTgzUmIzVHvFr04/EJGHPgkFxrQdO6RuDJqkUDgtdCKDIYgxDLGdUB88NN04Sz/lx5EBCniImkvFMxF/b8TgGTPx3GQyzWrmvVT8z2tHNLjsxtIPI0JfpIdIKswOGaFlUgvyvtRIBGly5NLnAjQQoZYchEjEKOmpkPThzH+/SBqnZee8bN+dlSrXs2by7JAdsRPmsAtWYbesyupMsAf2xJ7Zi/VovVpv1vvPaM6a7eyzP7A+vgEwmpo8</latexit>

Thermostat :

<latexit sha1_base64="B3MUqkXgIVvg6tBLNZcYURfatEY=">AAAB/nicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRTYCQRlBQxkk8pBiKzpfNuGU8/l0t0aKrEh8BS1UdIiWX6HgX7CNC0iYajSzq52dUEth0XU/naXlldW19cpGdXNre2e3trffsXFiOLR5LGPTC5kFKRS0UaCEnjbAolBCN5xc5373AYwVsbrDqYYgYmMlRoIzzCTfjxjeC0zj0Wg2qNXdhluALhKvJHVSojWoffnDmCcRKOSSWdv3XI1BygwKLmFW9RMLmvEJG0M/o4pFYIO0yDyjx4llGFMNhgpJCxF+b6QssnYahdlkntHOe7n4n9dPcHQZpELpBEHx/BAKCcUhy43IygA6FAYQWZ4cqFCUM8MQwQjKOM/EJGunmvXhzX+/SDqnDe+84d6e1ZtXZTMVckiOyAnxyAVpkhvSIm3CiSZP5Jm8OI/Oq/PmvP+MLjnlzgH5A+fjG2yTlpE=</latexit>

off
<latexit sha1_base64="JjLX8X6gq9W0FRe1r5xmDbPcqKA=">AAAB/XicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRTYCQRlBQxkk8pAcKzpfNuGU8511t0aKrIivoIWKDtHyLRT8C7ZxAQlTjWZ2tbMTxlJYdN1PZ2l5ZXVtvbJR3dza3tmt7e13rE4MhzbXUpteyCxIoaCNAiX0YgMsCiV0w8l17ncfwFih1R1OYwgiNlZiJDjDTPL7EcN7galWs0Gt7jbcAnSReCWpkxKtQe2rP9Q8iUAhl8xa33NjDFJmUHAJs2o/sRAzPmFj8DOqWAQ2SIvIM3qcWIaaxmCokLQQ4fdGyiJrp1GYTeYR7byXi/95foKjyyAVKk4QFM8PoZBQHLLciKwLoENhAJHlyYEKRTkzDBGMoIzzTEyycqpZH97894ukc9rwzhvu7Vm9eVU2UyGH5IicEI9ckCa5IS3SJpxo8kSeyYvz6Lw6b877z+iSU+4ckD9wPr4BsG6WKQ==</latexit>

on

<latexit sha1_base64="aJx8jeAig9IcH63oCq2hTdqUMJA=">AAAB/nicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3o0VwVZISbZdFNy4r2Ac0oUymt3XoZBJmboQSCn6FW125E7f+igv/xaRWUNGzOpxzL/fcE8RSGLTtN6uwtLyyulZcL21sbm3vlHf3OiZKNIc2j2SkewEzIIWCNgqU0Is1sDCQ0A0mF7nfvQVtRKSucRqDH7KxEiPBGWaS54UMbxDTSM0OB+WKXT1zG7WGQ+2qPUdOXKfuutRZKBWyQGtQfveGEU9CUMglM6bv2DH6KdMouIRZyUsMxIxP2Bj6GVUsBOOn88wzepwYhhGNQVMh6VyE7xspC42ZhkE2mWc0v71c/MvrJzhq+KlQcYKgeH4IhYT5IcO1yMoAOhQaEFmeHKhQlDPNEEELyjjPxCRrp5T18fU0/Z90alXntGpfuZXm+aKZIjkgR+SEOKROmuSStEibcBKTe/JAHq0768l6tl4+RwvWYmef/ID1+gFoYZaQ</latexit>

on!

<latexit sha1_base64="wz8MdEUYa7U3Vgd8UGSuAmbkCAM=">AAAB/3icdVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5iJCoIjsyJGUEDWWQyENKrOh8WYdTzg/u1kiRlYKvoIWKDtHyKRT8C7YxEiCYajSzq50dN5JCo2m+GQuLS8srq6W18vrG5tZ2ZWe3q8NYcejwUIaq7zINUgTQQYES+pEC5rsSeu70PPN7t6C0CIMrnEXg+GwSCE9whqnkDH2G14hJ6Hnzg1GlatZO7Wa9aVGzZubIiG01bJtahVIlBdqjyvtwHPLYhwC5ZFoPLDNCJ2EKBZcwLw9jDRHjUzaBQUoD5oN2kjz0nB7FmmFII1BUSJqL8H0jYb7WM99NJ7OQ+reXiX95gxi9ppOIIIoRAp4dQiEhP6S5EmkbQMdCASLLkgMVAeVMMURQgjLOUzFO6ymnfXw9Tf8n3XrNOqmZl3a1dVY0UyL75JAcE4s0SItckDbpEE5uyD15II/GnfFkPBsvn6MLRrGzR37AeP0AJPGW+A==</latexit>

off!

<latexit sha1_base64="CaVO8fd4kTwu7rK3x7VUeKo/9Cg=">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</latexit>

T ≤ Tth1

<latexit sha1_base64="RhG4yRS8ukUQXhG7uIJ9yQnOM6U=">AAACC3icdVC7SgNBFJ2N7/iKWljYDAbBKswmRk0n2lgqJBpIwjI73sTB2YczdwVZ9hP8Clut7MTWj7DwX5xdI6joqQ7n3Ms99/ixkgYZe3NKE5NT0zOzc+X5hcWl5crK6pmJEi2gIyIV6a7PDSgZQgclKujGGnjgKzj3r45y//wGtJFR2MbbGAYBH4VyKAVHK3mV9XZ/BNe0H3C8NMO07aV46dWzzKtUWY3tNlsNRlmtydy9VssSxnb3G3XqWpKjSsY48Srv/YtIJAGEKBQ3pueyGAcp1yiFgqzcTwzEXFzxEfQsDXkAZpAWD2R0KzEcIxqDplLRQoTvGykPjLkNfDtZBP3t5eJfXi/B4f4glWGcIIQiP4RSQXHICC1tM0AvpAZEnicHKkMquOaIoCXlQlgxsVWVbR9fT9P/yVm95jZr7HSnenA4bmaWbJBNsk1cskcOyDE5IR0iSEbuyQN5dO6cJ+fZefkcLTnjnTXyA87rB0Odm18=</latexit>

T ≥ Tth2

<latexit sha1_base64="y4fg3E8w9sMlo2FZv942UPeJCZM=">AAACC3icdZC5TsNAEIbX4QrhClBQ0KyIkKgiGxGOLoKGMki5pDiy1ptJssr6YHeMFFl+BJ6CFio6RMtDUPAuOMYgQPBXo++f0cz8biiFRtN8NQpz8wuLS8Xl0srq2vpGeXOrrYNIcWjxQAaq6zINUvjQQoESuqEC5rkSOu7kYuZ3bkBpEfhNnIbQ99jIF0PBGabIKe807RFcU9tjONbDuOnEOHasJHHKFbNaM62zY4uaVTMT/SJWTiokV8Mpv9mDgEce+Mgl07pnmSH2Y6ZQcAlJyY40hIxP2Ah6aekzD3Q/zh5I6H6kGQY0BEWFpBmE7xMx87Seem7amR3625vBv7xehMPTfiz8MELw+WwRCgnZIs2VSJMBOhAKENnscqDCp5wphghKUMZ5CqM0qlKax+fT9P+ifVi1alXz6qhSP8+TKZJdskcOiEVOSJ1ckgZpEU4SckfuyYNxazwaT8bzR2vByGe2yQ8ZL+8WzZtB</latexit>

T ≥ Tth1

<latexit sha1_base64="UJVle268cv6ezMiYd9rrNPuAVZc=">AAACC3icdZC5TsNAEIbXnCFcAQoKmhURElVkR4Sji6ChDFIuKY6s9WaSrLI+2B0jRZYfgaeghYoO0fIQFLwLtgkIEPzV6PtnNDO/G0qh0TRfjbn5hcWl5cJKcXVtfWOztLXd1kGkOLR4IAPVdZkGKXxooUAJ3VAB81wJHXdykfmdG1BaBH4TpyH0PTbyxVBwhilySrtNW8I1tT2GYz2Mm06MY6eaJE6pbFZqpnV2bFGzYuaiX8SakTKZqeGU3uxBwCMPfOSSad2zzBD7MVMouISkaEcaQsYnbAS9tPSZB7of5w8k9CDSDAMagqJC0hzC94mYeVpPPTftzA/97WXwL68X4fC0Hws/jBB8ni1CISFfpLkSaTJAB0IBIssuByp8ypliiKAEZZynMEqjKqZ5fD5N/y/a1YpVq5hXR+X6+SyZAtkj++SQWOSE1MklaZAW4SQhd+SePBi3xqPxZDx/tM4Zs5kd8kPGyzsgjZtH</latexit>

T ≤ Tth2

(b) Thermostat SHA model. The SHA
is in charge of triggering the events that
cause the room to start (event on) or stop
heating (off).

Figure 3: Example of SHA network. Dashed arrows model probabilistic transitions with weights (in brown) pH and pL and
solid arrows represent transitions with weight 1. Flow conditions, probability distributions, and exponential rates are in purple,
channels in red, and edge conditions in green, respectively.

elements of Z. An update in Ξ(Z) (for example, z′ = z + 2) is a constraint where free variables are elements174

of Z (e.g., z ∈ Z) and of its primed version Z ′ (e.g., z′ ∈ Z ′). We indicate the set of non-negative real175

numbers with R+ and, with R
Z , the set of assignments to variables of Z (i.e., valuations).176

Definition 1. A Stochastic Hybrid Automaton is a tuple 〈L,W ,F ,D, I,C , E , µ,P, lini〉, where:177

1. L is the set of locations and lini ∈ L is the initial location;178

2. W is the set of real-valued variables of which clocks X ⊆W, dense-counter variables Vdc ⊆W, and179

constants K ⊆W are subsets;180

3. F : L→ {(R+ ∪ (R+ × R))→ R
W } is the function assigning a set of flow conditions to each location,181

where flow conditions are (continuous) functions with one or two parameters, which assign a valuation182

to every time instant in R+ or to every pair constituted by a time instant in R+ and a constant value183

in R, depending on the location;184

4. D : L ⇀ {R→ [0, 1]} is the partial function assigning a probability distribution from {R→ [0, 1]}185

to locations which feature flow conditions with two parameters;186

5. I : L→ Γ(W ) is the function assigning a (possibly empty) set of invariants to each location;187

6. C is the set of channels, including the internal action ǫ;188

7. E ⊂ L× C!? × Γ(W )× ℘(Ξ(W ))× L is the set of edges, where C!? = {c! | c ∈ C} ∪ {c? | c ∈ C} is189

the set of events involving channels in C . Given an edge (l, c, γ, ξ, l′) ∈ E, l (resp. l′) is the outgoing190

(resp. ingoing) location, c is the edge event, γ is the edge condition and ξ is the edge update. For each191

l ∈ L, E(l) ⊆ C!? × Γ(W )× ℘(Ξ(W ))×L is the set of edges outgoing from l (for each (c, γ, ξ, l′) ∈ E(l)192

then (l, c, γ, ξ, l′) ∈ E and viceversa);193

8. µ : (L×RW )→ {R+ → [0, 1]} is the function assigning a probability distribution from {R+ → [0, 1]}194

to each configuration of the SHA, where configurations are (l, vvar) pairs constituted by a location l ∈ L195

and a valuation vvar ∈ R
W ;196

9. P : L ⇀ {(C!?×Γ(W )×℘(Ξ(W ))×L)⇀ [0, 1]} is the partial function assigning a discrete probability197

distribution from {(C!? × Γ(W ) × ℘(Ξ(W )) × L) ⇀ [0, 1]} to locations such that, for each l ∈ L,198

P(l) is defined if, and only if, E(l) is non-empty; also, the domain of the distribution is E(l) (hence,199
∑

α=(c!,γ,ξ,l′)∈E(l)
c∈C

P(l)(α) = 1 holds).200

In SHA, real-valued variables (i.e., a generalization of clocks) can evolve in time according to generic201

expressions referred to as flow conditions [19]. The flow conditions constraining the evolution over time of202
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variables in W are defined through sets of Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs). This feature makes203

SHA a suitable formalism to model systems with complex dynamics, as it is possible to model through204

flow conditions, for example, laws of physics or biochemical processes. ODEs constraining clocks (for which205

ẋ = 1 holds for all x ∈ X), dense-counter variables, and constants (where v̇ = 0 holds for all v ∈ Vdc ∪K)206

are special cases of flow conditions.207

If a variable θ ∈ Vdc is an independent term for a flow condition f ∈ F(l) on location l ∈ L, i.e., f = f(t, θ),208

and θ is interpreted as a randomly distributed parameter, then f is a stochastic process [22]. We limit209

the analysis to flow conditions depending on at most one random parameter, as per Definition 1, which210

is enough to model human-robot interaction within the scope of our work. For example, in the SHA211

shown in Fig. 3a the room temperature is modeled by real-valued variable T ∈W . When temperature is212

decreasing, it is constrained by the flow condition Ṫ (t) = −T (t)/R, where function Ṫ (t) ∈ F(cool) depends213

on time only and has solutions in R. When temperature is increasing, it evolves according to flow condition214

Ṫ (t, θ) = θ − T (t, θ)/R, depending both on time and random parameter θ. The domain of Ṫ (t, θ) is, thus,215

R+×R and its solutions belong to R. Interested readers are referred to Appendix A for a detailed presentation216

of SHA semantics.217

SHA are eligible for Statistical Model Checking (SMC) [23]. SMC requires a model M with stochastic218

features (the SHA network), and a property ψ expressed, in our case, in Metric Interval Temporal Logic219

(MITL) over atomic propositions, belonging to set AP [24], which represent, for instance, constraints over220

set W (e.g., w < 10), or automata locations (e.g., cool in Fig. 3a). SMC experiments are carried out with221

the Uppaal tool. Unlike exhaustive model-checking, SMC does not explore the state space but it applies222

statistical techniques to a set of traces entailed by the formal model to estimate the probability of the desired223

property holding. More specifically, we compute the value of expression PM (ψ) to estimate the probability of224

ψ holding for M [17]. Property ψ, in our framework, is of the form ⋄≤τap, where ⋄ is the metric “eventually”225

operator and ap ∈ AP. Formula ⋄≤τap is true if ap holds within τ times units from time instant 0, i.e., the226

onset of the system. If the value of PM (ψ) is compared against a threshold ϑ ∈ [0, 1], i.e., formula PM (ψ) ∼ ϑ227

is evaluated, where ∼∈ {≤,≥}, the result of the SMC experiment is a Boolean value indicating whether228

the probability of ψ holding for M is ∼ than ϑ (thus, true) or not (yielding false), which is calculated229

through hypothesis testing. Otherwise, the SMC experiment returns a confidence interval [pmin, pmax] of230

property ψ holding for M , with pmin, pmax ∈ [0, 1], which is calculated according to the Clopper-Pearson231

method [18]. To determine when the generated set of traces is sufficient to conclude the experiment, Uppaal232

checks the length of interval ǫ = (pmax − pmin)/2. Uppaal stops generating new traces when ǫ ≤ ǫth holds,233

where ǫth is an experimental parameter indicating the maximum desired estimation error. The smaller ǫth,234

the more accurate the estimation must be and, thus, more traces are required. Similarly, by applying the235

same Monte Carlo-based simulation, it is possible to calculate the expected value of distributions defined236

by means of functions max (maximum) and min (minimum) when they are applied to stochastic processes,237

such as expressions of variables in W . Given an upper bound τ , formulae EM,τ [max(v)] and EM,τ [min(v)],238

with v ∈ W , indicate respectively the expected value of the maximum and minimum value of variable v239

along executions that last at most τ time units. For example, with the model of Fig. 3, we can compute the240

probability of getting to operational state high within 10 seconds since the onset of the system by evaluating241

the formula PM (⋄≤τhigh) with τ = 10 and the expected value of the maximum and minimum temperature in242

the room by computing EM,τ [max(T )] and EM,τ [min(T )]. In our framework, the SHA network M modeling243

an interactive scenario is put through SMC (without specifying a probability bound ϑ) to estimate the244

probability of success (corresponding to expression PM(⋄≤τ scs), where Boolean variable scs becomes true245

when the mission is completed), and to estimate the (average of the) maximum value of the fatigue of human246

agents (corresponding to formula EM,τ [max(F )], where F is a real-value variable for the human fatigue) and247

of the minimum battery charge of the robot serving in a scenario (corresponding to formula EM,τ [max(C)],248

where C is a real-value variable for the battery charge).249

3. Design-Time Analysis of HRI Scenarios250

This section illustrates the design-time analysis phase (phase 1 in Fig. 2), introducing the conceptual251

model of the scenarios which underpins the DSL and the DSL developed to specify HRI scenarios.252
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As represented in Fig. 2, the design-time analysis phase begins by configuring the scenario through a253

custom DSL (task “Scenario Configuration” in Fig. 2). The DSL file is automatically processed to generate254

the SHA network and set of properties according to the user’s specifications. The designer specifies the255

characteristics of the robots, the involved humans, the geometrical representation of the environment layout,256

and the robotic missions.257

Our framework features a predefined (yet extensible) set of high-level patterns identifying recurring258

interaction contingencies in assistive applications (e.g., a robot which follows a human). A service corresponds259

to an interaction pattern; therefore, for each service, the robot must perform the actions implied by the260

associated pattern (e.g., retrieve an object and deliver it back to the human). For each mission, the robot261

must provide services requested by the human in the order specified by the designer. Since the framework262

is not tied to a specific robot manufacturer or model, robotic platforms available in the fleet may not263

be pre-programmed to perform all required tasks. Therefore, the framework envisages an ad-hoc robot264

controller, hereinafter referred to as “orchestrator”, in charge of monitoring the state of the system and265

sending commands to the robotic agent and suggestions to human subjects in conformity with the interaction266

patterns. Moreover, it is paramount to take into account the robot’s level of charge and charge/discharge267

cycles (whose parameters vary between among different battery models), which may impact the duration of268

the mission (thus, its probability of success within a certain time range).269

Under these premises, each mission is modeled by a SHA network featuring the following automata:270

A. Ahi
with i ∈ [0,Nh − 1] modeling the Nh humans involved in the scenario;271

B. Ar modeling the mobile robot;272

C. Ab modeling the robot’s battery;273

D. Ao modeling the orchestrator.274

The tool then automatically verifies through Uppaal the specified properties. At the end of the design-time275

analysis phase, the designer manually examines the verification results and assesses whether they satisfy their276

quality criteria, for example if the probability of success is sufficiently high or the expected value of fatigue is277

not excessive for any human. If results are not acceptable, the designer modifies the scenario (e.g., missions,278

environment layout, fatigue profiles) and repeats the analysis. If results are acceptable, the application can279

move forward to deployment or simulation.280

3.1. Conceptual Model of HRI Scenarios281

The framework covers human-robot interaction scenarios with specific characteristics. Mainly, scenarios282

must take place in a known layout (thus, robotic missions carried out in unknown environments do not fall283

within the scope of this work) and the service sequence does not change when the application is already284

running. Fig. 4 shows the conceptual model (represented as a Class Diagram) for the scenarios capturing the285

main entities they are composed of and their relations. The diagram, described in detail in the following,286

constitutes the conceptual foundation of the DSL and the working assumptions that underlie the formal287

model. Configuring a specific scenario through the DSL to be formally verified is equivalent to defining an288

instance (i.e., an Object Diagram) of the conceptual model.289

A Scenario comprises at least one robotic mission. Each Mission is set in a known Layout, which we290

represent as a composition of one or multiple two-dimensional rectangular areas. Each Area is a composition291

of four corner Points, each characterized by a pair of Cartesian coordinates x and y. A Layout also includes a292

relevant subset of points, called Points Of Interest (POI), that can be the target of an action, such as room293

entrances, cupboards, and the robot’s recharge station. Missions, areas and POIs are identified through294

attribute name.295

A mission is a sequence of services requested by a human and provided by a robot (specifically, humans are296

served according to their id). Each Service conforms to an interaction pattern (attribute ptrn) and has a target297

POI. Patterns (i.e., the items of enumeration InteractionPattern) group common interaction contingencies and298

are listed in the following:299
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Figure 4: Class Diagram representing the entities constituting a scenario. Throughout the paper, when referring to a class of
the model rather than the abstract concept it represents, its name is capitalized, uses Sans-Serif font (e.g., “Scenario” rather
than “scenario”), and italicized for abstract classes (e.g., “Agent”). Attributes whose identifier has a subscript are reported in
the diagram with an underscore for visualization purposes.

P1. HumanFollower: the human follows the robot to a specific destination (attribute target in Service) of300

which they do not know the precise location. For example, a patient looking for the waiting room or301

a doctor’s office conforms to this pattern. The human follows the robot but, if they decide to stop302

walking, the robot also stops and waits for the human to get closer again. The robot signals that the303

service has been completed when both the robot and the human are close to the destination.304

P2. HumanLeader: the human has to lead the robot to a specific destination of which they know the precise305

location (attribute target in Service), for example a nurse requiring the robot to escort them while306

carrying tools or medications. The human can decide when to start or stop walking and the robot307

follows accordingly. The human is in charge of signaling when the service has been completed when308

both the human and the robot have reached the destination.309

P3. HumanRecipient: the human waits for the robot to fetch an item from a specific location (attribute310

target in Service) and bring it back to the human, for example a doctor requiring the robot to fetch a311

tool or a medication from a colleague and bring it back to their office. While the robot fetches and312

delivers the object, the human is free to move around (and the robot adjusts the delivery destination313

accordingly). The human is in charge of determining whether the service has been provided when they314

have successfully collected the item from the robot.315

P4. HumanCompetitor: the human and the robot compete to fetch a critical resource (for example, a medical316
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kit during an emergency). Both agents move to the location of the resource (captured by attribute317

target) to reach it as quickly as possible. The competition ends when either of the agents reaches the318

target location (effectively winning the competition). The human may autonomously decide to stop319

walking at any time.320

P5. HumanRescuer: the pattern captures the robot requiring human intervention to complete a task, such321

as pressing a button to call the elevator or opening a closed door. In this case, the robot will emit322

audible or visible signals to notify its need for human support. The human autonomously decides to323

support the robot, move to the robot’s current location (captured by attribute target), perform the324

required action and conclude the interaction.325

P6. HumanApplicant: the pattern captures the human requiring the robot’s support in performing a326

certain task that implies timely or close-contact interaction, such as feeding a patient or administering327

medication. In this case, as soon as the service starts, the human waits for the robot to approach328

their current location (attribute target). When the robot is sufficiently close, the action requiring329

synchronization starts. The human may autonomously decide to interrupt the action and resume at330

any time.331

Agents enact the mission. Abstract class Agent has a name, id, and starting position start within the332

layout. In case of human agents, the id attribute determines the order in which humans are served. In case333

of robotic agents, the id attribute determines the order in which missions are assigned to robots in the fleet334

in case of multi-robot missions [16]. Agents are endowed with sensors that share a new reading every Tpoll335

instants. Within the scope of our framework, there are two possible specializations of an Agent: humans336

and robots. For each robot, attribute type from enumeration RobotType defines its commercial model (e.g.,337

“TurtleBot3” or “Tiago”). We assume that a Robot moves with a trapezoidal velocity profile, whose maximum338

acceleration amax, linear velocity vmax, and angular velocity ωr are derived from attribute type. Each Robot is339

powered by a lithium Battery with initial charge C0. Class Battery’s attribute Cfail corresponds to the lowest340

voltage under which the device must not move to prevent the battery pack from being damaged.341

SHA modeling human behavior include a model of physical fatigue. Each Human has a pf attribute342

determining their fatigue profile (see the FatigueProfile enumeration in Fig. 4), which determines their343

proneness to fatigue and recovery based on physiological factors. We distinguish subjects by age (Young/Elderly)344

and state of health (Healthy/Sick) or whether they are affected by a severe respiratory syndrome that hinders345

their ability of deambulation (SARSPatient), obtaining five possible fatigue profiles. Attribute v specifies346

the average walking speed. Since human behavior is unpredictable in a real setting, our model includes a347

probabilistic approximation of human haphazard behavior (e.g., the possibility to ignore a robot’s instruction348

or start and stop freely during the interaction). Therefore, a Human also features attribute pfw from which349

attributes obey, FWmax, and FWth determining the probability with which such behavior manifests itself are350

derived. The pfw attribute has four possible values (corresponding to the elements of the FreeWillProfile351

enumeration): Normal, High, Low, or Disabled. The latter results in human free will being entirely ignored at352

design-time, which may only be used for a preliminary test of the scenario setup.353

Agents and batteries are equipped with sensors that during deployment share data with the orchestrator354

over dedicated topics handled by the middleware layer (based on ROS, see Fig. 2)[41]. The SHA network355

features a model of ROS publisher nodes (i.e., instances of class ROSPubNode in Fig. 4) mimicking the delay356

with which messages are processed and published. These delays are normally distributed with mean lmean357

and variance lvar [25].358

The Orchestrator monitors the state of the system by subscribing to sensor readings’ topics of the human’s359

position, fatigue, robot’s position and battery charge. The Orchestrator periodically checks the state of the360

system against its policies every Tint time units and processes data for Tproc time units. While processing, it361

checks sensor-collected data against a set of thresholds: Dstop and Drestart determine the human-robot distance362

that causes the robot to stop and wait or restart, respectively; Crech and Crestart correspond to the battery363

charge levels that cause the robot to start or stop recharging, respectively; Fstop and Frestart correspond to the364

human fatigue levels inducing the human to stop and rest or resume the action, respectively.365
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Figure 5: Diagram representing the process that translates a DSL file into Uppaal models. Solid arrows represent operational
tasks while dashed arrows represent conceptual equivalences. Solid arrows are marked to distinguish the actions performed by
the user from those performed automatically. Boxes are numbered to identify the relations between defined missions and the
output files of each phase.

Finally, for each scenario, the analyst is interested in quality metrics to be computed referred to as366

“queries”. The framework currently supports three query types (i.e., probability calculation, expected value367

calculation, and generation of traces) supported by Uppaal. However, different queries and tools can easily be368

embraced. For each Query, it is necessary to specify its type, time bound τ and—optionally—the maximum369

number of system traces generated to verify the property, i.e., attribute R. We remark that R should only370

be specified to limit performance issues during preliminary testing while it is normally advisable to let the371

verification tool compute the number of runs necessary to perform verification with the required confidence372

level. The different query types (modeled by enumeration QueryType) allow the designer to estimate:373

Q1. the probability of the mission ending with success (item P SCS) within the time bound. Success occurs374

when all services have been completed;375

Q2. the probability of the mission ending in failure (item P FAIL) within the time bound. Failure occurs376

either when the robot is fully discharged and cannot move autonomously or the human is fully fatigued377

(note that the mission not ending in success due to an insufficient time bound does not constitute a378

failure, thus the results of a P FAIL and P SCS query do not necessarily sum to 1);379

Q3. the expected maximum value of fatigue (item E FTG) for all humans within the time bound;380

Q4. the expected minimum battery charge (item E CHG) value within the time bound;381

Q5. one or multiple (i.e., specified as parameter R) system traces to have a more detailed overview of how382

the system behaves during the execution of the mission (item SIM).383

3.2. Domain-Specific Language384

As represented in Fig. 5, configuring a scenario through the DSL is semantically equivalent to defining385

an Object Diagram of the conceptual model in Fig. 4. Therefore, the developed DSL features primitives386

allowing for the creation of instances of concrete scenarios that reflect the conceptual model. Each primitive387

is presented in the upcoming subsections through an example.388

Fig. 5 shows how DSL files are converted into SMC experiment instances. Each DSL file defines a389

single scenario, which includes the layout geometry, the points of interest, the agents, and the mission, and390

represents a well-formed DSL model if specific properties are met (e.g., rooms have non-null area, agents391

are located within the boundaries of the environment, etc.). Well-formedness properties are automatically392
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verified by the translator every time a DSL file undergoes the conversion process. Each mission in the DSL393

model is subject to formal verification separately, requiring, thus, a separate formal model. The conversion394

process features an intermediate phase: a JSON file containing the mission’s characteristics is generated395

for each mission. Each JSON file is then converted into two files, one with the Uppaal model and one with396

the queries to perform the SMC experiment. The intermediate JSON notation, which is a lightweight and397

well-established standard, decouples the DSL from the specific verification tool and makes the framework398

flexible to the introduction of different verification tools or different DSLs. JSON files are also exploited to399

automatically set up the deployment environment.400

We illustrate the DSL features and how they can be exploited to model the illustrative scenario in Section401

1.1. The DSL does not have a specific statement for objects of class Scenario because each file inherently402

instantiates a single scenario, possibly including several missions. Every mission in a scenario consists of403

four independent sections, each one identified by the keyword define, concerning: layout definition, list of404

agents in the scene, list of services, and list of queries to be computed. Orchestrator and ROS nodes are405

instantiated automatically when the specification is translated into the model to be used for verification.406

3.2.1. Layout, Areas and POIs407

While modeling the HRI scenario, the user must specify the layout where the agents will operate. The
DSL allows users to model different layouts (such as different building floors or different sections of the same
floor) through statement:

define layout

which includes a non-empty list of areas and POIs.408

The DSL captures all layouts made up of adjacent rectangular areas (i.e., it does not capture curved or
diagonal walls), each defined as:

area id in (x1, y1) (x2, y2)

where coordinate pairs (x1, y1) and (x2, y2) define one of the area’s diagonal segments from which the other409

two corner points are automatically inferred upon generating the SHA network to save manual effort on the410

user’s side. Areas’ corners are validated to ensure that they correctly identify a diagonal, i.e., that x1 6= x2411

and y1 6= y2 hold. Layout-related declarations are validated to check whether there are disconnected areas412

(i.e., all areas must be reachable from any point in the layout) and that no pair of areas overlap entirely.413

POIs with their coordinates are declared through the following statement:

poi id in (x, y)

414

Although verification tools only handle adimensional variables, the DSL requires the specification of
the length measurement units to ensure that the layout size is consistent with the robot’s speed. The
measurement unit is specified through the following statement, where mu ∈ {km,m, cm}:

param measurement unit mu

415

The specification of the layout in Fig. 1 is given in Listing 1: the layout features two areas (a1 and a2)416

and three POIs corresponding to the recharge station (RC), the waiting room entrance (WR), KIT1, and417

KIT2. All coordinates are expressed in meters (m), consistently with Fig. 1b.418

3.2.2. Agents419

Each mission must feature a mobile robot and at least one human requiring assistance, specified in two
independent sections that are identified through keywords define robots and define humans, respectively.
The DSL allows designers to declare each available robot through statement:

robot name in (x, y) id id type type charge C0
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Listing 1 DSL section defining layout areas and POIs.

1 param measurement unit m
2 define layout :
3 area A1 in ( 0 . 0 , 17 . 5 ) ( 4 0 . 0 , 7 . 5 )
4 area A2 in ( 4 0 . 0 , 25 . 0 ) ( 5 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 )
5 poi RC in ( 2 5 . 0 , 17 . 5 )
6 poi WR in ( 4 9 . 5 , 12 . 5 )
7 poi KIT1 in ( 4 0 . 5 , 21 . 25 )
8 poi KIT2 in ( 4 0 . 5 , 3 . 75 )

Listing 2 DSL section defining the agents and their features.

1 define robots :
2 robot ROB1 in ( 1 0 . 0 , 12 . 5 ) id 1 type t i a go charge 40
3 robot ROB2 in ( 4 5 . 0 , 3 . 5 ) id 2 type t u r t l e b o t 3 wa f f l e p i charge 90
4

5 define humans :
6 human HUM1 in ( 5 . 0 , 12 . 5 ) id 1 speed 80 i s young s i ck f reewi l l low
7 human HUM2 in ( 3 5 . 0 , 9 . 0 ) id 2 speed 100 i s e l d e r l y h e a l t h y f reewi l l normal

where parameters name and id univocally identify the robot, C0 defines its initial level of charge, and420

coordinates (x, y) define its starting position. As per Section 3.1, while generating the formal model, the421

robot’s type determines the translational and rotational speeds, and the acceleration (attributes vmax, ωr, and422

amax) in Fig. 4) based on the model’s technical specifications. This feature of the DSL saves non-technical423

users the effort of retrieving these data when they might be more familiar with the type of robot available in424

the facility.425

Each human is declared through the following statement:426

human name in (x, y) id id speed v is pf freewill pfw (1)

where the name univocally identifies the human and the id determines the serving order (thus, it is also427

required to be unique). Coordinates (x, y) determine each human’s starting location. Parameters v, pf , and428

pfw define the walking speed, fatigue and free will profiles as described in Section 3.1. The user chooses the429

values of pf and pfw out of a pre-determined list, corresponding to the enumerations in Fig. 4.430

Both the robot and human declaration blocks are validated to ensure that no pair of agents share the same431

id (within the same Agent generalization) nor the same name (also across different Agent generalizations). The432

DSL is developed under the simplifyng hypothesis that agents occupy a single point in space (corresponding433

to their center of gravity). This modeling choice is dictated by the need to keep the DSL (and, thus, the434

formal model) as simple as feasible and spare the designer from defining the three-dimensional envelope of435

the agents’ bodies. The framework assumes that refined collision avoidance routines are already implemented436

at a lower level within the robotic platform and the DSL validator only checks that no pair of agents have437

the same center of gravity (i.e., coordinates (x, y)).438

The agents from the running example are defined as per Listing 2. There are two robots available (ROB1439

and ROB2) of different types (thus, they will have different speeds), and two humans (HUM1 and HUM2), of440

which one has a Young/Sick fatigue profile and low free will, whereas the second one is Elderly/Healthy and441

has normal free will profile.442

3.2.3. Missions443

Designers can declare multiple missions and associate them with a layout and a set of agents. Each
mission is assigned to a single robot and verification experiments resulting from each mission declaration (see
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Listing 3 DSL section defining the mission (i.e., the sequence of services).

1 define mission m1 for ROB1:
2 do r obo t l e ad e r for HUM1 with target WR
3 do r obo t t r an spo r t e r for HUM2 with target KIT2
4

5 define mission m2 for ROB2:
6 do r o b o t f o l l ow e r for HUM2 with target KIT1
7 do r obo t l e ad e r for HUM1 with target WR

Listing 4 DSL section defining the set of queries.

1 define queries of mission m1:
2 compute p r o b a b i l i t y o f s u c c e s s with duration 120 runs 300
3 compute exp e c t ed f a t i gu e with duration 120 runs 50
4

5 define queries of mission m2:
6 compute p r o b a b i l i t y o f s u c c e s s with duration 100 runs auto
7 compute p r o b a b i l i t y o f f a i l u r e with duration 100 runs auto
8

Fig. 5) are performed separately. A mission is declared as in the following, where parameter m is the name
of the mission and r is the name of the robot it is assigned to (association provides in Fig. 4).

define mission m for r

444

As described in Section 3.1, each mission consists of a sequence of services and each service adheres to
one of the interaction patterns described in Section 3.1. As per Statement (1) and the conceptual model
presented in Section 3.1, humans are declared independently of the interaction pattern, which is specified
when declaring the service as in the following:

do ptrn for h with target poi

where ptrn can be either robot leader, robot follower, robot transporter, robot competitor, robot applicant,445

or robot rescuer (corresponding to the HumanFollower, HumanLeader, HumanRecipient, HumanCompetitor,446

HumanRescuer, and HumanApplicant patterns, respectively), h is the name of the human requesting the service447

(association requests in Fig. 4), and poi instantiates attribute target in Fig. 4. Each service declaration is448

validated to ensure that h and poi refer to existing human agents and POIs.449

The two missions associated with the running example are declared as in Listing 3. In mission m1, ROB2450

has to lead HUM1 to POI WR and then deliver KIT2 to HUM2. In m2, ROB2 has to follow HUM2 to KIT1,451

then lead HUM1 to WR.452

3.2.4. Queries453

Finally, the designer specifies which experiments to perform for each mission. The DSL captures the set
of queries in Fig. 4 and described in Section 3.1. A query is declared through the following statement:

compute query with duration τ runs R

where query can be either probability of success, probability of failure, expected charge, expected fatigue, or454

simulation. Parameter τ corresponds to the time bound, while R is the bound on the number of traces455
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generated for the SMC experiment, whose value must be set to auto if the user wants the verification tool to456

compute the required number of runs.457

A possible set of queries for missions 1 and 2 from the running example is given in Listing 4: the SMC458

experiments will estimate the probability of success and maximum fatigue value for all humans for m1, and459

probabilities of failure and success (with no bound on runs) for m2.460

4. Formal Modeling HRI with Uncertain Human Behaviors461

In this section, we illustrate the modeling approach we have adopted to map aspects of the real system to462

SHA features. Subsequently, we present in more detail the automata constituting the SHA network, i.e., the463

humans, the robot and its battery, and the orchestrator.464

The high-level goal of the SHA network is to capture the agents’ behavior based on their current operating465

state (e.g., the human resting or walking). For every agent in the scenario and automaton A modeling466

its behavior, defined as in Definition 1, every operating state of the agent corresponds to a location in L.467

SHA capture the evolution of relevant quantitative attributes of the real system, such as human fatigue468

and battery level of charge. Each physical attribute, characterizing a human or a component, corresponds469

to a real-valued variable in set W \ {X ∪ Vdc ∪K} of their modeling automata and flow conditions F(l),470

associated with a location l, reproduce the set of ODEs constraining the evolution of real-valued variables in471

that specific operating state.472

The switch between two operating states consists of an edge between the two corresponding locations.473

Recurrent features of the specific systems that our modeling approach targets identify two types of switches,474

which we refer to as controllable or uncontrollable. We remark that we use these two terms in a manner that475

is specific to our framework, and they are not part of the standard terminology of the formalism (for example,476

they are unrelated to the notion of controllable and uncontrollable edges in Timed Game Automata [26]);477

instead, they are merely aliases for specific edges recurring in our SHA (i.e., subsets of E from Definition 1).478

A controllable switch occurs if, and only if, a specific event fires and a synchronization among two or more479

automata occurs: for example, the robot starts accelerating when the orchestrator issues the command to480

start moving. For this reason, all the edges modeling a controllable switch are defined with a channel in481

C \ {ǫ}. Conversely, uncontrollable switches occur “naturally” in the original system due to the evolution of482

the physical variables at play: for example, the human unavoidably stops moving when their fatigue level483

reaches the maximum endurable threshold. Therefore, they are defined with event ǫ!, i.e., by means of the484

internal action. In every automaton of the networks capturing the targeted systems, a location l with an485

outgoing edge modeling an uncontrollable switch is endowed with a set of invariants of the form w ≤ k2,486

where w ∈W is the real-valued variable subject to the constraint and k2 ∈ K is its maximum allowable487

value (e.g., F ≤ 1, with w = F and k2 = 1, constrains the value of the human fatigue to be less or equal than488

1). The outgoing edge has condition w ≥ k1, such that k1 ∈ K and k2 ≥ k1 hold. If k2 > k1 holds, the edge489

fires with probability distributed uniformly over interval [k1, k2], as explained in Appendix A. If k1 = k2490

holds, the edge fires with probability 1 when w = k1 = k2 holds (e.g., the edge from on to off in Fig. 3 where491

w = T and k1 = k2 = Tth2).492

Since the orchestrator controls the robots by using the digital observations made by sensors on humans and493

robots, the SHA modeling physical dynamics (i.e., humans and robots) feature dense-counter variables (set494

Vdc) as the discrete (i.e., digital) equivalents of real-valued variables. Dense counters are periodically updated495

every Tpoll ∈ K time units (where Tpoll corresponds to the refresh period of the specific sensor) through496

updates in Ξ(W ) that are compatible with the ODEs modeling the dynamics of the physical attributes in497

each location. To this end, every SHA in the network uses a clock tupd ∈ X to measure the time elapsed498

between two consecutive measurements and to trigger an update. Therefore, when tupd = Tpoll holds for499

an automaton A, hence when time Tpoll has elapsed since the last measurement, then A uncontrollably500

switches to a committed location. A committed location is equivalent to an ordinary location with invariant501

t ≤ 0 and all incoming edges with update t = 0 for some t ∈ X: therefore, time cannot elapse while in these502

locations [27]. In that location, the dense counters modeling the latest sensor readings are immediately503

notified to the orchestrator by firing an event over a dedicated channel that triggers the publishing routine504

(the corresponding modeling pattern is described in detail in [15, Section IV]).505
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In the forthcoming sections, we present the automata constituting the SHA network, i.e., the humans,506

the robot and its battery, and the orchestrator, primarily focusing on the human behaviors modeled by the507

patterns Human Follower, Human Leader, and Human Recipient, which this work extends with respect to508

[13, 14] with a stochastic characterization of physical fatigue, and a factorization of the common modeling509

pattern capturing the periodic sensor reading update. Comparable SHA for the Human Applicant, Human510

Rescuer, and Human Competitor patterns are introduced in [16]. We also present a refined model of the511

robot’s battery, which fits the real platform used for the experimental validation. The robot-modeling SHA512

is presented in detail in [15] and briefly described here to preserve the self-containedness of this paper.513

Moreover, we report the high-level structure of the orchestrator (introduced in [13] and extended in [16])514

with refined mission-management policies.515

Controllable switches realize the interactions among the automata and are obtained by means of synchro-516

nization channels. Since the orchestrator implements the control logic that governs the agents, the issuing517

of a command by the orchestrator is modeled through a synchronization between the orchestrator and the518

automaton modeling the agent that reacts to the command. Hence, all the channels in (the automaton519

modeling) the orchestrator are labeled with !, whereas (the automata modeling) the humans and the battery520

are defined with edges having the channels labeled with ?. Hence, The modeling has been realized by521

considering one single robot serving one individual at a time, even if several agents (i.e., humans and robots)522

can participate in the scenario. In fact, each pattern models the interaction between one pair of agents,523

a robot and a human, and missions are finite sequences of interactions. Since there is always only one524

active robot and a single served human at a time, channels representing synchronizing events between the525

orchestrator and the agents are not specific to a single instance of a human or a robot. A dense counter526

in the orchestrator, with finite domain, identifies the human currently interacting with the robot and it527

is evaluated by every automata modeling the humans to allow or deny the firing of the synchronization528

events with the orchestrator. In particular, all the edges in the automaton modeling a human agent include529

a condition which evaluates to true when the dense counter indicating the currently served human is equal530

to the value id uniquely identifying it (see Section 3.1) and, hence, the automaton. Moreover, even if the531

modeling of multiple robots serving multiple humans simultaneously is possible in theory, adding this feature532

would cause the models to increase in complexity. The information flow that the orchestrator realizes by533

issuing commands to agents, through events via channels, is as follows. The orchestrator534

• informs the human to start or stop walking via channels cmd hstart and cmd hstop;535

• makes the robot move or stop via channels cmd rstart and cmd rstop. Moreover, it starts the battery536

charging through channel cmd bstart and interrupts the charging with channel cmd bstop, hence restoring537

the robot back to the mission-defined interaction.538

4.1. Human-Robot Interaction Patterns Model539

In all interaction patterns, the SHA modeling humans differentiate between operating states based on540

how fatigue evolves (i.e., whether individuals are recovering or not) and how humans are interacting with the541

robot (e.g., they are leading the action or waiting for a robot’s action). Hence, all SHA modeling humans542

feature real-valued variable F ∈W , capturing physical fatigue, and a dense counter f ∈ Vdc capturing the543

digital counterpart of F . Besides physical fatigue, for each human, suitable sensors also periodically refresh544

their position within the building. The position is modeled by dense counters hposx and hposy capturing a545

pair of Cartesian coordinates. Therefore, the portion of SHA modeling the update of periodic sensor readings546

is present in all the operating states of the human, generically indicated as op, and is hereinafter referred547

to as 〈op〉 pubh. In the following sections, for a clock t ∈ X, we use notation {t} to represent update t = 0548

(e.g., we write {tupd} instead of tupd = 0).549

The 〈op〉 pubh pattern is shown in Fig. 6. In the following, we use label op when describing the high-level550

structure of the pattern, while it is replaced by descriptive labels when referring to a specific instance of the551

pattern (e.g., 〈stand〉 pubh and 〈walk〉 pubh). The automaton features three locations: an ordinary location552

h〈op〉 and two committed locations hpub1
and hpub2

. Location h〈op〉 captures the human’s behavior while in a553

specific state (e.g., h〈stand〉 and h〈walk〉). To this end, h〈op〉 is endowed with invariants I(h〈op〉), flow conditions554
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<latexit sha1_base64="zjBSaYHNYTm6CUPLcz0NIzEV88Y=">AAACHXicbZC7TsNAEEXXvAmvACXNiggJmshGICgRNJQgkYcUR9Z4Mwkr1uvV7hgpsvINfAJfQQsVHaJFFPwLjknBa6qrc2c0Mzc2Sjry/Xdvanpmdm5+YbGytLyyulZd32i6NLMCGyJVqW3H4FBJjQ2SpLBtLEISK2zFN2djv3WL1slUX9HQYDeBgZZ9KYAKFFX3QgV6oDBMgK5dP0/NKLRfJCqZTXKTxaPoOqrW/LpfFv8rgomosUldRNWPsJeKLEFNQoFzncA31M3BkhQKR5Uwc2hA3MAAO4XUkKDr5uVLI76TOaCUG7RcKl5C/D6RQ+LcMImLzvLy394Y/ud1Muofd3OpTUaoxXgRSYXlIiesLLJC3pMWiWB8OXKpuQALRGglByEKmBXhVYo8gt/f/xXN/XpwWPcvD2onp5NkFtgW22a7LGBH7ISdswvWYILdsQf2yJ68e+/Ze/Fev1qnvMnMJvtR3tsn5pCjzg==</latexit>

hopi pubh

<latexit sha1_base64="wtUZjNut2gHPHOGt+3avtcs/Iw8=">AAACEXicbVDLSsNAFJ3Ud31FXYowWARXJRFFl6IblxVsKzSl3Iy3dXAyCTM3Qgld+Ql+hVtduRO3foEL/8UkZuHrrA7n3OcJEyUted67U5uanpmdm1+oLy4tr6y6a+sdG6dGYFvEKjaXIVhUUmObJCm8TAxCFCrshjenhd+9RWNlrC9onGA/gpGWQymAcmngbl0PskCBHikMIqBrO8ziZBKYUpkM3IbX9Erwv8SvSINVaA3cj+AqFmmEmoQCa3u+l1A/A0NS5PPqQWoxAXEDI+zlVEOEtp+Vb0z4TmqBYp6g4VLxUsTvHRlE1o6jMK8sT/3tFeJ/Xi+l4VE/kzpJCbUoFpFUWC6ywsg8H+RX0iARFJcjl5oLMECERnIQIhfTPLB6nof/+/u/pLPX9A+a3vl+4/ikSmaebbJttst8dsiO2RlrsTYT7I49sEf25Nw7z86L8/pVWnOqng32A87bJ9gZnm8=</latexit>

hhopi

<latexit sha1_base64="YMJeTQMijgmAFg1kqy8NbuwV2Yg=">AAACBnicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwgvE0qaExESVWQjEJQRNJRBIg8psazzZZOccn7obo2ILPd8BS1UdIiW36DgX7CNC0iYajSzq50dL5JCo2V9GpWV1bX1jepmbWt7Z3fP3K93dRgrDh0eylD1PaZBigA6KFBCP1LAfE9Cz5td537vHpQWYXCH8wgcn00CMRacYSa5Zn3qJkOf4VT5SRR7rp2mrtmwmlYBukzskjRIibZrfg1HIY99CJBLpvXAtiJ0EqZQcAlpbRhriBifsQkMMhowH7STFNlTehxrhiGNQFEhaSHC742E+VrPfS+bzGPqRS8X//MGMY4vnUQEUYwQ8PwQCgnFIc2VyEoBOhIKEFmeHKgIKGeKIYISlHGeiXHWUi3rw178fpl0T5v2edO6PWu0rspmquSQHJETYpML0iI3pE06hJMH8kSeyYvxaLwab8b7z2jFKHcOyB8YH9+Xoplb</latexit>

hpub1

<latexit sha1_base64="n1z6H8BORiu8ONGXnH+/tzmDmKM=">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</latexit>

I(hhopi) ∧
<latexit sha1_base64="eRg6bUKBTJfF/Xpc5uQ0KAeqW5s=">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</latexit>

F(hhopi) ∧
<latexit sha1_base64="CN0CeD5LFPsWGQ3AgBFJasN6Ryk=">AAACHnicdVDBTttAEF2HAiEtYODYy6pRJcohshGBcovaHnpMpSYgxVE0XibJKuu1tTuuFFn5Bz6Br+BKT72hXtsD/9K1m1aAYE5v35vZmffiTElLQfDbq628WF1br280Xr7a3Nr2d3b7Ns2NwJ5IVWrOY7CopMYeSVJ4nhmEJFZ4Fs8+lvrZNzRWpvorzTMcJjDRciwFkKNG/kGUAE0FqOLTYn86ql52XEQK9EQhTzMemQou3o38ZtBqB+HpcciDVlAV/8+ES6bJltUd+XfRRSryBDUJBdYOwiCjYQGGpHAfNqLcYgZiBhMcOKghQTssKk8L/ja3QCnP0HCpeEXi/YkCEmvnSew6q5sfayX5lDbIafx+WEid5YRalItIOqflIiuMdGEhv5AGiaC8HLnUXIABIjSSgxCOzF16DZfHP9P8edA/bIXtVvDlqNn5sEymzl6zN2yfheyEddhn1mU9Jtglu2Y37Lt35f3wbr2ff1tr3nJmjz0o79cf9X2jKA==</latexit>

D(hhopi)

<latexit sha1_base64="l21uukgf1ZqgesXNG0RVdg6mWKU=">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</latexit>

tupd ≥ Tpoll
<latexit sha1_base64="b1jCySTT1U7RkTE6jBTULMSc6ac=">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</latexit>

ξhopi, {tupd}

<latexit sha1_base64="rrulhC4zF+sig5vft2Td71UmcdU=">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</latexit>

ξrand,hopi

<latexit sha1_base64="B1EfrHg8BzOHmF3DZnpEfqaVezE=">AAACDHicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqhvBzWgRXJWkRNtl0Y3LCvYBbQiT6W0dOnkwcyOUUD/Br3CrK3fi1n9w4b+YxAoqelaHc+7lnnu8SAqNpvlmFBYWl5ZXiqultfWNza3y9k5Hh7Hi0OahDFXPYxqkCKCNAiX0IgXM9yR0vcl55ndvQGkRBlc4jcDx2TgQI8EZppJb3hv4DK8Rk2jm5lT5yQjHswO3XDGrp3aj1rCoWTVzZMS26rZNrblSIXO03PL7YBjy2IcAuWRa9y0zQidhCgWXMCsNYg0R4xM2hn5KA+aDdpL8gxk9ijXDkEagqJA0F+H7RsJ8rae+l05mIfVvLxP/8voxjhpOIoIoRgh4dgiFhPyQ5kqk1QAdCgWILEsOVASUM8UQQQnKOE/FOO2qlPbx9TT9n3RqVeukal7alebZvJki2SeH5JhYpE6a5IK0SJtwckvuyQN5NO6MJ+PZePkcLRjznV3yA8brB9y2nEk=</latexit>

pftg!
<latexit sha1_base64="ueeGbzrgyZZkpWwawj03awylkwQ=">AAACDHicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqhvBzWgRXJWkRNtl0Y3LCvYBbSmT6W0dOkmGmRuhhPoJfoVbXbkTt/6DC//FJFZQ0bM6nHMv99zjKSkM2vablVtYXFpeya8W1tY3NreK2zstE0aaQ5OHMtQdjxmQIoAmCpTQURqY70loe5Pz1G/fgDYiDK5wqqDvs3EgRoIzTKRBca/nM7xGjNVskFHtxyo0s4NBsWSXT91apeZQu2xnSInrVF2XOnOlROZoDIrvvWHIIx8C5JIZ03Vshf2YaRRcwqzQiwwoxidsDN2EBswH04+zD2b0KDIMQ6pAUyFpJsL3jZj5xkx9L5lMQ5rfXir+5XUjHNX6sQhUhBDw9BAKCdkhw7VIqgE6FBoQWZocqAgoZ5ohghaUcZ6IUdJVIenj62n6P2lVys5J2b50S/WzeTN5sk8OyTFxSJXUyQVpkCbh5JbckwfyaN1ZT9az9fI5mrPmO7vkB6zXD/dmnFo=</latexit>

ppos!

<latexit sha1_base64="El9/CV/FEqhPcJZSvVaysiEdHjs=">AAACBHicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwgvAyXNiQiJKrIjEJQRNJRBIg8piazzZZOccrZPd+tIkZWWr6CFig7R8h8U/Au2cQEJU41mdrWz4yspDDrOp1VaW9/Y3CpvV3Z29/YP7MOjtolizaHFIxnprs8MSBFCCwVK6CoNLPAldPzpbeZ3ZqCNiMIHnCsYBGwcipHgDFPJs+2J1w8YTnSQqNj36gvPrjo1JwddJW5BqqRA07O/+sOIxwGEyCUzpuc6CgcJ0yi4hEWlHxtQjE/ZGHopDVkAZpDkyRf0LDYMI6pAUyFpLsLvjYQFxswDP53MUpplLxP/83oxjq4HiQhVjBDy7BAKCfkhw7VIKwE6FBoQWZYcqAgpZ5ohghaUcZ6KcdpRJe3DXf5+lbTrNfey5txfVBs3RTNlckJOyTlxyRVpkDvSJC3CyYw8kWfyYj1ar9ab9f4zWrKKnWPyB9bHN727mFA=</latexit>

hpub2

Figure 6: SHA modeling the 〈op〉 pubh pattern, color-coded as in Fig. 3. Ports are marked by symbols “◮”, “�”, and “×”.

F(h〈op〉), and probability distributions D(h〈op〉). For all instances of 〈op〉 pubh, (tupd ≤ Tpoll) ∈ I(h〈op〉)555

holds. The combination of this invariant with condition tupd ≥ Tpoll on the edge to hpub1
forces the SHA to556

switch to the committed location when tupd = Tpoll holds. Upon switching, the set of updates ξ〈op〉 ⊂ Ξ(W )557

(e.g., ξ〈stand〉 and ξ〈walk〉) updates dense counters f, hposx , and hposy . The effect of ξ〈op〉 varies depending on558

the specific state of the human. Since hpub1
and hpub2

are committed, the new values are immediately shared559

with the orchestrator by firing an event through channels pftg first and ppos right after.560

Edges entering and leaving the 〈op〉 pubh pattern are represented through ports (coherently with [15, 16]).561

Ports are not part of the formalism, but a visualization expedient for the edges entering and leaving the562

sub-automaton (arrows in and out of a port constitute the same transition). SHA enter a submachine563

through the port marked by symbol “◮” (i.e., start) and leave a submachine through ports marked by564

symbols “�” (i.e., end) and “×” (i.e., fail), indicating whether the operating state op ended (or stopped565

momentarily) or the entire mission ended with failure (e.g., because the human is too fatigued), respectively.566

Edge conditions, channels, and updates characterizing edges through ports vary depending on the specific567

〈op〉 pubh instance. The only exception is update ξrand,〈op〉 on the edge through the start port. Update568

ξrand,〈op〉 is featured by all instances of 〈op〉 pubh since it determines the stochastic properties of human569

fatigue when a human behaves while in a specific operating state 〈op〉 and the way these properties are570

determined is the same for every instance of 〈op〉 pubh.571

Human fatigue is a complex phenomenon driven by a wide range of factors: our approach focuses on572

muscular fatigue due to physical strain. As discussed by Liu et al. [28], a muscle can be seen as a reservoir573

of motor units. When physical exertion is required, motor units progressively activate and eventually cause574

fatigue due to biochemical processes. The muscle can, then, recover from fatigue if it is put to rest [28, 29].575

Our approach exploits the model proposed by Konz [29, 30], described by Eq.2, for which human action576

undergoes alternate fatigue and recovery cycles, each one modeled by an exponential function. Fatigue and577

recovery are expressed by means of function parameters, called fatigue rates, which depend on several factors578

such as the age of the subject that the model represents, their health condition, etc. Each cycle is associated579

with an index i uniquely identified, given time t, by function j : R+ → N (thus, i = j(t) holds). We indicate580

the timestamp at which cycle i ends by ti. During both fatigue and recovery, fatigue F (t) for cycle i depends581

on the residual value F (ti−1) from the previous cycle ended at time ti−1. Parameters λi and ρi are the582

fatigue and recovery rates for cycle i.583

F (t) =

{

1− (1− F (ti−1)) · e
−λi(t−ti−1) (fatigue)

F (ti−1) · e
−ρi(t−ti−1) (recovery)

(2)

Full recovery occurs when F (t) = 0 holds, whereas condition F (t) = 1 models the case in which the muscle584

has reached the maximum level of endurance. Liu et al. [28] argue that the fatigue F (t) can be seen585

as ratio MF (t)/M0, where M0 is the total amount of motor units, and MF (t) is the amount of fatigued586
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units at time t. Therefore, F (t) =MF (t)/M0 = 1 holds when every unit composing a muscle is fatigued.587

Running experiments on a pool of subjects have shown how a Normal distribution is a good fit to capture588

the variability of rates λi and ρi in the fatigue model [31]. Furthermore, the variability of the fatigue rates589

for an individual subject between different exertion cycles has been observed in [32]. The SHA modeling590

the human in a scenario embeds this variability by means of probability distributions, as the automaton is591

not representative for a single specific individual, but it represents a set of subjects with similar physical592

characteristics. Therefore, we approximate the complexity of the fatigue phenomenon by considering each λi593

(resp., ρi) as a sample of distribution N(µλ, σ
2
λ) (resp., N(µρ, σ

2
ρ)), whose mean and variance depend on the594

fatigue profile that characterizes the class of humans under analysis.595

By construction, every operating state of a human agent is associated with a specific fatigue profile, i.e.,596

it is either a fatigue state or a recovery state. Hence, for every instance of 〈op〉 pubh function D(h〈op〉) is597

defined. Upon entering an 〈op〉 pubh, update ξrand,〈op〉 computes the fatigue/recovery rate to be considered598

while the automaton is in location h〈op〉. To this end, every automaton modeling a human features two dense599

counters λ, ρ ∈ Vdc, which store the current fatigue/recovery rates. Every time update ξrand,〈op〉 is executed,600

it generates a new sample of D(h〈op〉) and assigns it to ρ, if h〈op〉 is a recovery state, otherwise to λ. The601

sample is generated through the Box-Müller algorithm [17]. Update ξrand,〈op〉 is given in Eq.3, where rate602

equals λ if h〈op〉 is a fatigue state and ρ otherwise; µ〈op〉 and σ〈op〉 are the mean and standard deviation of603

D(h〈op〉); u1 and u2 are independent realizations of uniform distribution U(0, 1).604

ξrand,〈op〉 : rate = µ〈op〉 + σ〈op〉
√

−2 ln(u2) cos(2πu1) (3)

The values of ρ and λ determine the temporal evolution of the real-valued variable F and its digital counterpart605

f while the automaton is in h〈op〉. In a given operating state 〈op〉, if fatigue increases, flow condition F(h〈op〉)606

corresponds to the derivative of Eq.2(fatigue), indicated as fftg in Eq.4; otherwise, fatigue decreases and607

F(h〈op〉) is equal to the derivative of Eq.2(recovery), indicated as frec in Eq.5. Both equations depend on two608

terms other than ρ and λ, i.e., clock tphase ∈ X and dense counter Fp ∈ Vdc. Clock tphase ∈ X measures the609

total amount of time the automaton spends in location h〈op〉 and dense counter Fp ∈ Vdc is the residual value610

of fatigue at the end of the previous fatigue/recovery cycle, realized by a different 〈op〉 pubh instance. Both611

are updated when a new fatigue/recovery cycle begins, i.e., every time the SHA modeling the human enters612

an instance of 〈op〉 pubh and ξrand,〈op〉 is carried out: clock tphase is reset and variable Fp is updated with F .613

Ḟ = fftg(tphase, λ) = Fpλe
−λtphase (4)

614

Ḟ = frec(tphase, ρ) = −Fpρe
−ρtphase (5)

Dense counter f, on the other hand, is not associated with a flow in location h〈op〉, because it models the615

digital equivalent of the physical attribute F . For this reason, the temporal evolution of f is calculated616

explicitly via the update ξ〈op〉, which computes a new value for f by applying the update in Eq.6, every Tpoll617

time units. The primed version f ′ indicates the new value of f after the computation of the expression, which618

depends on the operating state 〈op〉. Unlike Eq.2, the equations in Eq.6 model fatigue in a single cycle and619

are expressed in terms of the amount of time elapsed from the beginning of the current fatigue/recovery620

cycle. Conversely, Eq.2 depends on the absolute time t and instant ti−1, the latter indicating the end of621

the cycle that precedes the current one. Hence, if τ is the amount of time elapsed from the beginning of a622

cycle, Eq.2 can be rewritten in terms of τ by applying the identity t− ti−1 = τ , and fatigue after τ time623

units from the beginning of the current fatigue/recovery cycle is F̄ (τ) = F (ti−1 + τ). For τ = 0, fatigue624

F̄ (0) is equal to the residual value F (ti−1), which is Fp. At the end of the (k + 1)-th sensor refresh, lasting625

Tpoll time units each, the fatigue is F (kTpoll + Tpoll). The final expressions are obtained by considering that,626

before computing ξ〈op〉, f amounts to Fpe
−ρkTpoll , in case of recovery, and to 1− (1− Fp)e

−λkTpoll otherwise627

(i.e., the fatigue after k refresh cycles).628

f ′ = F̄ (kTpoll + Tpoll) =

{

1− (1− Fp)e
−λ(kTpoll+Tpoll) = 1− (1− Fp)e

−λkTpolle−λTpoll = 1− (1− f)e−λTpoll (fatigue)

Fpe
−ρ(kTpoll+Tpoll) = Fpe

−ρkTpolle−ρTpoll = fe−ρTpoll (recovery)

(6)
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<latexit sha1_base64="M7qVetxTYEEC7G0BsNqi3d1F12w=">AAACBHicbVA9TwJBEN3DL8SvU0ubjcTEitwZjZZEG0tMBEmAkLllgA17e5fdORJyofVX2GplZ2z9Hxb+F++QQsFXvbw3k3nzglhJS5736RRWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd09d/+gYaPECKyLSEWmGYBFJTXWSZLCZmwQwkDhQzC6yf2HMRorI31Pkxg7IQy07EsBlEld1x122yHQ0IRpH6SmadctexVvBr5M/DkpszlqXfer3YtEEqImocDalu/F1EnBkBQKp6V2YjEGMYIBtjKqIUTbSWfJp/wksUARj9FwqfhMxN8bKYTWTsIgm8xT2kUvF//zWgn1rzqp1HFCqEV+iKTC2SErjMwqQd6TBokgT45cai7AABEayUGITEyyjkpZH/7i98ukcVbxLyre3Xm5ej1vpsiO2DE7ZT67ZFV2y2qszgQbsyf2zF6cR+fVeXPef0YLznznkP2B8/ENGCOYig==</latexit>

hfaint

<latexit sha1_base64="oxUeGSAXOCDeOIVzpDSGFmVKcIY=">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</latexit>

Ḟ = frec(tphase, ρ),

<latexit sha1_base64="sFTA1X3skfOhTrmcuacJT6CiNQk=">AAAB+3icdZDLSgNBEEV74ivGV9Slm8YguBp6xPhYCEFBXEYwD0lC6OlUYpOenqG7RghDvsKtrtyJWz/Ghf/iJI6iondVnFtFVV0/UtIiY69ObmZ2bn4hv1hYWl5ZXSuub9RtGBsBNRGq0DR9bkFJDTWUqKAZGeCBr6DhD88mfuMWjJWhvsJRBJ2AD7TsS8ExRdftXojJ+fiEdYsl5paZd3zgUeayqegX8TJSIpmq3eJbOiviADQKxa1teSzCTsINSqFgXGjHFiIuhnwArbTUPADbSaYHj+lObDmGNAJDpaJTCN8nEh5YOwr8tDPgeGN/exP4l9eKsX/USaSOYgQtJotQKpgussLINAmgPWkAkU8uByo1FdxwRDCSciFSGKfRFNI8Pp+m/xf1Pdcru+xyv1Q5zZLJky2yTXaJRw5JhVyQKqkRQQJyR+7JgzN2Hp0n5/mjNedkM5vkh5yXd2tqlNc=</latexit>

Ḟ = 0

<latexit sha1_base64="g5qV27DnOH6rBsMlcmje5XakTbk=">AAAB/3icdVC7SgNBFJ31GeMramkzGASrZTZu0HRBG8sI5gHJEmYnN3HI7MOZu0JYUvgVtlrZia2fYuG/uFkjqOipDufcyz33+LGSBhl7sxYWl5ZXVgtrxfWNza3t0s5uy0SJFtAUkYp0x+cGlAyhiRIVdGINPPAVtP3x+cxv34I2MgqvcBKDF/BRKIdScMwkrxdwvDbDNPJhMu2XysyuMqdWrVFmV6qs5roZYQ5jxy51bJajTOZo9EvvvUEkkgBCFIob03VYjF7KNUqhYFrsJQZiLsZ8BN2MhjwA46V56Ck9TAzHiMagqVQ0F+H7RsoDYyaBn03mIX97M/Evr5vg8NRLZRgnCKGYHUKpID9khJZZG0AHUgMinyUHKkMquOaIoCXlQmRiktVTzPr4epr+T1oV26na7NIt18/mzRTIPjkgR8QhJ6ROLkiDNIkgN+SePJBH6856sp6tl8/RBWu+s0d+wHr9AKCnl0g=</latexit>

obey

<latexit sha1_base64="g5qV27DnOH6rBsMlcmje5XakTbk=">AAAB/3icdVC7SgNBFJ31GeMramkzGASrZTZu0HRBG8sI5gHJEmYnN3HI7MOZu0JYUvgVtlrZia2fYuG/uFkjqOipDufcyz33+LGSBhl7sxYWl5ZXVgtrxfWNza3t0s5uy0SJFtAUkYp0x+cGlAyhiRIVdGINPPAVtP3x+cxv34I2MgqvcBKDF/BRKIdScMwkrxdwvDbDNPJhMu2XysyuMqdWrVFmV6qs5roZYQ5jxy51bJajTOZo9EvvvUEkkgBCFIob03VYjF7KNUqhYFrsJQZiLsZ8BN2MhjwA46V56Ck9TAzHiMagqVQ0F+H7RsoDYyaBn03mIX97M/Evr5vg8NRLZRgnCKGYHUKpID9khJZZG0AHUgMinyUHKkMquOaIoCXlQmRiktVTzPr4epr+T1oV26na7NIt18/mzRTIPjkgR8QhJ6ROLkiDNIkgN+SePJBH6856sp6tl8/RBWu+s0d+wHr9AKCnl0g=</latexit>

obey

<latexit sha1_base64="a5vRhUe8LVZUjsUJrVtanp/BT+M=">AAACBHicdVC7SgNBFJ31GeNr1dJmMAhWy2zcoOmCNpYRzAOSEGYnN3HI7IOZu4GwpPUrbLWyE1v/w8J/cbNGUNFTHc65l3vu8WMlDTL2Zi0tr6yurRc2iptb2zu79t5+00SJFtAQkYp02+cGlAyhgRIVtGMNPPAVtPzx5dxvTUAbGYU3OI2hF/BRKIdScMykvm13A463ZpgOpIl8mM76dok5FeZWK1XKnHKFVT0vI8xl7NSjrsNylMgC9b793h1EIgkgRKG4MR2XxdhLuUYpFMyK3cRAzMWYj6CT0ZAHYHppnnxGjxPDMaIxaCoVzUX4vpHywJhp4GeTec7f3lz8y+skODzvpTKME4RQzA+hVJAfMkLLrBKgA6kBkc+TA5UhFVxzRNCSciEyMck6KmZ9fD1N/yfNsuNWHHbtlWoXi2YK5JAckRPikjNSI1ekThpEkAm5Jw/k0bqznqxn6+VzdMla7ByQH7BePwCNV5jX</latexit>

disobey

<latexit sha1_base64="a5vRhUe8LVZUjsUJrVtanp/BT+M=">AAACBHicdVC7SgNBFJ31GeNr1dJmMAhWy2zcoOmCNpYRzAOSEGYnN3HI7IOZu4GwpPUrbLWyE1v/w8J/cbNGUNFTHc65l3vu8WMlDTL2Zi0tr6yurRc2iptb2zu79t5+00SJFtAQkYp02+cGlAyhgRIVtGMNPPAVtPzx5dxvTUAbGYU3OI2hF/BRKIdScMykvm13A463ZpgOpIl8mM76dok5FeZWK1XKnHKFVT0vI8xl7NSjrsNylMgC9b793h1EIgkgRKG4MR2XxdhLuUYpFMyK3cRAzMWYj6CT0ZAHYHppnnxGjxPDMaIxaCoVzUX4vpHywJhp4GeTec7f3lz8y+skODzvpTKME4RQzA+hVJAfMkLLrBKgA6kBkc+TA5UhFVxzRNCSciEyMck6KmZ9fD1N/yfNsuNWHHbtlWoXi2YK5JAckRPikjNSI1ekThpEkAm5Jw/k0bqznqxn6+VzdMla7ByQH7BePwCNV5jX</latexit>

disobey

<latexit sha1_base64="U+WsiTjDWv21greykm8yErByeD4=">AAACDHicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdSO4GSyCq5KUaLuz6MZlBfuAtoTJ9LYdOnkwcyOUUD/Br3CrK3fi1n9w4b+YxAgqelaHc+7zuKEUGk3zzVhYXFpeWS2sFdc3Nre2Szu7bR1EikOLBzJQXZdpkMKHFgqU0A0VMM+V0HGnF6nfuQGlReBf4yyEgcfGvhgJzjCRnNJ+32M4QYy5N+w7EyfWyBTO52dOqWxWTu16tW5Rs2JmSIlt1WybWrlSJjmaTum9Pwx45IGPXDKte5YZ4iBOpgkuYV7sRxpCxqdsDL2E+swDPYizD+b0KNIMAxqCokLSTITvHTHztJ55blKZ3qt/e6n4l9eLcFQfxMIPIwSfp4tQSMgWaa5EEg3QoVCAyNLLgQqfcqYYIihBGeeJGCVZFZM8vp6m/5N2tWKdVMwru9w4z5MpkANySI6JRWqkQS5Jk7QIJ7fknjyQR+POeDKejZfP0gUj79kjP2C8fgDvKZxW</latexit>

cmd hstart?

<latexit sha1_base64="ZN0GOz5niAyPeeGii/L8wV0IH5A=">AAACC3icdVC7TsNAEDyHVwivAAUFzYkIiSqyI0PSEUFDGSTykJLIOl82ySnnh+7WSJHlT+AraKGiQ7R8BAX/gm2CBAimGs3samfHDaXQaJpvRmFpeWV1rbhe2tjc2t4p7+51dBApDm0eyED1XKZBCh/aKFBCL1TAPFdC151dZn73FpQWgX+D8xCGHpv4Yiw4w1RyygcDj+EUMebeaOBMnVhjECbJuVOumNUzu1FrWNSsmjkyYlt126bWQqmQBVpO+X0wCnjkgY9cMq37lhniMGYKBZeQlAaRhpDxGZtAP6U+80AP4/yBhB5HmmFAQ1BUSJqL8H0jZp7Wc89NJ7O4+reXiX95/QjHjWEs/DBC8Hl2CIWE/JDmSqTNAB0JBYgsSw5U+JQzxRBBCco4T8UoraqU9vH1NP2fdGpV67RqXtuV5sWimSI5JEfkhFikTprkirRIm3CSkHvyQB6NO+PJeDZePkcLxmJnn/yA8foBHlmb5A==</latexit>

cmd hstop?

<latexit sha1_base64="u2IcHA0JaE3t6uiWdkKXxUgABMA=">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</latexit>

Fp = F, {tphase}

<latexit sha1_base64="U+WsiTjDWv21greykm8yErByeD4=">AAACDHicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdSO4GSyCq5KUaLuz6MZlBfuAtoTJ9LYdOnkwcyOUUD/Br3CrK3fi1n9w4b+YxAgqelaHc+7zuKEUGk3zzVhYXFpeWS2sFdc3Nre2Szu7bR1EikOLBzJQXZdpkMKHFgqU0A0VMM+V0HGnF6nfuQGlReBf4yyEgcfGvhgJzjCRnNJ+32M4QYy5N+w7EyfWyBTO52dOqWxWTu16tW5Rs2JmSIlt1WybWrlSJjmaTum9Pwx45IGPXDKte5YZ4iBOpgkuYV7sRxpCxqdsDL2E+swDPYizD+b0KNIMAxqCokLSTITvHTHztJ55blKZ3qt/e6n4l9eLcFQfxMIPIwSfp4tQSMgWaa5EEg3QoVCAyNLLgQqfcqYYIihBGeeJGCVZFZM8vp6m/5N2tWKdVMwru9w4z5MpkANySI6JRWqkQS5Jk7QIJ7fknjyQR+POeDKejZfP0gUj79kjP2C8fgDvKZxW</latexit>

cmd hstart?

<latexit sha1_base64="ZN0GOz5niAyPeeGii/L8wV0IH5A=">AAACC3icdVC7TsNAEDyHVwivAAUFzYkIiSqyI0PSEUFDGSTykJLIOl82ySnnh+7WSJHlT+AraKGiQ7R8BAX/gm2CBAimGs3samfHDaXQaJpvRmFpeWV1rbhe2tjc2t4p7+51dBApDm0eyED1XKZBCh/aKFBCL1TAPFdC151dZn73FpQWgX+D8xCGHpv4Yiw4w1RyygcDj+EUMebeaOBMnVhjECbJuVOumNUzu1FrWNSsmjkyYlt126bWQqmQBVpO+X0wCnjkgY9cMq37lhniMGYKBZeQlAaRhpDxGZtAP6U+80AP4/yBhB5HmmFAQ1BUSJqL8H0jZp7Wc89NJ7O4+reXiX95/QjHjWEs/DBC8Hl2CIWE/JDmSqTNAB0JBYgsSw5U+JQzxRBBCco4T8UoraqU9vH1NP2fdGpV67RqXtuV5sWimSI5JEfkhFikTprkirRIm3CSkHvyQB6NO+PJeDZePkcLxmJnn/yA8foBHlmb5A==</latexit>

cmd hstop?

<latexit sha1_base64="H6kp2CNusqudf+4oDkme0SZZsXs=">AAAB+HicdVDLTgJBEJz1ifhCPXqZSEw8kVmU141oYjxiImAChMwODY7MPpzpNUHCP3jVkzfj1b/x4L84i5io0TpVqrrT1eVFShpk7M2Zm19YXFpOraRX19Y3NjNb2w0TxlpAXYQq1JceN6BkAHWUqOAy0sB9T0HTG54kfvMWtJFhcIGjCDo+HwSyLwVHKzVO2wO4cbuZLMuxYqFyyCjLFZhbqlQsYaxYPsxT15IEWTJDrZt5b/dCEfsQoFDcmJbLIuyMuUYpFEzS7dhAxMWQD6BlacB9MJ3xNO2E7seGY0gj0FQqOhXh+8aY+8aMfM9O+hyvzG8vEf/yWjH2y52xDKIYIRDJIZQKpoeM0NLWALQnNSDyJDlQGVDBNUcELSkXwoqx7SVt+/h6mv5PGvmcW8ix86Ns9XjWTIrskj1yQFxSIlVyRmqkTgS5JvfkgTw6d86T8+y8fI7OObOdHfIDzusHLseTmA==</latexit>

F ≥ 1

<latexit sha1_base64="qRM3ti7LRJ3YQayou/HUUiZ3fpE=">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</latexit>

fw ≥ FWth
<latexit sha1_base64="u2IcHA0JaE3t6uiWdkKXxUgABMA=">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</latexit>

Fp = F, {tphase}

<latexit sha1_base64="qRM3ti7LRJ3YQayou/HUUiZ3fpE=">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</latexit>

fw ≥ FWth
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Fp = F, {tphase}

Figure 7: SHA modeling human behavior when adhering to the HumanFollower pattern. Color-coding is the same as Fig. 3.

Compared to [13, 14], we extend SHA modeling humans by introducing D(h〈op〉), ξ〈op〉, and ξrand,〈op〉 in all629

〈op〉 pubh instances. Enriching the SHA with these features strengthens the results obtained with SMC as630

they account not only for the uncertainty due to human autonomy, but also for the natural variability of631

the fatigue phenomenon. The extension, therefore, leads to more reliable estimations of the fatigue levels632

reached by subjects involved in the scenario, including an estimation of their variability ranges.633

In the following, we present the individual SHA modeling the three interaction patterns, all featuring634

multiple instances of the hereby presented 〈op〉 pubh pattern.635

4.1.1. Human Follower636

An instance of the SHA modeling the human follower pattern is generated for each service specified637

through the DSL with ptrn = HumanFollower. The SHA, hereinafter referred to as Ahf and shown in638

Fig. 7, features two instances of the 〈op〉 pubh pattern: one capturing the recovery phase while standing639

(〈stand〉 pubh) and one for the fatigue phase while walking (〈walk〉 pubh). Fatigue decreases while resting640

(in 〈stand〉 pubh) and increases while walking (while in 〈walk〉 pubh). Therefore, F(h〈stand〉) equals frec(t, ρ)641

(see Eq.5) and F(h〈walk〉) equals fftg(t, λ) (see Eq.4). Values ρ and λ are realizations of N(µstand, σ
2
stand) and642

N(µwalk, σ
2
walk), respectively. Table 1 shows the internal updates, ξstand and ξwalk, respectively, later described643

in detail. Ahf also features a deadlock location hfaint capturing the case in which the human reaches full644

exhaustion causing the failure of the mission. If the mission fails because the human has reached location645

h〈faint〉, modeling the evolution of fatigue is no longer relevant. Therefore, location h〈faint〉 is endowed with646

flow condition Ḟ = 0.647

While walking (thus, while in location h〈walk〉), the SHA periodically updates variables hposx and hposy .648

As described in Section 3.1, we assume that humans walk at average speed v ∈ K. Dense counter hγ649

captures the human’s orientation with respect to the x -axis. We assume that the human can rotate instantly650

while following their trajectory, and, thus, no location is necessary to capture the delay caused by rotation.651

Variable hγ is periodically updated while walking through function upd orientation(), which computes the652

new orientation required (primed dense counter h′γ) to head towards the following point of the trajectory.653

Therefore, every Tpoll time instants, the x-y coordinates increase by vTpoll cos(hγ) along the x -axis and654

vTpoll sin(hγ) along the y-axis. While standing (in h〈stand〉), as per Table 1, the human does not move, thus655

the values of hposx and hposy do not change. The mechanism capturing human free will and the corresponding656

dense counter fw is presented later in this section. The periodic sensor refresh mechanism does not apply657

to location hfaint (which is not, thus, part of an 〈op〉 pubh instance) since, once the mission has failed, the658

orchestrator no longer requires up-to-date sensor measurements.659

The switch between h〈stand〉 and h〈walk〉 (and viceversa) is controllable and triggered by events through660
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Table 1: Updates for the SHA modeling the HumanFollower and HumanLeader patterns.

Symbol Updates Description

ξstand

f ′ = feρTpoll ;
h′γ = hγ ;
h′posx = hposx ;
h′posy = hposy ;
fw′ = roll dice();

Resting phase

ξwalk

f ′ = 1− (1− f)e−λTpoll ;
h′γ = upd orientation();
h′posx = hposx + vTpoll cos(hγ);
h′posy = hposy + vTpoll sin(hγ);
fw′ = roll dice();

Fatiguing phase

channels cmd hstart and cmd hstop. The orchestrator sends to the SHA modeling the human events through661

these channels when it detects that the interaction between the human and the robot must start (cmd hstart)662

or stop (cmd hstop). Upon switching between h〈stand〉 and h〈walk〉, the SHA updates the value of variable Fp663

(see the updates on entering 〈op〉 pubh instances). To capture the unpredictability of human behavior, the664

edges between h〈stand〉 and h〈walk〉 and back have specific features modeling human free will. In the literature,665

there exist several proposals on how to model the free will phenomenon [33]. We exploit the results on the free666

will phenomenon and randomness in [34] to model human haphazard choices probabilistically. Specifically,667

as in Fig. 7, the controllable edges between h〈stand〉 and h〈walk〉 and the two self-loops complementing them668

are associated with a probability distribution such that obey + disobey = 1, where obey, disobey ∈ K are two669

constants. The values are the probabilities with which, when the orchestrator fires an event over cmd hstart670

(resp., cmd hstop), the human abides by it and switches to h〈walk〉 (resp., h〈stand〉) or ignores it and stays in671

the same location. The specific value of obey derives from attribute pfw of class Human introduced in Section672

3 (then, disobey = 1− obey holds). Value disabled for attribute pfw implies obey = 1 (hence, disobey = 0).673

Manifestations of human free will do not exclusively occur concomitantly with the orchestrator’s instruc-674

tions. As shown in Fig. 7, two additional uncontrollable edges connect h〈stand〉 and h〈walk〉. These edges675

capture the possibility that humans may decide to start or stop walking haphazardly at any time during the676

execution of the mission. Therefore, these edges are not associated with any event occurring in the system,677

but they only depend on the value of edge condition fw ≥ FWth, where FWth ∈ K is a constant. As per678

Table 1, the value of dense counter fw is updated every Tpoll time units through function roll dice(), which679

generates a random value from [0,FWmax] where FWmax ∈ K is a constant. The uncontrollable edge fires if,680

and only if, the generated value of fw is greater or equal than constant FWth ≤ FWmax. Parameters FWth681

and FWmax derive from attribute pfw and determine the frequency of human haphazard actions.682

4.1.2. Human Leader683

The SHA modeling the leader pattern, shown in Fig. 8, shares most features with the model described684

in Section 4.1.1. Locations h〈stand〉 and h〈walk〉 (within 〈stand〉 pubh and 〈walk〉 pubh) capture the human685

resting and walking constraining real-valued variable F through the flow conditions in Eq.5 and Eq.4. While686

in these locations, sensor readings are periodically modified by updates ξstand and ξwalk in Table 1. When687

fatigue exceeds the maximum threshold, the SHA switches to deadlock location h〈faint〉.688

The distinguishing feature of this pattern is that the switch from h〈stand〉 to h〈walk〉 is purely based on the689

free will mechanism and not on orchestrator’s instructions. As a matter of fact, the leader autonomously690

decides when to start the action. Therefore, the edge to h〈walk〉 is not tied to any event fired through any691

channel. Dense counter fw appearing in the edge condition is periodically randomly updated as described692

in Section 4.1.1. On the other hand, while the leader is free to also stop walking at any time irrespective693

of the robot’s decisions (through the solid edge from h〈walk〉 to h〈stand〉), the orchestrator may exceptionally694

instruct the human to stop walking through channel cmd hstop when their fatigue reaches an alarming value.695

As with all other orchestrator commands, the edges triggered by such events are probabilistic and depend on696
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Ḟ = frec(tphase, ρ),
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<latexit sha1_base64="a5vRhUe8LVZUjsUJrVtanp/BT+M=">AAACBHicdVC7SgNBFJ31GeNr1dJmMAhWy2zcoOmCNpYRzAOSEGYnN3HI7IOZu4GwpPUrbLWyE1v/w8J/cbNGUNFTHc65l3vu8WMlDTL2Zi0tr6yurRc2iptb2zu79t5+00SJFtAQkYp02+cGlAyhgRIVtGMNPPAVtPzx5dxvTUAbGYU3OI2hF/BRKIdScMykvm13A463ZpgOpIl8mM76dok5FeZWK1XKnHKFVT0vI8xl7NSjrsNylMgC9b793h1EIgkgRKG4MR2XxdhLuUYpFMyK3cRAzMWYj6CT0ZAHYHppnnxGjxPDMaIxaCoVzUX4vpHywJhp4GeTec7f3lz8y+skODzvpTKME4RQzA+hVJAfMkLLrBKgA6kBkc+TA5UhFVxzRNCSciEyMck6KmZ9fD1N/yfNsuNWHHbtlWoXi2YK5JAckRPikjNSI1ekThpEkAm5Jw/k0bqznqxn6+VzdMla7ByQH7BePwCNV5jX</latexit>

disobey

<latexit sha1_base64="ZN0GOz5niAyPeeGii/L8wV0IH5A=">AAACC3icdVC7TsNAEDyHVwivAAUFzYkIiSqyI0PSEUFDGSTykJLIOl82ySnnh+7WSJHlT+AraKGiQ7R8BAX/gm2CBAimGs3samfHDaXQaJpvRmFpeWV1rbhe2tjc2t4p7+51dBApDm0eyED1XKZBCh/aKFBCL1TAPFdC151dZn73FpQWgX+D8xCGHpv4Yiw4w1RyygcDj+EUMebeaOBMnVhjECbJuVOumNUzu1FrWNSsmjkyYlt126bWQqmQBVpO+X0wCnjkgY9cMq37lhniMGYKBZeQlAaRhpDxGZtAP6U+80AP4/yBhB5HmmFAQ1BUSJqL8H0jZp7Wc89NJ7O4+reXiX95/QjHjWEs/DBC8Hl2CIWE/JDmSqTNAB0JBYgsSw5U+JQzxRBBCco4T8UoraqU9vH1NP2fdGpV67RqXtuV5sWimSI5JEfkhFikTprkirRIm3CSkHvyQB6NO+PJeDZePkcLxmJnn/yA8foBHlmb5A==</latexit>

cmd hstop?

<latexit sha1_base64="ZN0GOz5niAyPeeGii/L8wV0IH5A=">AAACC3icdVC7TsNAEDyHVwivAAUFzYkIiSqyI0PSEUFDGSTykJLIOl82ySnnh+7WSJHlT+AraKGiQ7R8BAX/gm2CBAimGs3samfHDaXQaJpvRmFpeWV1rbhe2tjc2t4p7+51dBApDm0eyED1XKZBCh/aKFBCL1TAPFdC151dZn73FpQWgX+D8xCGHpv4Yiw4w1RyygcDj+EUMebeaOBMnVhjECbJuVOumNUzu1FrWNSsmjkyYlt126bWQqmQBVpO+X0wCnjkgY9cMq37lhniMGYKBZeQlAaRhpDxGZtAP6U+80AP4/yBhB5HmmFAQ1BUSJqL8H0jZp7Wc89NJ7O4+reXiX95/QjHjWEs/DBC8Hl2CIWE/JDmSqTNAB0JBYgsSw5U+JQzxRBBCco4T8UoraqU9vH1NP2fdGpV67RqXtuV5sWimSI5JEfkhFikTprkirRIm3CSkHvyQB6NO+PJeDZePkcLxmJnn/yA8foBHlmb5A==</latexit>

cmd hstop?

<latexit sha1_base64="H6kp2CNusqudf+4oDkme0SZZsXs=">AAAB+HicdVDLTgJBEJz1ifhCPXqZSEw8kVmU141oYjxiImAChMwODY7MPpzpNUHCP3jVkzfj1b/x4L84i5io0TpVqrrT1eVFShpk7M2Zm19YXFpOraRX19Y3NjNb2w0TxlpAXYQq1JceN6BkAHWUqOAy0sB9T0HTG54kfvMWtJFhcIGjCDo+HwSyLwVHKzVO2wO4cbuZLMuxYqFyyCjLFZhbqlQsYaxYPsxT15IEWTJDrZt5b/dCEfsQoFDcmJbLIuyMuUYpFEzS7dhAxMWQD6BlacB9MJ3xNO2E7seGY0gj0FQqOhXh+8aY+8aMfM9O+hyvzG8vEf/yWjH2y52xDKIYIRDJIZQKpoeM0NLWALQnNSDyJDlQGVDBNUcELSkXwoqx7SVt+/h6mv5PGvmcW8ix86Ns9XjWTIrskj1yQFxSIlVyRmqkTgS5JvfkgTw6d86T8+y8fI7OObOdHfIDzusHLseTmA==</latexit>

F ≥ 1

<latexit sha1_base64="u2IcHA0JaE3t6uiWdkKXxUgABMA=">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</latexit>

Fp = F, {tphase}

<latexit sha1_base64="qRM3ti7LRJ3YQayou/HUUiZ3fpE=">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</latexit>

fw ≥ FWth

<latexit sha1_base64="P7h2ON44+IAd5Sbu09FRVcT/rkw=">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</latexit>

λ ∼ N (µwalk,σ
2

walk
)

<latexit sha1_base64="TxqY2dfDG4l/8ICjLWpJS81x7Lg=">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</latexit>

ρ ∼ N (µstand,σ
2

stand
)

<latexit sha1_base64="qr6LfkOl1U1Xms0z1571W4nlyVg=">AAACIHicbZBNS8NAEIY3flu/qh69LBbBg5REFD2KXjwq2Co0IUy203bpZhN2J4KE/gl/gr/Cq568iUcF/4tpmoNfc3p53hlm5o1SJS257rszNT0zOze/sFhbWl5ZXauvb7RtkhmBLZGoxNxEYFFJjS2SpPAmNQhxpPA6Gp6N/etbNFYm+oruUgxi6GvZkwKoQGF9z1eg+wr9GGhge7kl0N2RbyYwLDFRnmbRKByE9YbbdMvif4VXiQar6iKsf/rdRGQxahIKrO14bkpBDoakUDiq+ZnFFMQQ+tgppIYYbZCXX434TmaBEp6i4VLxEuL3iRxia+/iqOgsj//tjeF/Xiej3nGQS51mhFqMF5FUWC6ywsgiLuRdaZAIxpcjl5oLMECERnIQooBZkV+tyMP7/f1f0d5veodN9/KgcXJaJbPAttg222UeO2In7JxdsBYT7J49sif27Dw4L86r8zZpnXKqmU32o5yPL4QGpTA=</latexit>

hstandi pub
h

<latexit sha1_base64="/WGXmMpfHf5gimEixJA7064QTRI=">AAACH3icbZBNS8NAEIY39bt+VT16WSyCIJREFD2KXjwq2A9oSphsp+3SzSbsThQJ/RH+BH+FVz15E68e/C+msQdtndPL884wM2+YKGnJdT+d0tz8wuLS8kp5dW19Y7Oytd2wcWoE1kWsYtMKwaKSGuskSWErMQhRqLAZDi/HfvMOjZWxvqWHBDsR9LXsSQGUo6By6CvQfYV+BDSwvewe1HDkmx8WFJQoS9JwFAyCStWtuUXxWeFNRJVN6jqofPndWKQRahIKrG17bkKdDAxJoXBU9lOLCYgh9LGdSw0R2k5WPDXi+6kFinmChkvFC4i/JzKIrH2IwryzuH3aG8P/vHZKvbNOJnWSEmoxXkRSYbHICiPztJB3pUEiGF+OXGouwAARGslBiBymeXzlPA9v+vtZ0TiqeSc19+a4en4xSWaZ7bI9dsA8dsrO2RW7ZnUm2CN7Zi/s1Xly3px35+OnteRMZnbYn3I+vwGl2qS7</latexit>

hwalki pub
h

<latexit sha1_base64="Zo/XVfNTIhk84+2mTv2LbeUR0Bk=">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</latexit>

fw ≥ FWth _
<latexit sha1_base64="u2IcHA0JaE3t6uiWdkKXxUgABMA=">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</latexit>

Fp = F, {tphase}

<latexit sha1_base64="aeyXIP1MEDPRR3G8666HVyJIDrY=">AAACB3icdVDLSgNBEJz1bXxFPXoZDIKnMKtGzU304lHBqJCE0Dtp4+DM7jLTK4QlH+BXeNWTN/HqZ3jwX5yNEVS0TkVVN11dUaqVIyHegrHxicmp6ZnZ0tz8wuJSeXnl3CWZldiQiU7sZQQOtYqxQYo0XqYWwUQaL6Kbo8K/uEXrVBKfUT/FtoFerK6UBPJSp7za6oEx0GkZoGtrcnfbHXTKFVEVu7X6tuCiWhPhXr3uiRC7+9tbPPSkQIWNcNIpv7e6icwMxiQ1ONcMRUrtHCwpqXFQamUOU5A30MOmpzEYdO18GH7ANzIHlPAULVeaD0X8vpGDca5vIj9ZZHS/vUL8y2tmdLXfzlWcZoSxLA6R0jg85KRVvhXkXWWRCIrkyFXMJVggQqs4SOnFzNdU8n18Pc3/J+db1bBWFac7lYPDUTMzbI2ts00Wsj12wI7ZCWswyfrsnj2wx+AueAqeg5fP0bFgtLPKfiB4/QDlL5oj</latexit>

γsvd

<latexit sha1_base64="+H6GZxY2Y/TxTktP4O64qhQjoZg=">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</latexit>

, h
0

id,svd
= γsvd

<latexit sha1_base64="u2IcHA0JaE3t6uiWdkKXxUgABMA=">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</latexit>

Fp = F, {tphase}

Figure 8: SHA modeling the HumanLeader pattern, color-coded as in Fig. 3.

probabilities obey and disobey (see Fig. 8) governing whether the human abides by the instruction or ignores697

it and stays in the same location.698

Finally, unlike in the follower pattern, the leader marks the end of the service by updating the Boolean699

dense counter hid,served ∈ Vdc, which is also used by the orchestrator to determine whether the robot may700

move on to serve the following human or stop if the mission is complete. The condition that determines701

whether the service is complete is indicated as γsvd and corresponds to Formula 7 (see also Fig. 8). The702

service is considered complete if both the human and the robot are within a specific range of the destination,703

corresponding to attribute target of class Service in Fig. 4. Dense counters rposx and rposy represent the704

Cartesian coordinates of the robot within the layout [15].705

√

(hposx − target.x)2 + (hposy − target.y)2 ≤ vTpoll ∧
√

(hposx − rposx)
2 + (hposy − rposy)

2 ≤ vTpoll (7)

As per Fig. 8, when condition γsvd holds and the edge from h〈walk〉 to h〈stand〉 is taken, dense counter hid,served706

is set to 1 (Boolean values are encoded by 0 and 1). If the edge is taken because fw ≥ FWth holds, hid,served707

is set with the value of γsvd (that, possibly, can be 0 if the service has not been completed yet).708

4.1.3. Human Recipient709

The recipient pattern captures a human needing the robot to fetch an object and deliver it back to710

their current location. While the robot moves to the object’s physical location (i.e., attribute target of the711

corresponding Service) and travels back, the human is free to move around. Therefore, the SHA modeling712

human behavior for this pattern (shown in Fig. 9) features three operational states, corresponding to as many713

instances of the 〈op〉 pubh pattern. Instance 〈stand〉 pubh captures the human standing still, as described in714

Section 4.1.1 and Section 4.1.2. Similarly, 〈walk〉 pubh captures the human walking out of free will while715

waiting for the robot. Additionally, the recipient pattern features location h〈exe〉 (within pattern 〈exe〉 pubh)716

representing that the robot has reached the human while carrying the object and the human has to collect717

it. During the handover, neither the robot nor the human can move, thus F(h〈exe〉) equals frec. Ordinary718

location h〈faint〉 captures the human having reached the maximum fatigue level and, as in previously presented719

patterns, it is endowed with flow condition Ḟ = 0.720

While the robot is busy fetching the object, the human can autonomously decide to move at any time.721

Therefore, the edges from h〈stand〉 to h〈walk〉 and back depend on dense counter fw, which is periodically722

updated as described in Section 4.1.1. The orchestrator starts the handover when the human is ready to723

deliver the object to the robot, by firing an event through channel cmd hstart. In this case, whether the human724

is walking (thus, in 〈walk〉 pubh) or idle (in 〈stand〉 pubh), they receive the instruction through channel725

cmd hstart to switch to 〈exe〉 pubh for the synchronization phase. As with the previous SHA modeling human726

behavior, there is a certain probability that the human ignores the orchestrator’s commands as dictated by727

weights obey and disobey.728

21



<latexit sha1_base64="M7qVetxTYEEC7G0BsNqi3d1F12w=">AAACBHicbVA9TwJBEN3DL8SvU0ubjcTEitwZjZZEG0tMBEmAkLllgA17e5fdORJyofVX2GplZ2z9Hxb+F++QQsFXvbw3k3nzglhJS5736RRWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd09d/+gYaPECKyLSEWmGYBFJTXWSZLCZmwQwkDhQzC6yf2HMRorI31Pkxg7IQy07EsBlEld1x122yHQ0IRpH6SmadctexVvBr5M/DkpszlqXfer3YtEEqImocDalu/F1EnBkBQKp6V2YjEGMYIBtjKqIUTbSWfJp/wksUARj9FwqfhMxN8bKYTWTsIgm8xT2kUvF//zWgn1rzqp1HFCqEV+iKTC2SErjMwqQd6TBokgT45cai7AABEayUGITEyyjkpZH/7i98ukcVbxLyre3Xm5ej1vpsiO2DE7ZT67ZFV2y2qszgQbsyf2zF6cR+fVeXPef0YLznznkP2B8/ENGCOYig==</latexit>

hfaint

<latexit sha1_base64="qr6LfkOl1U1Xms0z1571W4nlyVg=">AAACIHicbZBNS8NAEIY3flu/qh69LBbBg5REFD2KXjwq2Co0IUy203bpZhN2J4KE/gl/gr/Cq568iUcF/4tpmoNfc3p53hlm5o1SJS257rszNT0zOze/sFhbWl5ZXauvb7RtkhmBLZGoxNxEYFFJjS2SpPAmNQhxpPA6Gp6N/etbNFYm+oruUgxi6GvZkwKoQGF9z1eg+wr9GGhge7kl0N2RbyYwLDFRnmbRKByE9YbbdMvif4VXiQar6iKsf/rdRGQxahIKrO14bkpBDoakUDiq+ZnFFMQQ+tgppIYYbZCXX434TmaBEp6i4VLxEuL3iRxia+/iqOgsj//tjeF/Xiej3nGQS51mhFqMF5FUWC6ywsgiLuRdaZAIxpcjl5oLMECERnIQooBZkV+tyMP7/f1f0d5veodN9/KgcXJaJbPAttg222UeO2In7JxdsBYT7J49sif27Dw4L86r8zZpnXKqmU32o5yPL4QGpTA=</latexit>

hstandi pub
h

<latexit sha1_base64="/WGXmMpfHf5gimEixJA7064QTRI=">AAACH3icbZBNS8NAEIY39bt+VT16WSyCIJREFD2KXjwq2A9oSphsp+3SzSbsThQJ/RH+BH+FVz15E68e/C+msQdtndPL884wM2+YKGnJdT+d0tz8wuLS8kp5dW19Y7Oytd2wcWoE1kWsYtMKwaKSGuskSWErMQhRqLAZDi/HfvMOjZWxvqWHBDsR9LXsSQGUo6By6CvQfYV+BDSwvewe1HDkmx8WFJQoS9JwFAyCStWtuUXxWeFNRJVN6jqofPndWKQRahIKrG17bkKdDAxJoXBU9lOLCYgh9LGdSw0R2k5WPDXi+6kFinmChkvFC4i/JzKIrH2IwryzuH3aG8P/vHZKvbNOJnWSEmoxXkRSYbHICiPztJB3pUEiGF+OXGouwAARGslBiBymeXzlPA9v+vtZ0TiqeSc19+a4en4xSWaZ7bI9dsA8dsrO2RW7ZnUm2CN7Zi/s1Xly3px35+OnteRMZnbYn3I+vwGl2qS7</latexit>

hwalki pub
h

<latexit sha1_base64="bmVX2b2wWNgcTpAu/f0IWznJoc0=">AAACHnicbZA9TsNAEIXX/IbwZ6CkWREhIYrIRiAoETSUQSIBKY6s8TJJVqzX1u4YgazcgSNwClqo6BAtFNwFx0kBgamevjejmXlRqqQlz/t0pqZnZufmKwvVxaXllVV3bb1lk8wIbIpEJeYqAotKamySJIVXqUGII4WX0c3p0L+8RWNloi/oPsVODD0tu1IAFSh0dwMFuqcwiIH6tpvjHQ4CM0JhCYnyNIsGYT90a17dK4v/Ff5Y1Ni4GqH7FVwnIotRk1Bgbdv3UurkYEgKhYNqkFlMQdxAD9uF1BCj7eTlTwO+nVmghKdouFS8hPhzIofY2vs4KjrL0ye9IfzPa2fUPerkUqcZoRbDRSQVlousMLIIC/m1NEgEw8uRS80FGCBCIzkIUcCsSK9a5OFPfv9XtPbq/kHdO9+vHZ+Mk6mwTbbFdpjPDtkxO2MN1mSCPbAn9sxenEfn1Xlz3ketU854ZoP9KufjG8TWpEQ=</latexit>

hexei pub
h

<latexit sha1_base64="oxUeGSAXOCDeOIVzpDSGFmVKcIY=">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</latexit>

Ḟ = frec(tphase, ρ), <latexit sha1_base64="TF+IMu7W4bhmE/4ErjHGDCL0InU=">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</latexit>

Ḟ = fftg(tphase,λ),

<latexit sha1_base64="RQon5mrFcN2t3JyfXEx7bPr8T8Y=">AAACAHicdZA9SwNBEIb3/IzxK2ppsxgEq3Anxo8uKIhlBPMBuRjmNpO4ZG/v3J0TQkjjr7DVyk5s/ScW/hcvMYqKvtXwvDPMzBvESlpy3Vdnanpmdm4+s5BdXFpeWc2trVdtlBiBFRGpyNQDsKikxgpJUliPDUIYKKwFvZORX7tBY2WkL6gfYzOErpYdKYBSdHnqK7zmns99BbrdyuXdQtH1jvY97hbcsfgX8SYkzyYqt3JvfjsSSYiahAJrG54bU3MAhqRQOMz6icUYRA+62EhLDSHa5mB89ZBvJxYo4jEaLhUfQ/w+MYDQ2n4YpJ0h0JX97Y3gX14joc5hcyB1nBBqMVpEUuF4kRVGpnEgb0uDRDC6HLnUXIABIjSSgxApTNJ8smken0/z/4vqbsErFtzzvXzpeJJMhm2yLbbDPHbASuyMlVmFCWbYHbtnD86t8+g8Oc8frVPOZGaD/ZDz8g5VKZZn</latexit>

F ≤ 1 ^

<latexit sha1_base64="sFTA1X3skfOhTrmcuacJT6CiNQk=">AAAB+3icdZDLSgNBEEV74ivGV9Slm8YguBp6xPhYCEFBXEYwD0lC6OlUYpOenqG7RghDvsKtrtyJWz/Ghf/iJI6iondVnFtFVV0/UtIiY69ObmZ2bn4hv1hYWl5ZXSuub9RtGBsBNRGq0DR9bkFJDTWUqKAZGeCBr6DhD88mfuMWjJWhvsJRBJ2AD7TsS8ExRdftXojJ+fiEdYsl5paZd3zgUeayqegX8TJSIpmq3eJbOiviADQKxa1teSzCTsINSqFgXGjHFiIuhnwArbTUPADbSaYHj+lObDmGNAJDpaJTCN8nEh5YOwr8tDPgeGN/exP4l9eKsX/USaSOYgQtJotQKpgussLINAmgPWkAkU8uByo1FdxwRDCSciFSGKfRFNI8Pp+m/xf1Pdcru+xyv1Q5zZLJky2yTXaJRw5JhVyQKqkRQQJyR+7JgzN2Hp0n5/mjNedkM5vkh5yXd2tqlNc=</latexit>

Ḟ = 0
<latexit sha1_base64="H6kp2CNusqudf+4oDkme0SZZsXs=">AAAB+HicdVDLTgJBEJz1ifhCPXqZSEw8kVmU141oYjxiImAChMwODY7MPpzpNUHCP3jVkzfj1b/x4L84i5io0TpVqrrT1eVFShpk7M2Zm19YXFpOraRX19Y3NjNb2w0TxlpAXYQq1JceN6BkAHWUqOAy0sB9T0HTG54kfvMWtJFhcIGjCDo+HwSyLwVHKzVO2wO4cbuZLMuxYqFyyCjLFZhbqlQsYaxYPsxT15IEWTJDrZt5b/dCEfsQoFDcmJbLIuyMuUYpFEzS7dhAxMWQD6BlacB9MJ3xNO2E7seGY0gj0FQqOhXh+8aY+8aMfM9O+hyvzG8vEf/yWjH2y52xDKIYIRDJIZQKpoeM0NLWALQnNSDyJDlQGVDBNUcELSkXwoqx7SVt+/h6mv5PGvmcW8ix86Ns9XjWTIrskj1yQFxSIlVyRmqkTgS5JvfkgTw6d86T8+y8fI7OObOdHfIDzusHLseTmA==</latexit>

F ≥ 1

<latexit sha1_base64="u2IcHA0JaE3t6uiWdkKXxUgABMA=">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</latexit>

Fp = F, {tphase}

<latexit sha1_base64="u2IcHA0JaE3t6uiWdkKXxUgABMA=">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</latexit>

Fp = F, {tphase}

<latexit sha1_base64="qRM3ti7LRJ3YQayou/HUUiZ3fpE=">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</latexit>

fw ≥ FWth

<latexit sha1_base64="qRM3ti7LRJ3YQayou/HUUiZ3fpE=">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</latexit>

fw ≥ FWth

<latexit sha1_base64="re8U7CVW7wAkTexyjQuviFsIiB8=">AAACE3icdVC7TsNAEDzzDOFloKTgRIREFdmRIelA0FAGiQBSbFnnywKn3NnW3RoJWSn5BL6CFio6RMsHUPAv2CZIgGCquZnd292JUikMOs6bNTE5NT0zW5urzy8sLi3bK6unJsk0hx5PZKLPI2ZAihh6KFDCeaqBqUjCWTQ8LP2za9BGJPEJ3qQQKHYZiwvBGRZSaG/4iuEVYs7VwA+vRmH11io3yDSO9kK74TR3vU6r41Kn6VQoiee2PY+6Y6VBxuiG9rs/SHimIEYumTF910kxyIvPBJcwqvuZgZTxIbuEfkFjpsAEeXXIiG5lhmFCU9BUSFqJ8L0jZ8qYGxUVleWa5rdXin95/QwvOkEu4jRDiHk5CIWEapDhWhQJAR0IDYis3ByoiClnmiGCFpRxXohZEVm9yOPraPo/OW013Z2mc+w19g/GydTIOtkk28QlbbJPjkiX9Agnt+SePJBH6856sp6tl8/SCWvcs0Z+wHr9AMV2n4E=</latexit>

cmd hstart?

<latexit sha1_base64="g5qV27DnOH6rBsMlcmje5XakTbk=">AAAB/3icdVC7SgNBFJ31GeMramkzGASrZTZu0HRBG8sI5gHJEmYnN3HI7MOZu0JYUvgVtlrZia2fYuG/uFkjqOipDufcyz33+LGSBhl7sxYWl5ZXVgtrxfWNza3t0s5uy0SJFtAUkYp0x+cGlAyhiRIVdGINPPAVtP3x+cxv34I2MgqvcBKDF/BRKIdScMwkrxdwvDbDNPJhMu2XysyuMqdWrVFmV6qs5roZYQ5jxy51bJajTOZo9EvvvUEkkgBCFIob03VYjF7KNUqhYFrsJQZiLsZ8BN2MhjwA46V56Ck9TAzHiMagqVQ0F+H7RsoDYyaBn03mIX97M/Evr5vg8NRLZRgnCKGYHUKpID9khJZZG0AHUgMinyUHKkMquOaIoCXlQmRiktVTzPr4epr+T1oV26na7NIt18/mzRTIPjkgR8QhJ6ROLkiDNIkgN+SePJBH6856sp6tl8/RBWu+s0d+wHr9AKCnl0g=</latexit>

obey

<latexit sha1_base64="a5vRhUe8LVZUjsUJrVtanp/BT+M=">AAACBHicdVC7SgNBFJ31GeNr1dJmMAhWy2zcoOmCNpYRzAOSEGYnN3HI7IOZu4GwpPUrbLWyE1v/w8J/cbNGUNFTHc65l3vu8WMlDTL2Zi0tr6yurRc2iptb2zu79t5+00SJFtAQkYp02+cGlAyhgRIVtGMNPPAVtPzx5dxvTUAbGYU3OI2hF/BRKIdScMykvm13A463ZpgOpIl8mM76dok5FeZWK1XKnHKFVT0vI8xl7NSjrsNylMgC9b793h1EIgkgRKG4MR2XxdhLuUYpFMyK3cRAzMWYj6CT0ZAHYHppnnxGjxPDMaIxaCoVzUX4vpHywJhp4GeTec7f3lz8y+skODzvpTKME4RQzA+hVJAfMkLLrBKgA6kBkc+TA5UhFVxzRNCSciEyMck6KmZ9fD1N/yfNsuNWHHbtlWoXi2YK5JAckRPikjNSI1ekThpEkAm5Jw/k0bqznqxn6+VzdMla7ByQH7BePwCNV5jX</latexit>

disobey

<latexit sha1_base64="u2IcHA0JaE3t6uiWdkKXxUgABMA=">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</latexit>

Fp = F, {tphase}

<latexit sha1_base64="re8U7CVW7wAkTexyjQuviFsIiB8=">AAACE3icdVC7TsNAEDzzDOFloKTgRIREFdmRIelA0FAGiQBSbFnnywKn3NnW3RoJWSn5BL6CFio6RMsHUPAv2CZIgGCquZnd292JUikMOs6bNTE5NT0zW5urzy8sLi3bK6unJsk0hx5PZKLPI2ZAihh6KFDCeaqBqUjCWTQ8LP2za9BGJPEJ3qQQKHYZiwvBGRZSaG/4iuEVYs7VwA+vRmH11io3yDSO9kK74TR3vU6r41Kn6VQoiee2PY+6Y6VBxuiG9rs/SHimIEYumTF910kxyIvPBJcwqvuZgZTxIbuEfkFjpsAEeXXIiG5lhmFCU9BUSFqJ8L0jZ8qYGxUVleWa5rdXin95/QwvOkEu4jRDiHk5CIWEapDhWhQJAR0IDYis3ByoiClnmiGCFpRxXohZEVm9yOPraPo/OW013Z2mc+w19g/GydTIOtkk28QlbbJPjkiX9Agnt+SePJBH6856sp6tl8/SCWvcs0Z+wHr9AMV2n4E=</latexit>

cmd hstart?

<latexit sha1_base64="g5qV27DnOH6rBsMlcmje5XakTbk=">AAAB/3icdVC7SgNBFJ31GeMramkzGASrZTZu0HRBG8sI5gHJEmYnN3HI7MOZu0JYUvgVtlrZia2fYuG/uFkjqOipDufcyz33+LGSBhl7sxYWl5ZXVgtrxfWNza3t0s5uy0SJFtAUkYp0x+cGlAyhiRIVdGINPPAVtP3x+cxv34I2MgqvcBKDF/BRKIdScMwkrxdwvDbDNPJhMu2XysyuMqdWrVFmV6qs5roZYQ5jxy51bJajTOZo9EvvvUEkkgBCFIob03VYjF7KNUqhYFrsJQZiLsZ8BN2MhjwA46V56Ck9TAzHiMagqVQ0F+H7RsoDYyaBn03mIX97M/Evr5vg8NRLZRgnCKGYHUKpID9khJZZG0AHUgMinyUHKkMquOaIoCXlQmRiktVTzPr4epr+T1oV26na7NIt18/mzRTIPjkgR8QhJ6ROLkiDNIkgN+SePJBH6856sp6tl8/RBWu+s0d+wHr9AKCnl0g=</latexit>

obey

<latexit sha1_base64="u2IcHA0JaE3t6uiWdkKXxUgABMA=">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</latexit>

Fp = F, {tphase}

<latexit sha1_base64="re8U7CVW7wAkTexyjQuviFsIiB8=">AAACE3icdVC7TsNAEDzzDOFloKTgRIREFdmRIelA0FAGiQBSbFnnywKn3NnW3RoJWSn5BL6CFio6RMsHUPAv2CZIgGCquZnd292JUikMOs6bNTE5NT0zW5urzy8sLi3bK6unJsk0hx5PZKLPI2ZAihh6KFDCeaqBqUjCWTQ8LP2za9BGJPEJ3qQQKHYZiwvBGRZSaG/4iuEVYs7VwA+vRmH11io3yDSO9kK74TR3vU6r41Kn6VQoiee2PY+6Y6VBxuiG9rs/SHimIEYumTF910kxyIvPBJcwqvuZgZTxIbuEfkFjpsAEeXXIiG5lhmFCU9BUSFqJ8L0jZ8qYGxUVleWa5rdXin95/QwvOkEu4jRDiHk5CIWEapDhWhQJAR0IDYis3ByoiClnmiGCFpRxXohZEVm9yOPraPo/OW013Z2mc+w19g/GydTIOtkk28QlbbJPjkiX9Agnt+SePJBH6856sp6tl8/SCWvcs0Z+wHr9AMV2n4E=</latexit>

cmd hstart?

<latexit sha1_base64="a5vRhUe8LVZUjsUJrVtanp/BT+M=">AAACBHicdVC7SgNBFJ31GeNr1dJmMAhWy2zcoOmCNpYRzAOSEGYnN3HI7IOZu4GwpPUrbLWyE1v/w8J/cbNGUNFTHc65l3vu8WMlDTL2Zi0tr6yurRc2iptb2zu79t5+00SJFtAQkYp02+cGlAyhgRIVtGMNPPAVtPzx5dxvTUAbGYU3OI2hF/BRKIdScMykvm13A463ZpgOpIl8mM76dok5FeZWK1XKnHKFVT0vI8xl7NSjrsNylMgC9b793h1EIgkgRKG4MR2XxdhLuUYpFMyK3cRAzMWYj6CT0ZAHYHppnnxGjxPDMaIxaCoVzUX4vpHywJhp4GeTec7f3lz8y+skODzvpTKME4RQzA+hVJAfMkLLrBKgA6kBkc+TA5UhFVxzRNCSciEyMck6KmZ9fD1N/yfNsuNWHHbtlWoXi2YK5JAckRPikjNSI1ekThpEkAm5Jw/k0bqznqxn6+VzdMla7ByQH7BePwCNV5jX</latexit>

disobey
<latexit sha1_base64="re8U7CVW7wAkTexyjQuviFsIiB8=">AAACE3icdVC7TsNAEDzzDOFloKTgRIREFdmRIelA0FAGiQBSbFnnywKn3NnW3RoJWSn5BL6CFio6RMsHUPAv2CZIgGCquZnd292JUikMOs6bNTE5NT0zW5urzy8sLi3bK6unJsk0hx5PZKLPI2ZAihh6KFDCeaqBqUjCWTQ8LP2za9BGJPEJ3qQQKHYZiwvBGRZSaG/4iuEVYs7VwA+vRmH11io3yDSO9kK74TR3vU6r41Kn6VQoiee2PY+6Y6VBxuiG9rs/SHimIEYumTF910kxyIvPBJcwqvuZgZTxIbuEfkFjpsAEeXXIiG5lhmFCU9BUSFqJ8L0jZ8qYGxUVleWa5rdXin95/QwvOkEu4jRDiHk5CIWEapDhWhQJAR0IDYis3ByoiClnmiGCFpRxXohZEVm9yOPraPo/OW013Z2mc+w19g/GydTIOtkk28QlbbJPjkiX9Agnt+SePJBH6856sp6tl8/SCWvcs0Z+wHr9AMV2n4E=</latexit>

cmd hstart?

<latexit sha1_base64="g5qV27DnOH6rBsMlcmje5XakTbk=">AAAB/3icdVC7SgNBFJ31GeMramkzGASrZTZu0HRBG8sI5gHJEmYnN3HI7MOZu0JYUvgVtlrZia2fYuG/uFkjqOipDufcyz33+LGSBhl7sxYWl5ZXVgtrxfWNza3t0s5uy0SJFtAUkYp0x+cGlAyhiRIVdGINPPAVtP3x+cxv34I2MgqvcBKDF/BRKIdScMwkrxdwvDbDNPJhMu2XysyuMqdWrVFmV6qs5roZYQ5jxy51bJajTOZo9EvvvUEkkgBCFIob03VYjF7KNUqhYFrsJQZiLsZ8BN2MhjwA46V56Ck9TAzHiMagqVQ0F+H7RsoDYyaBn03mIX97M/Evr5vg8NRLZRgnCKGYHUKpID9khJZZG0AHUgMinyUHKkMquOaIoCXlQmRiktVTzPr4epr+T1oV26na7NIt18/mzRTIPjkgR8QhJ6ROLkiDNIkgN+SePJBH6856sp6tl8/RBWu+s0d+wHr9AKCnl0g=</latexit>

obey

<latexit sha1_base64="u2IcHA0JaE3t6uiWdkKXxUgABMA=">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</latexit>

Fp = F, {tphase}

<latexit sha1_base64="MIIocknN0JR56B4yBhlx7DRMYu0=">AAACEnicdVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aMgi0XwVBKJtjeLXjxWsB/QlrDZTtvF3STsToQSevMn+Cu86smbePUPePC/mMQKKvpOb96bYWaeH0lh0LbfrLn5hcWl5cJKcXVtfWOztLXdMmGsOTR5KEPd8ZkBKQJookAJnUgDU76Etn99nvntG9BGhMEVTiLoKzYKxFBwhqnklfZ6iuEYMeFq0PPGUy+vtUoMhtH01CuV7cqJWzuqOdSu2Dky4jpV16XOTCmTGRpe6b03CHmsIEAumTFdx46wnzCNgkuYFnuxgYjxazaCbkoDpsD0k/yPKT2IDcOQRqCpkDQX4ftEwpQxE+WnndmV5reXiX953RiHtX4igihGCHi2CIWEfJHhWqQBAR0IDYgsuxyoCChnmiGCFpRxnopxmlgxzePrafo/aR1VnOOKfemW62ezZApkl+yTQ+KQKqmTC9IgTcLJLbknD+TRurOerGfr5bN1zprN7JAfsF4/APGPnw8=</latexit>

cmd hstop?

<latexit sha1_base64="MIIocknN0JR56B4yBhlx7DRMYu0=">AAACEnicdVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aMgi0XwVBKJtjeLXjxWsB/QlrDZTtvF3STsToQSevMn+Cu86smbePUPePC/mMQKKvpOb96bYWaeH0lh0LbfrLn5hcWl5cJKcXVtfWOztLXdMmGsOTR5KEPd8ZkBKQJookAJnUgDU76Etn99nvntG9BGhMEVTiLoKzYKxFBwhqnklfZ6iuEYMeFq0PPGUy+vtUoMhtH01CuV7cqJWzuqOdSu2Dky4jpV16XOTCmTGRpe6b03CHmsIEAumTFdx46wnzCNgkuYFnuxgYjxazaCbkoDpsD0k/yPKT2IDcOQRqCpkDQX4ftEwpQxE+WnndmV5reXiX953RiHtX4igihGCHi2CIWEfJHhWqQBAR0IDYgsuxyoCChnmiGCFpRxnopxmlgxzePrafo/aR1VnOOKfemW62ezZApkl+yTQ+KQKqmTC9IgTcLJLbknD+TRurOerGfr5bN1zprN7JAfsF4/APGPnw8=</latexit>

cmd hstop?

<latexit sha1_base64="a5vRhUe8LVZUjsUJrVtanp/BT+M=">AAACBHicdVC7SgNBFJ31GeNr1dJmMAhWy2zcoOmCNpYRzAOSEGYnN3HI7IOZu4GwpPUrbLWyE1v/w8J/cbNGUNFTHc65l3vu8WMlDTL2Zi0tr6yurRc2iptb2zu79t5+00SJFtAQkYp02+cGlAyhgRIVtGMNPPAVtPzx5dxvTUAbGYU3OI2hF/BRKIdScMykvm13A463ZpgOpIl8mM76dok5FeZWK1XKnHKFVT0vI8xl7NSjrsNylMgC9b793h1EIgkgRKG4MR2XxdhLuUYpFMyK3cRAzMWYj6CT0ZAHYHppnnxGjxPDMaIxaCoVzUX4vpHywJhp4GeTec7f3lz8y+skODzvpTKME4RQzA+hVJAfMkLLrBKgA6kBkc+TA5UhFVxzRNCSciEyMck6KmZ9fD1N/yfNsuNWHHbtlWoXi2YK5JAckRPikjNSI1ekThpEkAm5Jw/k0bqznqxn6+VzdMla7ByQH7BePwCNV5jX</latexit>

disobey

<latexit sha1_base64="oxUeGSAXOCDeOIVzpDSGFmVKcIY=">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</latexit>

Ḟ = frec(tphase, ρ),

<latexit sha1_base64="TxqY2dfDG4l/8ICjLWpJS81x7Lg=">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</latexit>

ρ ∼ N (µstand,σ
2

stand
)

<latexit sha1_base64="1CaXpBL8Rl8DHy1nxpnG9s8ANPc=">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</latexit>

ρ ∼ N (µexe,σ
2

exe
)

<latexit sha1_base64="P7h2ON44+IAd5Sbu09FRVcT/rkw=">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</latexit>

λ ∼ N (µwalk,σ
2

walk
)

Figure 9: SHA modeling the HumanRecipient pattern, color-coded as in Fig. 3.

The orchestrator gives the human time to pick up the object and then fires an event through cmd hstop to729

mark the end of the service, which the human may follow or ignore. On the other hand, no edge governed730

by variable fw enters or leaves 〈exe〉 pubh, since it would not capture “rational” behaviors. As a matter731

of fact, such edge entering 〈exe〉 pubh would capture the human collecting the object before the robot732

is sufficiently close. Similarly, a free-will edge leaving 〈exe〉 pubh would capture the human deliberately733

suspending the synchronization phase, possibly dropping the item. The introduction of these categories of734

erroneous behaviors will be investigated as a further extension of the SHA modeling humans. We remark735

that, instead, the possibility that the human still needs time to complete the synchronization after command736

cmd hstop is issued by the robot (for example, if the item is particularly delicate or bulky) is modeled by737

the self-loop (i.e., the robot instructs the human to conclude the phase, but they ignore it and prolong the738

action).739

4.2. Robotic System Model740

In the following, we briefly recap the main features of SHA Ar modeling the robotic platform and present741

a new SHA Ab modeling the robot’s battery enhanced with the sensor readings’ notification mechanism and742

a more precise charge/discharge dynamics.743

4.2.1. Mobile Robot Model744

The robot-modeling SHA is agnostic with respect to the specific manufacturer and model since it captures745

the high-level behavior of a generic mobile robotic platform. The SHA does not capture any aspects related to746

the hardware and electronic components of the robot. Therefore, the analysis carried out with our framework747

does not cover the possibility of mechanical failures. Referring to the levels identified by Lutz et al. to748

separate concerns in robotic systems’ architectures [35], our model targets the service level, i.e., the layer749

serving as access point to the internal components of the robot. Under these premises, the two main actions750

a mobile wheeled robotic platform can perform are moving (forward or backward) and rotating, which is the751

behavior captured by the developed SHA Ar. Furthermore, we assume that, while the robot is moving, the752

linear velocity evolves according to a trapezoidal velocity profile.753

22



Ar has four ordinary non-committed locations, capturing the robot’s behavior while: 1. idle (location754

ridle, also corresponding to the initial location); 2. accelerating (location rstart); 3. moving at maximum speed755

(location rmov); 4. turning (location rturn); 5. decelerating (location rstop). In Ar, the robot periodically756

shares the updated position values while in rstart, rmov, and rstop. The robot’s coordinates within the floor757

layout are modeled by two dense-counter variables rposx and rposy , which are periodically updated every758

Tpoll time instants. Interested readers find the graphical representation and detailed description of Ar in [15,759

Section II.C].760

4.2.2. Battery Model761

Mobile robots are typically powered by a lithium battery, which undergoes charging and discharging762

cycles. Therefore, SHA Ab modeling the robot’s battery, which is presented in this section and shown in Fig.763

10, features two ordinary non-committed locations bdis and brech corresponding to the discharge and recharge764

cycles, respectively, plus a deadlock location bdead capturing the case in which the battery is fully discharged.765

The main physical attribute for a battery is its voltage (representing the charge level), which is modeled766

by real-valued variable Q. Variable Q is initialized with the initial voltage value C0 ∈ K, i.e., an attribute767

of class Battery introduced in Section 3. Similarly to fatigue F in SHA modeling humans, the temporal768

dynamics of Q is determined by flow conditions in F(bdis) and F(brech), whose integral is shown in Eq.8769

and Eq.9, respectively. Compared to [13, 14], flow conditions have been refined to match the behavior of770

lithium batteries for real robotic devices. As a matter of fact, the entire discharge cycle (from 100% of the771

voltage capacity to 0%) can be approximated by an exponential curve [36]. Nevertheless, the real device772

is not operational when the voltage drops below a certain threshold (which can vary depending on the773

specific battery type and device it is powering), i.e., when the level of charge is not sufficient to power the774

wheel motors. Letting the battery pack discharge to very low levels (close to 0%) may actually permanently775

damage it [37]. Therefore, compared to [13, 14], we identified equations governing the evolution of variable776

Q (shown in Eq.8 and Eq.9) by fitting the discharge/charge curve when the robotic device is operative and777

can carry out the assigned mission. A cubic function showed a high fit to the real dynamics. Parameters778

d0,1,2,3, r0,1,2,3 ∈ K determining the discharge and recharge curves are fitted based on sensor measurements779

collected during charge/discharge cycles of the same robotic device. Parameter d0 is always set to C0 at the780

beginning of the scenario.781

Q(t) = −d3t
3 − 2d2t

2 − d1t+ d0 (8)
782

Q(t) = r3t
3 + 2r2t

2 + r1t+ r0 (9)

The edges from bdis to brech and viceversa both model controllable switches, triggered when the orchestrator783

fires an event through channels cmd bstart and cmd bstop instructing the robot to start or stop recharging.784

On the other hand, the switch from bdis to bdead is uncontrollable as it occurs when Q = Cfail holds, due to785

invariant Q ≥ Cfail on bdis and condition Q ≤ Cfail on the edge to bdead, where Cfail ∈ K is an attribute of786

class Battery (see Section 3). The edge from bdis to brech is also constrained by Q > Cfail, since the automaton787

must enter deadlock location bdead when Q = Cfail holds. The edges from bdis to brech, and viceversa, are788

equipped with updates that initialize d0 and r0 from Eq.8 and Eq.9 with the residual charge value from the789

previous cycle (i.e., the value of dense counter bchg) and reset clock tphase.790

The battery model features dense counter bchg, representing the digital counterpart of Q, and a modeling791

pattern to periodically publish the latest charge measurement governed by clock tupd (corresponding to the792

〈op〉 pub〈id〉 pattern presented in [15, Section IV.2]). In Ab, this occurs while in bdis and brech by switching793

to committed locations bpubd
and bpubr

, respectively, when tupd = Tpoll holds. Upon these switches, clock794

tupd is reset, to begin a new sensor refresh, and dense counter bchg is updated through updates ξdis and ξrec.795

The new value of the battery charge depends on how many cycles lasting Tpoll time units have been executed796

so far, hence how many measurements have been collected. For this reason, automaton Ab features a dense797

counter k ∈ Vdc that keeps track of the number of readings that have been done since the beginning of the798

scenario. Updates ξdis and ξrech compute the battery charge at the k-th refresh cycle Q(kTpoll). They are799

obtained by expanding Eq.9 and Eq.8 when t is equal to (k− 1)Tpoll + Tpoll. Unlike the updates in automata800

modeling humans, dependency on index k cannot be removed in the equations defining b′chg. At every sensor801
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<latexit sha1_base64="usZ+j1ZV+oi17s3kQfj40DoQHwg=">AAACAHicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIRCMoIGsogkYeUmOh82YRT7s7W3RopstLwFbRQ0SFa/oSCf8E2LiBhqtHMrnZ2gkgKi6776ZSWlldW18rrlY3Nre2d6u5e24ax4dDioQxNN2AWpNDQQoESupEBpgIJnWBylfmdBzBWhPoWpxH4io21GAnOMJXugkFfMbw3KhkKOxtUa27dzUEXiVeQGinQHFS/+sOQxwo0csms7XluhH7CDAouYVbpxxYixidsDL2UaqbA+kmeekaPYsswpBEYKiTNRfi9kTBl7VQF6WSW0c57mfif14txdOEnQkcxgubZIRQS8kOWG5HWAXQoDCCyLDlQoSlnhiGCEZRxnopx2k8l7cOb/36RtE/q3lndvTmtNS6LZsrkgBySY+KRc9Ig16RJWoQTQ57IM3lxHp1X5815/xktOcXOPvkD5+Mb99mXbQ==</latexit>

bdis

<latexit sha1_base64="PMstRQmKnNlo0ItSifnt4ieT+jA=">AAACBHicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwgvAyXNiQiJKrIRCMoIGsogkYeUWNb5sgmnnO3T3TpSZKXlK2ihokO0/AcF/4JtXEDCVKOZXe3sBEoKg47zaVVWVtfWN6qbta3tnd09e/+gY+JEc2jzWMa6FzADUkTQRoESekoDCwMJ3WByk/vdKWgj4ugeZwq8kI0jMRKcYSb5th34g5Dhgw5TlQT+cO7bdafhFKDLxC1JnZRo+fbXYBjzJIQIuWTG9F1HoZcyjYJLmNcGiQHF+ISNoZ/RiIVgvLRIPqcniWEYUwWaCkkLEX5vpCw0ZhYG2WSe0ix6ufif109wdOWlIlIJQsTzQygkFIcM1yKrBOhQaEBkeXKgIqKcaYYIWlDGeSYmWUe1rA938ftl0jlruBcN5+683rwum6mSI3JMTolLLkmT3JIWaRNOpuSJPJMX69F6td6s95/RilXuHJI/sD6+AQI2mHw=</latexit>

bpubd

<latexit sha1_base64="9nwW3xNFB27I17F+7Q+LSEBs2HU=">AAACA3icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwiPBChpTkRIVJGNQFBG0FAGiTykxIrWl0045fzQ3RopslLyFbRQ0SFaPoSCf8E2LiBhqtHMrnZ2vEhJQ7b9aZVWVtfWN8qbla3tnd1qbW+/Y8JYC2yLUIW654FBJQNskySFvUgj+J7Crje9zvzuA2ojw+COZhG6PkwCOZYCKJWGtao3HPhA99pPRgij+bBWtxt2Dr5MnILUWYHWsPY1GIUi9jEgocCYvmNH5CagSQqF88ogNhiBmMIE+ykNwEfjJnnwOT+ODVDII9RcKp6L+HsjAd+Yme+lk1lIs+hl4n9eP6bxpZvIIIoJA5EdIqkwP2SElmkjyEdSIxFkyZHLgAvQQIRachAiFeO0okrah7P4/TLpnDac84Z9e1ZvXhXNlNkhO2InzGEXrMluWIu1mWAxe2LP7MV6tF6tN+v9Z7RkFTsH7A+sj28VMZf2</latexit>

bdead

<latexit sha1_base64="Qo0C+tRQPA/vu8dRAOV+STU0hzs=">AAACA3icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwiPGChpTkRIVJGNQFBG0FAGiYRIiWWdL5vklPPZulsjRVZKvoIWKjpEy4dQ8C/YxgUkTDWa2dXOThBLYdBxPq3Kyura+kZ1s7a1vbNbt/f2uyZKNIcOj2SkewEzIIWCDgqU0Is1sDCQcB9Mr3P//gG0EZG6w1kMXsjGSowEZ5hJvl0P/EHIcKLDVAOfzH274TSdAnSZuCVpkBJt3/4aDCOehKCQS2ZM33Vi9FKmUXAJ89ogMRAzPmVj6GdUsRCMlxbB5/Q4MQwjGoOmQtJChN8bKQuNmYVBNpmHNIteLv7n9RMcXXqpUHGCoHh+CIWE4pDhWmSNAB0KDYgsTw5UKMqZZoigBWWcZ2KSVVTL+nAXv18m3dOme950bs8arauymSo5JEfkhLjkgrTIDWmTDuEkIU/kmbxYj9ar9Wa9/4xWrHLngPyB9fENNJ2YCg==</latexit>

brech

<latexit sha1_base64="Q/8u9q/M6fvTtsxvqW28lqyE3Ew=">AAACBHicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwgvAyXNiQiJKrIRCMoIGsogkYeUWNb5sgmnnO3T3TpSZKXlK2ihokO0/AcF/4JtXEDCVKOZXe3sBEoKg47zaVVWVtfWN6qbta3tnd09e/+gY+JEc2jzWMa6FzADUkTQRoESekoDCwMJ3WByk/vdKWgj4ugeZwq8kI0jMRKcYSb5th34g5Dhgw5TlQS+nvt23Wk4BegycUtSJyVavv01GMY8CSFCLpkxfddR6KVMo+AS5rVBYkAxPmFj6Gc0YiEYLy2Sz+lJYhjGVIGmQtJChN8bKQuNmYVBNpmnNIteLv7n9RMcXXmpiFSCEPH8EAoJxSHDtcgqAToUGhBZnhyoiChnmiGCFpRxnolJ1lEt68Nd/H6ZdM4a7kXDuTuvN6/LZqrkiByTU+KSS9Ikt6RF2oSTKXkiz+TFerRerTfr/We0YpU7h+QPrI9vGBaYig==</latexit>

bpubr

<latexit sha1_base64="7f+rNWc/pqMLpueJjDUVAZAlx9c=">AAACE3icdVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACUFJyIkqshGhqQjgoYySOQhJZF1vmzCiTvbulsjRVZKPoGvoIWKDtHyART8C7YJEiCYam5m93Z3/EgKg7b9ZhXm5hcWl4rLpZXVtfWN8uZW24Sx5tDioQx112cGpAighQIldCMNTPkSOv71WeZ3bkAbEQaXOIlgoNg4ECPBGaaSV97tK4ZXiAlXw77ne/lTq8Qg0zidnnjlil09duuHdYfaVTtHRlyn5rrUmSkVMkPTK7/3hyGPFQTIJTOm59gRDpL0N8ElTEv92EDE+DUbQy+lAVNgBkl+yJTux4ZhSCPQVEiai/C9I2HKmIny08psT/Pby8S/vF6Mo/ogEUEUIwQ8G4RCQj7IcC3ShIAOhQZElm0OVASUM80QQQvKOE/FOI2slObxdTT9n7QPq85R1b5wK43TWTJFskP2yAFxSI00yDlpkhbh5JbckwfyaN1ZT9az9fJZWrBmPdvkB6zXD7rNn3s=</latexit>

cmd bstart?

<latexit sha1_base64="oj7x4E0zV/EUf3HyNbj+JsBKLFY=">AAACEnicdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh4FWSyCp5JItL1Z9OKxgv2AtoTNdloXd5OwOxFK6M2f4K/wqidv4tU/4MH/YhIrqOg7vXlvhpl5fiSFQdt+swpz8wuLS8Xl0srq2vpGeXOrbcJYc2jxUIa66zMDUgTQQoESupEGpnwJHf/6LPM7N6CNCINLnEQwUGwciJHgDFPJK+/2FcMrxISrYd/zvbzUKjEYRtPpiVeu2NVjt35Yd6hdtXNkxHVqrkudmVIhMzS98nt/GPJYQYBcMmN6jh3hIGEaBZcwLfVjAxHj12wMvZQGTIEZJPkfU7ofG4YhjUBTIWkuwveJhCljJspPO7MzzW8vE//yejGO6oNEBFGMEPBsEQoJ+SLDtUgDAjoUGhBZdjlQEVDONEMELSjjPBXjNLFSmsfX0/R/0j6sOkdV+8KtNE5nyRTJDtkjB8QhNdIg56RJWoSTW3JPHsijdWc9Wc/Wy2drwZrNbJMfsF4/AOcBnwk=</latexit>

cmd bstop? <latexit sha1_base64="QXQLwF3DzhgDip2XBukGlJrTQwY=">AAACEXicdZC7SgNBFIZnvcZ4i1qKMBiE2IRdMV4KIWhjmYC5QBKW2clJMmT2wsxZISypfASfwlYrO7H1CSx8F2djFBU91eH7z/X3Iik02varNTM7N7+wmFnKLq+srq3nNjbrOowVhxoPZaiaHtMgRQA1FCihGSlgvieh4Q0vUr1xDUqLMLjCUQQdn/UD0ROcoUFubqfdDTGpjs96riqg2/YZDpSfRAMzc7zv5vJ2sWQ7p0cOtYv2JOgXcaYkT6ZRcXNvZh6PfQiQS6Z1y7Ej7CRMoeASxtl2rCFifMj60DJpwHzQnWTyxpjuxZphSCNQVEg6gfC9I2G+1iPfM5Xpmfq3lsK/tFaMvZNOIoIoRgh4ugiFhMkizZUw/gDtCgWILL0cqAgoZ4ohghKUcW5gbAzLGj8+n6b/J/WDolMq2tXDfPl86kyGbJNdUiAOOSZlckkqpEY4uSF35J48WLfWo/VkPX+UzljTni3yI6yXdw48nfQ=</latexit>

Q̇ = fr(tphase)
<latexit sha1_base64="86bMzmMB/Fzwt4I5JVyYo1uvN8U=">AAACEXicdZC7SgNBFIZnvcZ4i1qKMBiE2IRdMV4KIWhjmYC5QBKW2clJMmT2wsxZISypfASfwlYrO7H1CSx8F2djFBU91eH7z/X3Iik02varNTM7N7+wmFnKLq+srq3nNjbrOowVhxoPZaiaHtMgRQA1FCihGSlgvieh4Q0vUr1xDUqLMLjCUQQdn/UD0ROcoUFubqfdDTGpjs96breAbttnOFB+Eg3MzPG+m8vbxZLtnB451C7ak6BfxJmSPJlGxc29mXk89iFALpnWLceOsJMwhYJLGGfbsYaI8SHrQ8ukAfNBd5LJG2O6F2uGIY1AUSHpBML3joT5Wo98z1SmZ+rfWgr/0lox9k46iQiiGCHg6SIUEiaLNFfC+AO0KxQgsvRyoCKgnCmGCEpQxrmBsTEsa/z4fJr+n9QPik6paFcP8+XzqTMZsk12SYE45JiUySWpkBrh5IbckXvyYN1aj9aT9fxROmNNe7bIj7Be3gH3X53m</latexit>

Q̇ = fd(tphase)
<latexit sha1_base64="sOSJGPX/yCkm8Km5ySUtS5l1q9Q=">AAACHnicdZDBTttAEIbXFEoIpXXbI5cVERLqIbJRU+gtoheOqZRApDiyxptJWLFeb3fHSJHld+AReAqucOoN9doe+i44JiBatXOa+f4ZzcyfGCUdBcEvb+XF6trL9cZGc/PV1us3/tt3Jy7LrcCByFRmhwk4VFLjgCQpHBqLkCYKT5PzLwv99AKtk5nu09zgOIWZllMpgCoU+x8iBXoScYqjFOjMpkVuJmWk8Ftdu2nRjwuTKVWWsd8K2p0g/Pwp5EE7qIM/kXBJWmwZvdj/HU0ykaeoSShwbhQGhsYFWJJCYdmMcocGxDnMcFSlGlJ046L+qeS7uQPKuEHLpeI1xOcTBaTOzdOk6qwP/VtbwH9po5ymh+NCapMTarFYRFJhvcgJKyuzkE+kRSJYXI5cai7AAhFayUGICuaVe83Kj8en+f+Tk/122GkHXz+2ukdLZxpsm+2wPRayA9Zlx6zHBkywS3bNbtitd+V99+68Hw+tK95y5j37I7yf98KbpEs=</latexit>

^ tupd ≤ Tpoll

<latexit sha1_base64="sOSJGPX/yCkm8Km5ySUtS5l1q9Q=">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</latexit>

^ tupd ≤ Tpoll

<latexit sha1_base64="l21uukgf1ZqgesXNG0RVdg6mWKU=">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</latexit>

tupd ≥ Tpoll

<latexit sha1_base64="l21uukgf1ZqgesXNG0RVdg6mWKU=">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</latexit>

tupd ≥ Tpoll

<latexit sha1_base64="e7CShY+LzQADomKGe/NrTzkF5us=">AAACEXicdZDLSgNBEEV7fBtfUZciNAbBVZgR42MnunGpYB6QCaGmU4lNenrG7hpBhqz8BL/Cra7ciVu/wIX/4mSMoqJ3VZxbRVXdIFbSkuu+OmPjE5NT0zOzhbn5hcWl4vJKzUaJEVgVkYpMIwCLSmqskiSFjdgghIHCetA/Hvr1KzRWRvqcrmNshdDTsisFUIbaxXVfge74/Mzv4aUfAl3YbnrcTrsg1WDQLpbccsX1DnY97pbdXPyLeCNSYiOdtotvficSSYiahAJrm54bUysFQ1IoHBT8xGIMog89bGalhhBtK83fGPDNxAJFPEbDpeI5xO8TKYTWXodB1pkf+tsbwr+8ZkLd/VYqdZwQajFcRFJhvsgKI7N8kHekQSIYXo5cai7AABEayUGIDCZZYIUsj8+n+f9FbbvsVcru2U7p8GiUzAxbYxtsi3lsjx2yE3bKqkywG3bH7tmDc+s8Ok/O80frmDOaWWU/5Ly8AwGdnfA=</latexit>

^ Q ≥ Cfail
<latexit sha1_base64="R9XDxBRi+ZMRG95Qd7Rulpy14VQ=">AAACCnicdVDLSgNBEJz1bXxFBS9eBoPgKcwao8lN9OJRwaiQhNA7dnRw9uFMrxDW/IFf4VVP3sSrP+HBf3E2RlDROhVV3XR1BYlWloR480ZGx8YnJqemCzOzc/MLxcWlExunRmJDxjo2ZwFY1CrCBinSeJYYhDDQeBpc7ef+6Q0aq+LomHoJtkO4iFRXSSAndYorRy2N160Q6NJ2s/1O1gWl+/1OsSTKYrtarwguylXh79TrjgixXatsct+RHCU2xGGn+N46j2UaYkRSg7VNXyTUzsCQkhr7hVZqMQF5BRfYdDSCEG07G+Tv8/XUAsU8QcOV5gMRv29kEFrbCwM3OQj628vFv7xmSt1aO1NRkhJGMj9ESuPgkJVGuWKQnyuDRJAnR64iLsEAERrFQUonpq6pguvj62n+PznZLPvVsjjaKu3uDZuZYqtsjW0wn+2wXXbADlmDSXbL7tkDe/TuvCfv2Xv5HB3xhjvL7Ae81w8aIJtV</latexit>

Q ≤ Cfail

<latexit sha1_base64="90BYxdgfqy9L0FQ9CZwfzbrfk1M=">AAACB3icdVDLSgNBEJz1bXxFPXoZDIKnMKtGzUVELx4NmAckIfSOHR2cfTDTK4QlH+BXeNWTN/HqZ3jwX5yNEVS0TkVVN11dQaKVJSHevInJqemZ2bn5wsLi0vJKcXWtYePUSKzLWMemFYBFrSKskyKNrcQghIHGZnBzmvvNWzRWxdEFDRLshnAVqb6SQE7qFddrR50Q6Nr2s9Ne1gelh8NesSTKYr9S3RVclCvCP6hWHRFi/3B3h/uO5CixMc57xffOZSzTECOSGqxt+yKhbgaGlNQ4LHRSiwnIG7jCtqMRhGi72Sj8kG+lFijmCRquNB+J+H0jg9DaQRi4yVHQ314u/uW1U+ofdjMVJSlhJPNDpDSODllplGsF+aUySAR5cuQq4hIMEKFRHKR0YupqKrg+vp7m/5PGTtmvlEVtr3R8Mm5mjm2wTbbNfHbAjtkZO2d1JtmA3bMH9ujdeU/es/fyOTrhjXfW2Q94rx9rE5nX</latexit>

Q > Cfail

<latexit sha1_base64="McgZ9xu7QXTrX8WWei0/zGJ0uYE=">AAACCXicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqrhyM1oEVyUp0XZZdOOygn1AW8JketsOnTyYuRFK6Bf4FW515U7c+hUu/BeTGEFFz+pwzr3cc48bSqHRNN+MwtLyyupacb20sbm1vVPe3evoIFIc2jyQgeq5TIMUPrRRoIReqIB5roSuO7tM/e4tKC0C/wbnIQw9NvHFWHCGieSUDwYewyliHEbuwHGdmE8XiyOnXDGr53aj1rCoWTUzpMS26rZNrVypkBwtp/w+GAU88sBHLpnWfcsMcRgzhYJLWJQGkYaQ8RmbQD+hPvNAD+Ms/oKeRJphQENQVEiaifB9I2ae1nPPTSbTsPq3l4p/ef0Ix41hLPwwQvB5egiFhOyQ5kokvQAdCQWILE0OVPiUM8UQQQnKOE/EKCmqlPTx9TT9n3RqVeusal7bleZF3kyRHJJjckosUidNckVapE04ick9eSCPxp3xZDwbL5+jBSPf2Sc/YLx+ACBdmsQ=</latexit>

pub bch!
<latexit sha1_base64="McgZ9xu7QXTrX8WWei0/zGJ0uYE=">AAACCXicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqrhyM1oEVyUp0XZZdOOygn1AW8JketsOnTyYuRFK6Bf4FW515U7c+hUu/BeTGEFFz+pwzr3cc48bSqHRNN+MwtLyyupacb20sbm1vVPe3evoIFIc2jyQgeq5TIMUPrRRoIReqIB5roSuO7tM/e4tKC0C/wbnIQw9NvHFWHCGieSUDwYewyliHEbuwHGdmE8XiyOnXDGr53aj1rCoWTUzpMS26rZNrVypkBwtp/w+GAU88sBHLpnWfcsMcRgzhYJLWJQGkYaQ8RmbQD+hPvNAD+Ms/oKeRJphQENQVEiaifB9I2ae1nPPTSbTsPq3l4p/ef0Ix41hLPwwQvB5egiFhOyQ5kokvQAdCQWILE0OVPiUM8UQQQnKOE/EKCmqlPTx9TT9n3RqVeusal7bleZF3kyRHJJjckosUidNckVapE04ick9eSCPxp3xZDwbL5+jBSPf2Sc/YLx+ACBdmsQ=</latexit>

pub bch!

<latexit sha1_base64="UO2IFzV6NkyKvMAhBtwZ0KkgSxc=">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</latexit>

{tupd}, ξdis
<latexit sha1_base64="DZppEoKK3tojJKgo0+JFBc0S+PM=">AAACF3icdVC7SgNBFJ31GeMramkzGAQLCTPiI3aijWUEo4FsCLOTGx2cfTBzV5RlP8BP8CtstbITW0sL/8XZGEVFT3U451zuvSdItLLI2Ks3Mjo2PjFZmipPz8zOzVcWFk9snBoJTRnr2LQCYUGrCJqoUEMrMSDCQMNpcHFQ+KeXYKyKo2O8TqATirNI9ZUU6KRupepn2PVDgecmzNKkl/v5un+lviQDMncpVmOMcc5pQfjONnNkd7e+weuUF5ZDlQzR6Fbe/F4s0xAilFpY2+YswU4mDCqpIS/7qYVEyAtxBm1HIxGC7WSDZ3K6mlqBMU3AUKXpQITvE5kIrb0OA5csbrS/vUL8y2un2K93MhUlKUIki0WoNAwWWWmUawloTxlAFMXlQFVEpTACEYyiQkonpq62suvj82n6PznZqPGtGjvarO7tD5spkWWyQtYIJztkjxySBmkSSW7IHbknD96t9+g9ec8f0RFvOLNEfsB7eQchSqFQ</latexit>

{tupd}, ξrec

<latexit sha1_base64="FCfsbk8ujvGeKBtu5tcaOK3x26o=">AAACA3icdVC7SgNBFJ31GeMjq5Y2g0GwkDAjapJCCKaxjGBUSEKYHW90cPbBzF0hLCn9Clut7MTWD7HwX5yNEVT0VIdz7uWee4JEK4uMvXlT0zOzc/OFheLi0vJKyV9dO7NxaiS0ZaxjcxEIC1pF0EaFGi4SAyIMNJwHN83cP78FY1UcneIwgV4oriI1UFKgk/p+6eSwGwq8toOs2Wejnb5fZhXGGOec5oRXD5gj9Xptl9cozy2HMpmg1fffu5exTEOIUGphbYezBHuZMKikhlGxm1pIhLwRV9BxNBIh2F42Dj6iW6kVGNMEDFWajkX4vpGJ0NphGLjJccjfXi7+5XVSHNR6mYqSFCGS+SFUGsaHrDTKNQL0UhlAFHlyoCqiUhiBCEZRIaUTU1dR0fXx9TT9n5ztVvh+hZ3slRtHk2YKZINskm3CSZU0yDFpkTaRJCX35IE8enfek/fsvXyOTnmTnXXyA97rByd5l2M=</latexit>

Q = C0,

<latexit sha1_base64="17yM6mLvu3a2L2l7fBwNJx47M4Q=">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</latexit>

r0 = Q, {tphase}

<latexit sha1_base64="k72UfNYSFIQ1U3XQvStgxaYINPg=">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</latexit>

d0 = Q, {tphase}

<latexit sha1_base64="k72UfNYSFIQ1U3XQvStgxaYINPg=">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</latexit>

d0 = Q, {tphase}

Figure 10: SHA Ab modeling the robot’s battery behavior. Color-coding is the same as in Fig. 3.

Table 2: Updates for the Ab SHA modeling the robot’s battery.

Symbol Updates Description

ξdis b′chg = bchg − Tpoll((d3 + 6d3k)Tpoll
2 + (d2 + 2d2k)Tpoll + d1); k = k + 1; Discharge phase

ξrec b′chg = bchg + Tpoll((r3 + 6r3k)Tpoll
2 + (r2 + 2r2k)Tpoll + r1); k = k + 1; Recharge phase

refresh, dense counter k is incremented. Updates are shown in Table 2 (where b′chg is the new value of bchg802

after the update). The updated value of bchg is then published by firing an event through channel pub bch.803

4.3. Orchestrator Model804

The orchestrator controls the robot’s behavior based on the current state of the system to drive the805

mission to success. As described in previous sections, the humans, the robot, and its battery share sensor806

readings with the orchestrator, which checks these values against given policies to determine whether a807

certain event has to be fired. Specifically, the orchestrator is fully in control of the mobile robot’s behavior808

(i.e., it issues every instruction to start or stop moving), while it issues suggestions for the human, e.g., to809

stop moving when they reach an alarming value of fatigue, which might be dismissed due to human free will.810

The degree of intrusiveness of how such suggestions are issued to the subjects must be tailored to the specific811

scenario and the involved subjects’ demands; however, given the high-level perspective of the framework,812

this aspect is currently out-of scope. An abstract representation of the orchestrator SHA is shown in Fig.813

11. The orchestrator operational states (the dashed boxes in Fig. 11) are modeled as submachines. All814

the edges connecting them are defined for events of the form c!, where c is a channel of the network, as815

the orchestrator proactively triggers suitable actions to govern the evolution of the entire scenario. The816

orchestrator operational states, i.e., the submachines in it, are described in detail in the following:817

1. the orchestrator is in ridle when, given the system’s state, no action can start and, thus, the robot is818

waiting;819

2. rrech orchestrates the robot’s behavior when it has to move to the recharge station and recharge;820

3. rlead controls the start and the end of the movement when, based on the interaction pattern characterizing821

the service underway, the robot leads the action (i.e., for the HumanFollower and HumanRecipient822

patterns);823

4. hlead controls the dual case, in which the movement is initiated by the human (i.e., the HumanLeader824

pattern);825

5. rsync controls the robot during the HumanCompetitor pattern [16];826
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Table 3: Orchestrator start and stop conditions (γstart and γstop, respectively) for each submachine (sub.m.) of the orchestrator.
Edge condition γ characterizing a submachine x is indicated with notation x.γ (e.g., rrech.γstart).

Sub.m. Start condition (γstart) Stop condition (γstop)

rlead

hpattern∈{follower,recipient}∧
¬hserved ∧ f≤Frestart ∧ bchg≥Crech ∧

dist(rpos,hpos)≤Drestart

f≥Fstop ∨ bchg≤Crech ∨
(

hserved∧
Nh
∨

i=1

¬hi,served

)

∨ dist(rpos,hpos)≥Dstop

hlead
hpattern∈{leader}∧¬hserved∧
bchg≥Crech ∧ h′pos 6=hpos

f≥Fstop ∨ bchg≤Clow∨
(

hserved∧
Nh
∨

i=1

¬hi,served

)

∨ h′pos=hpos

6. hrint controls the robot’s behavior while providing a service that requires precise or close-distance827

synchronization with the human (i.e., the HumanApplicant or HumanRescuer patterns) [16].828

Submachines in Fig. 11 are endowed with ports, intended as in the 〈op〉 pubh pattern. The orchestrator829

enters a submachine through the port marked by symbol “◮”, and may exit through the ports marked830

by symbols “�”, “×”, and “X”, respectively, indicating whether the action has ended (or is momentarily831

suspended), the mission has ended with failure or with success. Ports highlight the transitions entering832

and leaving each submachine, constrained by conditions γstart, γstop, γfail, and γscs, each associated with a833

component-specific formula. The orchestrator enters a submachine when the corresponding γstart condition834

is true. If either of γstop, γfail, or γscs holds, the orchestrator exits the submachine. Locations ofail and oscs835

of Fig. 11 correspond to the end of the mission with failure or success, respectively, and are reached when836

either γfail (see Formula 10) or γscs (see Formula 11) holds. Failure occurs if, for at least one of the Nh ∈ K837

subjects in the scenario, human fatigue exceeds 1 (i.e., fi ≥ 1 holds for some i) or the robot’s charge drops to838

a neighborhood of Cfail ∈ K (i.e., |bchg −Cfail| ≤ ǫ holds). The latter condition accounts for small fluctuations839

of the estimated discharge curve.840

( Nh
∨

i=1

fi ≥ 1

)

∨ |bchg − Cfail| ≤ ǫ (10)

Location oscs is reached when the mission has been successfully completed—i.e., when all humans in the841

scenario have been served: when a human in the scenario with id = i is served, the Boolean dense counter842

hi,served ∈ Vdc is set to true.843

Nh
∧

i=1

hi,served (11)

We recall that the main expression whose value we calculate through SMC is PM(⋄≤τ scs), where Boolean844

dense counter scs is set to true upon entering location oscs (thus, when the condition in Formula 11 holds).845

As per Fig. 11, failure is possible for all submachines. On the other hand, only rlead, hlead, rsync, and hrint846

have outgoing transitions towards oscs, since recharging the robot does not impact service provision (thus,847

progress towards mission completion).848

Submachines ridle and rrech are presented in detail in [13], while rsync and hrint are introduced in [16].849

Submachines rlead and hlead are briefly recapped in the following, as they handle interaction patterns covered850

in this paper and subject to the experimental validation process in Section 6. Table 3 contains the formulae851

for the start (γstart) and stop (γstop) conditions of these submachines. Since the mission is a sequence of852

services involving a human agent, the orchestrator uses a dense counter curr ∈ [1,Nh] to store the id of the853

currently served human. Its value is updated by the orchestrator every time a service ends, and the next854

one can start. The dense counters f, hpattern, hserved ∈ Vdc and hpos ∈ Vdc keep track of the fatigue of the855

currently served human, the required interaction pattern, the completion of the service and the position of856

the human, respectively (hpos is a shorthand representing a pair of coordinates); e.g., f = fi holds if i is equal857

to curr. Fig. 11 highlights the channels through which the orchestrator fires instructions when entering or858
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Figure 11: Orchestrator SHA, as seen in [16]. Submachines are represented as dashed boxes, with ports marked by symbols “◮”,
“�”, “X”, and “×”.

leaving a submachine. For the sake of clarity, if a is a submachine, e.g., rlead, and g is the condition on an859

edge through a port, e.g., γstart, then we refer to g by writing a.g.860

The orchestrator enters submachine rlead to initiate the robot movement when the robot leads the action.861

As per Table 3, the rlead.γstart condition holds for the follower and recipient patterns. The robot begins862

assisting the currently served human if they are sufficiently close and the service has yet to be completed.863

Furthermore, for safety purposes, the action can start only if human fatigue is sufficiently low (less than864

Frestart ∈ K) and the robot has sufficient charge (greater than Crech ∈ K). Upon entering rlead, the orchestrator865

fires cmd rstart and cmd hstart for the robot to start moving and the human to follow. The robot stops moving866

(events cmd rstop and cmd hstop fire) if either one of the following conditions holds: (a) human fatigue f867

exceeds a maximum tolerable value Fstop ∈ K (we recall that if the human faints, i.e., their fatigue is 1, the868

mission fails; hence, Fstop should be lower than 1 to allow the orchestrator to prevent failures caused by869

fainting); (b) battery charge drops below a value Crech that calls for recharging; (c) the human has been870

served, but they were not the last one (if they were the last one, the mission would be complete); (d) the871

distance between the robot and the human is too large (greater than Dstop ∈ K), indicating that the human872

has stayed behind and needs to get closer to the robot to proceed with the service.873

The hlead submachine controls the robot’s behavior when the human leads the action (i.e., with the leader874

interaction pattern). As per Table 3, the orchestrator enters hlead (i.e., hlead.γstart holds) if : (a) the currently875

assisted human is a leader; (b) the service has not been completed; (c) the robot is sufficiently charged;876

(d) the human is moving (their current position h′pos is different from the previous sensor reading hpos). Upon877

entering hlead, cmd rstart is triggered and the robot starts following the human. The orchestrator exits hlead878

(i.e., hlead.γstop holds) when: (a) the currently served human has reached an excessive fatigue level (f ≥ Fstop);879

(b) the robot’s battery charge has dropped below the recharge threshold (bchg ≤ Crech); (c) the human has880

set themselves as served, but there are other humans to serve in the scenario; (d) the human has stopped881

moving (their current position h′pos is the same as the previous sensor reading and the service is yet to be882

concluded, hence the robots waits for the human to walk again). When γstop holds, the orchestrator stops883

the robot through channel cmd rstop and instructs the human to stop walking only if they are excessively884
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fatigued. As explained in Section 4.1.2, the human may ignore the orchestrator instruction out of free will.885

5. Scenario Deployment and Reconfiguration886

In the following, we summarize the main features of the deployment and reconfiguration phases of887

the framework (phases 2 and 3 in Fig. 2) to keep the presentation of the validation process in Section 6888

self-contained. We refer the interested reader to [15] for the complete description of the deployment approach.889

5.1. Scenario Deployment890

The goal of the deployment phase is to run the robotic application in a real environment or simulate it891

with a realistic physics engine. Also, deployment helps the application designer extract valuable information892

about the missions and, possibly, drive a reconfiguration of the scenario, since real executions are available893

from the scene. In both cases, executable software is built to run the application. The approach allows for894

a hybrid deployment environment adhering to the digital-twin paradigm [40] with a real robotic device in895

the physical environment interacting with human avatars in the virtual environment. When simulation is896

performed, the virtual agents can be controlled by means of specific software components that the simulator897

executes to manifest the agents’ behavior in the virtual scene. Advanced simulator environments also offer898

rich control dashboards that render graphically the virtual 3D scene and allow the user of the simulator899

to interact with it through input devices while the scene develops. In our framework, to ensure that the900

deployed orchestrator enforces the same policies as in the formal model and that, in case of simulation, the901

virtual agents behave correspondingly to their respective SHA, a model-to-code mapping principle converts902

every SHA into an executable deployment unit. The latter consists of the executable orchestrator script or903

the scripts governing the agents’ behavior—either the humans or the robot—within the virtual scene. As904

the presence of humans is not always guaranteed and, when human agents are patients in distress, even905

discouraged, the application designer performing the simulation directly controls human avatars within the906

virtual scene to make them act like real humans in real-world scenarios. The framework allows the designer907

to issue commands to the avatars by means of input devices, such as the keyboard, through the scripts which908

control them. The human actions modeled with the automata are mapped to keys; keystrokes performed by909

the application designer are interpreted by the scripts and then rendered in the scene. To replicate physical910

fatigue sensors in the simulated environment and the stochastic behavior of fatigue rates, scripts extract a911

random sample from a pool of publicly available electromyography signals and estimate fatigue curves using912

the technique described in [38, 39].913

The deployed orchestrator and the agents communicate over a network of ROS publisher and subscriber914

nodes [41] (the “Middleware Layer” in Fig. 2). Each automaton described in Section 4 corresponds to a915

deployment unit (e.g., AO maps to the executable orchestrator and AR to the robot). The firing of an916

event through channels in set C in the formal model (of which Fig. 11 shows an overview) corresponds to917

the publication of a message on a ROS topic. More specifically, the deployment unit corresponding to the918

“sender” SHA (i.e., the one with the edge labeled with c! with c ∈ C) is the publisher node, whereas the919

“receiver” SHA (i.e., with the edge labeled with c?) is the subscriber node.920

For each run or simulation of the application, system logs are collected and processed to be examined921

by the designer for the reconfiguration phase. Specifically, all data that sensors (either real or simulated)922

publish through ROS nodes (i.e., the robot’s battery and position values, and all humans’ fatigue and position923

values) are stored to be examined. The robot carries out the mission by providing services in sequence. The924

orchestrator logs relevant events concerning the advancement of each service: when it begins, when it is925

completed, when it has to be interrupted and why (either the human is too tired or the battery is too low),926

whether the entire mission ends in failure and the source of the failure. Data logged by the orchestrator are927

necessary to assess whether the deployed mission has ended with success.928

5.2. Scenario Reconfiguration929

The reconfiguration phase begins by processing data collected during the deployment to extract metrics930

comparable with those calculated at design-time. An example is the success rate observed during the931
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deployment phase to be compared with the value of PM (ψ), with ψ expressing the success of the mission.932

The designer performs this comparative analysis to assess whether unexpected contingencies emerged at933

runtime. If deploying the application highlights unforeseen critical situations, the designer may decide to934

reconfigure the scenario and iterate all the phases of the workflow in Fig. 2 with the new configuration.935

Data analysis from deployment and reconfiguration may be necessary as SHA modeling human behavior936

have stochastic features that are necessarily an approximation of the behavior observable in reality. On the937

other hand, the framework targets the service level of robotic systems’ architectures [35], as it focuses on the938

workflow of the mission rather than on aspects related to hardware or structural components: automata939

modeling the robot, its battery, and the orchestrator do not thus have stochastic features (i.e., in Ar, Ab, and940

Ao, function D(l) is undefined for all l ∈ L and all edges have probability weight 1). Possible reconfiguration941

measures include:942

RM1. Assigning a different robot to the task, if the facility has more than one available device. It may943

not be feasible for a human subject participating in a service to change their starting position due to944

facility policies (e.g., patients necessarily start in the waiting room). On the other hand, two robotic945

devices in a fleet may differ either because of their starting position or initial battery charge. In both946

cases, this reconfiguration measure can cut down the overall duration of the mission. In the first case,947

the robot may require less time to reach the first human to serve. In the second case, the robot may948

take less time to recharge, or skip recharging entirely while carrying out the mission.949

RM2. Changing the order in which humans are to be served. Note that this is only possible if there are no950

logical dependencies between the services being swapped. This measure can reduce the overall duration951

of the mission if the robot has to cover a smaller distance between services and the maximum level of952

fatigue reached by human subjects (thus, impacting their wellbeing), for example if a patient has more953

time to rest between two services.954

RM3. Changing the target of a pattern, if feasible and compliant with the facility policies. An example is955

a patient following the robot directly to the doctor’s office without going through the waiting room956

first. This reconfiguration measure can reduce both the duration of the mission and the level of fatigue957

reached by the human subjects. As a matter of fact, reducing the active time leads to a decrease in the958

fatigue endured, since, during a fatigue cycle, time is the only variable in Eq.2.959

RM4. Modifying the orchestrator’s thresholds. For example, it is possible to reduce the charge threshold960

at which the robot is instructed to move to the recharge station or the fatigue level at which the961

orchestrator instructs the human to stop walking. The designer must handle the trade-off between962

the decrease in mission duration and the increase in probability of failure (for example, due to battery963

degradation).964

The cyclical nature of the framework allows the analyst to modify the scenario and perform multiple965

iterations of the analysis until verification results are deemed acceptable. The framework also supports the966

designer in terms of which and how many parameters of the scenario require manual specification. Parameters967

concerning the robot (i.e., speed and acceleration) and battery behavior (i.e., charge and discharge rates) are968

provided by the framework to decrease the manual effort required on the designer’s side. Designers manually969

specify parameters concerning the specific robotic mission (i.e., how many humans are involved and the970

service they request) whose value cannot be known a-priori by the framework. Should the tuning of such971

parameters result overly cumbersome for the practitioner, splitting the mission into smaller sequences to be972

individually analised is feasible.973

6. Experimental Validation974

This section presents the results obtained while validating the presented approach on case studies inspired975

by the healthcare setting. The validation process addresses the following questions:976
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(a) Points of interest within the experimental setting: the entrance and recharge station are in orange, cupboards are in green (CUP1
and CUP2), examination/waiting room entrances are in red (R1a, R1b, and R2), and doctors’ offices in blue (OFF1, OFF2, and OFF3).
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(b) Representation of the layout abstraction as a set of rectangular areas, with wall sizes ([m]) and intersection points between areas
marked by × symbols.

Figure 12: Layout used for the experimental validation.

G1. Is the formal model presented in Section 4 adherent to the physical robotic system and how accurate977

are SMC results?978

G2. Is the model-driven framework described in Section 3 and Section 5 practical and useful while developing979

interactive scenarios with multiple subjects and services? More specifically, we evaluate:980

(a) how the DSL supports designers in configuring complex scenarios;981

(b) how the design-time analysis phase provides reliable and valuable insights into the modeled982

scenario;983

(c) how scenarios can be reconfigured to improve key indicators (the probability of success and984

estimated fatigue level of human subjects).985

Both validation phases have been carried out following the framework workflow in Fig. 2. Firstly, we986

model the scenarios through the DSL described in Section 3. The case studies feature one mobile robot987

providing services (in compliance with the patterns presented in Section 3.1) to one or multiple humans.988

Agents operate within the floor layout represented in Fig. 12, corresponding to the third floor of Building 22989

of Politecnico di Milano. Specifically, Fig. 12a highlights the POIs, while Fig. 12b shows how the real layout990

is abstracted as a set of rectangular areas as described in Section 3.2.1. While the physical layout where991

the robotic device moves is a university building, its areas are repurposed in the simulation environment to992

reproduce a healthcare setting. The layout features a main entrance ENTR where the robot meets patients to993

assist them and two side aisles, each with cupboards containing medical kits (CUP1 and CUP2), two rooms994

serving either as waiting rooms for the patients or examination rooms where doctors administer medications995

(R1a, R1b, and R2), and doctors’ offices (OFF1, OFF2, and OFF3).996

DSL models5 are automatically converted into a JSON file and finally into an Uppaal model implementing997

5The DSL sources are available at:https://github.com/LesLivia/hri dsl.
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(a) Portion of the simulation scene with the simulated human and the
phantom robot replicating the real robot’s behavior.

(b) Real TurtleBot3 operating in
the physical environment and re-
acting to the human in the simu-
lation scene.

Figure 13: Hybrid real/simulated deployment environment.

the SHA network described in Section 4 modeling the specific scenario.6 The framework also automatically998

sets up and runs the SMC experiment. For the case studies discussed in this section, we perform SMC999

through Uppaal v.4.1.26 on a machine running macOS v.10.15.7 with 4 cores and 8GB of RAM.1000

All case studies are subsequently deployed as described in Section 5.1 [15].7 We have adopted the digital-1001

twin deployment pattern [42] (see Fig. 13) with a real mobile robot operating in the physical environment1002

(shown in Fig. 13b) and reacting to virtual human subjects in the simulation scene (of which a portion is1003

shown in Fig. 13a). The hybrid deployment environment allows us to to verify the adherence of the robotic1004

system’s model and the orchestrator’s efficacy with a real device while also performing several runs with1005

(virtual) subjects exhibiting critical fatigue profiles. Electromyography signals serving as dataset to simulate1006

fatigue curves in the simulation environment are provided by [43]. The mobile device is a TurtleBot3 Waffle1007

Pi.8 Scenarios are deployed using V-REP v.3.6.2 for the simulation scene, Python v.3.6.9 for the orchestrator1008

script, and ROS Melodic to communicate with virtual agents and the TurtleBot3 [41]. The deployment1009

software tools run on a single machine running Ubuntu v.18.04 with 2 cores and 4GB of RAM.1010

6.1. Formal Model Validation1011

The purpose of the hereby presented experiments is to assess the accuracy of the formal model presented1012

in Section 4 and of the SMC results (validation goal G1). To this end, we perform the design-time analysis1013

as presented in Section 3 on three scenarios, referred to as HF (“Human Follower”), HL (“Human Leader”)1014

and LB (“Low Battery”), all taking place in the experimental setup in Fig. 12 and described in detail in1015

Table 4. The three scenarios are structured to validate the main features of the formal model: human-robot1016

dyadic leader/follower dynamics, human fatigue model, robot’s battery model, and orchestrator policies.1017

Therefore, the three experiments test the formal model with both critical (low battery in LB and high fatigue1018

in HL) and non-critical elements (high battery in HF/HL and low fatigue in HF/LB).1019

We perform SMC with decreasing values of time bound τ to estimate the success probability of the1020

three scenarios (i.e., query with QueryType P SCS). This corresponds to the value of expression PM (⋄≤τ scs),1021

where M is the SHA network modeling each mission. SMC experiments are performed in Uppaal with1022

6The software tool to automatically generate the Uppaal model is available at: https://github.com/LesLivia/hri designtime.
7The software tool implementing the deployment approach is available at: https://github.com/LesLivia/hri deployment
8Full documentation and technical specifications available at: https://emanual.robotis.com/docs/en/platform/turtlebot3/overview/.
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Table 4: Scenarios used for the formal model validation phase (abbreviation and detailed description). For each service, we
indicate the starting location of the human and the target location as START → TARGET.

SCENARIO DESCRIPTION MISSION
HF The robot (Tbot) leads the human (H1) from OFF1 to

CUP1. The robot is sufficiently charged to complete the
mission, and the human exhibits a non-critical fatigue profile
(Young/Healthy).

H1 Follower OFF1 → CUP1

HL The robot (Tbot) follows the human (H1) from OFF1 to CUP1.
The robot is sufficiently charged to complete the mission, and
the human exhibits a critical fatigue profile (Elderly/Sick).

H1 Leader OFF1 → CUP1

LB The robot (Tbot) leads the human (H1) from OFF1 to CUP1.
The robot gets fully discharged during the mission, while the
human exhibits a non-critical fatigue profile (Young/Healthy).

H1 Follower OFF1 → CUP1

Algorithm 1 Estimation of the the success probability CI for a set of deployment traces DT .

Input: DT , τ , Nh, Tint, α
1: DT scs ← ∅
2: for dt ∈ DT do

3: SVDdt ← {t|t ∈ N ∧ i ∈ [1,Nh] ∧ hi,svd ∈ dt(t)}⊲ Timestamps corresponding to the end of a service.
4: if |SVD |= Nh ∧max(SVD) ≤ τ − Tint then

5: DT scs ← DT scs ∪ {dt} ⊲ All humans have been served within τ − Tint.
6: end if

7: end for

8: pl ← ppf(α/2, |DT scs|, |DT | − |DT scs|+ 1)
9: pu ← ppf(1− α/2, |DT scs|+ 1, |DT | − |DT scs|)

10: ǫ← (pu − pl)/2
11: p← pl + ǫ
Output: p, ǫ

default statistical parameters, thus with ǫ = α = 0.05. We also estimate the maximum human fatigue1023

value (expression EM,τ [max(f)]), and the robot’s residual charge at the end of the mission (expression1024

EM,τ [min(bchg,%)]), i.e., queries with QueryType E FTG and E CHG, respectively.1025

Subsequently, we deploy the three scenarios in the digital-twin setting (see Fig. 13) to collect runtime1026

observations, compute the same metrics, and compare the results with those obtained at design-time. To1027

this end, we apply a partial replication of SMC (summarized by Algorithm 1) to the traces collected through1028

deployment to estimate the success probability range observed at runtime. We refer to the simulation log and1029

sensor logs collected during a single run (described in Section 5.1) as deployment trace. Given deployment1030

trace dt, we indicate as dt(t) the set of data (sensor readings and milestones recorded by the orchestrator, if1031

any) logged at time t ∈ N. Since the orchestrator records the timestamp at which each human is served, it is1032

possible to infer from a deployment trace dt whether the mission ended successfully. If human i ∈ [1,Nh] has1033

been served in trace dt, there exists t ∈ N such that hi,svd ∈ dt(t) holds. We indicate as DT the set of all1034

deployment traces collected for a given scenario. Set SVDdt = {t|t ∈ N ∧ i ∈ [1,Nh] ∧ hi,svd ∈ dt(t)} at Line1035

3 in Algorithm 1 contains the timestamps corresponding to the completion of a service in a specific trace dt.1036

Similar to SMC, given a time-bound τ and the set of collected deployment traces DT , for each deployment1037

trace dt ∈ DT we check whether the mission has ended with success within τ (i.e., whether ⋄≤τ scs holds1038

for dt). Algorithm 1 checks through the condition on Line 4 whether set SVDdt has Nh elements (i.e., all1039

humans have been served) and the maximum of SVDdt is smaller than τ − Tint (i.e., the last human to be1040

served has been served within the time bound minus the time required by the orchestrator to process the1041

information). If condition on Line 4 is verified, trace dt constitutes a success and is added to set DT scs by1042
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Table 5: Comparison between the results obtained through SMC at design time (DT) and the results obtained by deploying the
three model validation scenarios (DEPL). For decreasing values of time bound τ ([s]), the table contains the verification time
([min]), the probability CI estimated through Uppaal, the CI observed at runtime, and the runs necessary to compute such
estimations. The table also contains the estimated maximum human fatigue values ([0− 1]) and minimum charge levels ([%]).
For each metric, configurations leading to the least accurate results are highlighted in grey.

SC. τ
Ver.Time

[min]
Success Probability Runs Max. Fatigue Min. Charge

DT DEPL DT DEPL DT DEPL DT DEPL

HF

75 0.41 0.952± 0.05 0.950± 0.05 29 110 0.0208± 0.004 0.0211± 0.007 95.54% 95.75%
53 3.42 0.859± 0.05 0.865± 0.06 199 110 0.0177± 0.005 0.0179± 0.008 96.86% 96.27%
50 3.23 0.812± 0.05 0.800± 0.07 250 110 0.0167± 0.003 0.0168± 0.008 97.05% 96.51%
40 4.25 0.433± 0.05 0.500± 0.10 395 110 0.0125± 0.004 0.0125± 0.008 97.65% 97.11%
34 2.19 0.239± 0.05 0.252± 0.08 296 110 0.0112± 0.003 0.0114± 0.003 98.01% 98.10%

HL

50 0.31 0.952± 0.05 0.950± 0.05 29 120 0.2015± 0.037 0.1939± 0.050 73.71% 73.32%
42 2.72 0.826± 0.05 0.840± 0.07 236 120 0.1763± 0.038 0.1623± 0.051 74.19% 74.17%
38 2.46 0.676± 0.05 0.664± 0.09 354 120 0.1599± 0.014 0.1577± 0.025 74.43% 74.38%
35 3.94 0.409± 0.05 0.395± 0.09 389 120 0.1545± 0.042 0.1561± 0.027 74.61% 74.55%
33 2.13 0.216± 0.05 0.208± 0.07 277 120 0.1451± 0.045 0.1434± 0.025 74.74% 74.91%

LB 150 1.02 0.000± 0.05 0.000± 0.05 29 107 − − 0.001% −0.001%

the instruction on Line 5.1043

Algorithm 1 computes PDT (⋄≤τ scs) in terms of a Bayesian Confidence Interval (CI) of the form p± ǫ1044

with confidence level 1− α. We adopt the Clopper-Pearson approach for binomial distributions to compute1045

the CI as it is also exploited by the Uppaal tool. Specifically, pl = p− ǫ can be calculated as the α-quantile1046

of a Beta distribution with parameters successes and trials− successes+ 1 (Line 8), while pu = p + ǫ can1047

be calculated as the γ-quantile with γ = 1− α and parameters successes+ 1 and trials− successes (Line 9)1048

[45].9 Unlike point estimator successes/trials, this procedure also provides an insight into the variability of1049

the success rate (i.e., the value of ǫ) and how its value changes as more runs are performed.1050

The results of the SMC experiments, the time and runs necessary to complete it with the required level of1051

confidence, and the fatigue and charge estimations are reported in Table 5 (marked as DT, “Design Time”).1052

The success probability ranges estimated for scenarios HF, HL, and LB through Algorithm 1 are reported in1053

Table 5 (marked as DEPL, “Deployment”).1054

Results in Table 5 corroborate the intuition that, for decreasing values of τ , the probability of success1055

decreases both at design time and during deployment. Experimental results with the largest difference1056

between design-time and deployment estimations are highlighted in grey. We select values of parameter τ to1057

be displayed in Table 5 corresponding to probability ranges in three macro-intervals: high success probability1058

(i.e., with p > 80%), average success probability (i.e., with 40% < p < 70%), and low success probability (i.e.,1059

with p < 25%). Scenarios HF and HL require 75s and 50s, respectively, to end successfully with probability1060

approximately equal to 1, while it drops to approximately 20% when the analysis is bounded to 34s and 33s.1061

The variability of the success probability between runs within 34s (for HF) or 33s (for HL) and those requiring1062

up to 75s is due to the human stopping haphazardly during the mission as described in Section 4.1, causing1063

a delay in the completion of the mission. As shown in Table 5, the configurations with the largest difference1064

between design-time and runtime estimations of the success probability (highlighted in grey) are also the1065

ones requiring the largest number of traces for the SMC experiment (395 and 389 compared to the 110 and1066

120 performed in the physical setting). This is due to how PM (⋄≤τ scs) and PDT (⋄≤τ scs) are calculated: if1067

traces that have been generated or collected are consistent with each other (e.g., they are all successful),1068

it takes a smaller set of traces to obtain a certain value of ǫ than when the number of successes fluctuates.1069

Indeed, the estimated success probabilities resulting from the configurations requiring the largest number of1070

runs (395 for HF and 389 for HL) are also the closest to 50%. In the worst case, the values of p estimated at1071

9The Python implementation exploits the scipy.stats.distributions.beta.ppf function (referred to as ppf in Algorithm 1) from
the SciPy library to calculate the required quantiles. Full documentation available at: https://docs.scipy.org.
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Figure 14: Graph representing the battery voltage (Q [V]) evolution during a complete TurtleBot3 discharge/recharge cycle
(approximately 140min each). Dots represent real voltage sensor readings. The red and green lines are the fitted discharge and
recharge curve, respectively. Black dashed lines mark the voltage values corresponding to 100% (about 12.4V) of the charge and
0% (11.0V). The red dashed line marks the time instant where the design-time estimation is the least accurate.

design-time and runtime differ by 6.7% (for HF) and 1.4% (for HL) while this drops to 0.2% in the best case.1072

Data collected through the three scenarios are also necessary to assess whether the formal model accurately1073

captures the robot’s battery voltage drop (i.e., the battery discharging while the robot is operative). To1074

estimate the expected value of the minimum charge for the same decreasing values of τ used for the success1075

probability ranges, we calculate the value of expression EM,τ [min(bchg,%)] in Uppaal (column DT) and the1076

average of minimum values logged for each deployment trace EDT ,τ [min(bchg,%)] (column DEPL). Table1077

5 reports the battery charge percentage estimations at time τ for the three scenarios, highlighting, as in1078

previous cases, the configurations leading to the largest estimation error. We recall that the differential1079

equations obtained by deriving Eq.8 and Eq.9 constrain the battery voltage ([V]), whose value in the real1080

system is directly measured through a sensor. The percentages shown in Table 5 are calculated according to1081

Eq.12, where bchg represents the dense counter presented in Section 4.2.2 (for column DT) or the value shared1082

by the real sensor (for column DEPL), Cfail is the lowest voltage value allowed by the device (as presented in1083

Section 4.2.2), and Cfull is the (approximate) voltage value when the battery is fully charged.1084

bchg,% =
bchg − Cfail

Cfull − Cfail
· 100 (12)

For the three scenarios, we estimate the residual battery charge, assuming that C0 is set to 99%, 75%, 0.8% for1085

HF, HL, and LB, respectively. The largest estimation error is 0.61% for HF and 0.53% for HL. Unsurprisingly,1086

charge-related estimations are more accurate than for human fatigue, which has a higher degree of variability1087

and is subject to the human’s unforeseeable choices. Nevertheless, the time span required for the scenarios is1088

orders of magnitude shorter than a full battery discharge cycle (approximately 2.5h). Therefore, while these1089

estimations provide insights into how accurate the model is in the range of seconds, we have also assessed1090

its accuracy in the longer run. We have recorded the real battery sensor readings over the course of three1091

full discharge/recharge cycles. This set of data has been used to fit parameters in Eq.8 and Eq.9 governing1092

the evolution of real-valued variable Q in the SHA. Fig. 14 shows the voltage curves (modeled in SHA1093

through real-valued variable Q) resulting from the fitting (red and green lines), compared against the actual1094

sensors readings of a fourth complete discharge/recharge cycle (grey dots). Sensor readings used to fit the1095

curve parameters and those shown in Fig. 14 are different data sets. The largest estimation difference (also1096

highlighted in Fig. 14) is 0.54%, which is comparable to the previously described differences obtained with1097

the three scenarios.1098

Scenario LB requires a separate analysis. The purpose of this experiment is to assess whether the formal1099

model accurately captures reality in a boundary condition where the robot’s charge is insufficient to complete1100

the mission (as previously mentioned, in this case C0 is 0.8%). When the mission starts, since the charge1101

level is too low (c ≤ Clow holds), the orchestrator immediately instructs the robot to start moving towards1102

the recharge station, which, however, requires about 3.5min to be reached while the robot has only 2.5min1103

of battery life left. The design-time analysis correctly predicts this outcome as the mission has 0% success1104
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probability within 150s (see Table 5), and all the collected deployment traces end in failure. No fatigue1105

estimation is provided in this case since the human never starts moving. As a matter of fact, the robot needs1106

to recharge as soon as the mission starts, thus the orchestrator immediately enters submachine rrech (see Fig.1107

11) without sending any instructions to the human. As per Formula 10, failure occurs when voltage drops1108

sufficiently close to 0%, which is why the estimation reported in Table 5 is not exacly 0% but the estimated1109

probability of failure is still 1. On the other hand, the negative percentage estimated from deployment traces1110

is due to how the real device works. As soon as the detected battery voltage equals 11V, the device will1111

start emitting an acoustic signal to notify the need to recharge, it will beep for a few seconds and then stop1112

sending power to the motors (thus, no motion is possible). From the moment it starts beeping to the moment1113

it stops moving, the voltage drops slightly below 11V, leading to the negative percentage (see Eq.12).1114

Concerning the estimation of the human fatigue, Table 5 reports the maximum value estimated through1115

Uppaal (column DT) and from deployment traces (column DEPL). To estimate the maximum fatigue expected1116

value at design time, we compute the value of expression EM,τ [max(f)] in Uppaal (Table 5, column DT),1117

whose result is a 95% confidence interval of the requested value [17]. The same procedure is applied to the1118

set of deployment traces DT . For each deployment trace, we calculate the maximum value of fatigue of the1119

human subject within time bound τ . The so-obtained values constitute the set of independent samples, of1120

which we subsequently calculate the 95% confidence level (results are reported in Table 5, column DEPL). In1121

scenario HF, the human has the least critical fatigue profile (Young/Healthy), thus it only reaches a fatigue1122

value of approximately 2%. For this scenario, in the worst case, the largest design-time estimation error1123

(calculated as difference between the average value at design time and observed during deployment) is 1.75%.1124

In HL, the human reaches higher fatigue values (up to approximately 20%). All intervals calculated from1125

deployment traces fall within the range estimated at design-time. In the worst case, also highlighted in Table1126

5, the estimation error is 8.6%. Although design-time estimations pertaining to fatigue are promising, it is1127

important to remark that the simulator scripts governing human behavior during deployment directly result1128

from the model-to-code transformation (presented in [15]) of the SHA described in Section 4.1. These results,1129

therefore, do not constitute a conclusive empirical proof that SHA modeling humans accurately capture1130

reality. Nevertheless, since simulated sensors share their readings with the orchestrator over actual ROS1131

topics, the limited design time-to-deployment errors indicate that modeling patterns dealing with readings1132

update and publishing (i.e., the pattern in Fig. 6 and the RosPubNode pattern presented in [15]) are reliable.1133

Concerning performance and scalability, given the limited complexity of the scenarios analysed in this1134

batch of SMC experiments, verification experiments performed through Uppaal last between 0.31 and 4.25min.1135

For the deployment phase, we have performed a total of 337 real runs (110 for HF, 120 for HL, 107 for LB).1136

By factoring in the time required to perform each run, reset the layout to its starting configuration at the1137

end of each run, and the time required to recharge the robot, this corresponds to approximately 64h of1138

non-stop deployment and runtime data collection. Considering that, in a real healthcare facility, employees1139

have multiple tasks to deal with, robots are not actively deployed 100% of the time, and there are time1140

breaks between shifts, the data collection phase would take a longer time.1141

6.2. Model-Driven Framework Validation1142

After the analysis on the accuracy of the formal model, we focus on the overall efficacy of the model-driven1143

framework (goal G2). To this end, we have analysed 41 real-world scenarios describing service robotic1144

applications extracted from [46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51]. We remark that, given that service robot deployment is not1145

widespread at the time of writing, there is no structured repository collecting natural language specifications1146

of such scenarios; to the best of the authors’ knowledge, the RoboMAX repository (providing 14 of the1147

41 identified scenarios) is the first attempt in this direction [47]. Therefore, the scenario collection phase1148

has been performed manually by surveying related works in the literature and commercial service robots’1149

documentation. Within the set of eligible scenarios, we consider 14 scenarios to fall outside of the scope of our1150

framework. As our work targets service robot applications featuring mobile robots that interact with humans,1151

we consider out-of-scope all scenarios featuring robots that operate autonomously (e.g., performing patrolling1152

or automated room cleaning), are teleoperated, or provide information without expecting any reaction on the1153

human side (e.g., periodical medication reminders). As for the 27 scenarios that are within the scope of the1154

framework, we assess that 24 can be modeled through our framework, leading to a coverage percentage of1155
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Table 6: Scenarios used for the framework validation phase (abbreviation, detailed description, and sequence of services). For
each service, we indicate the starting location of the human and the target location as START → TARGET.

SCENARIO DESCRIPTION MISSION

DPa

The robot (Tbot) serves a patient-doctor pair (P1/D1, re-
spectively). The robot meets the patient by the entrance
(ENTR) and leads them to the waiting room (R1b) to wait
for the doctor to visit them. The robot follows the doctor to
CUP1 where they fetch required tools, and follows them back
(carrying the tools) to the examination room (R2) where the
patient will receive the treatment. Finally, the robot returns
to R1b and escorts the patient to R2 where the doctor is
waiting.

P1 Follower ENTR → R1b,
D1 Leader R2 → CUP1,
D1 Leader CUP1 → R2,
P1 Follower Rb1 → R2

DPb

The robot (Tbot) serves a patient-doctor pair (P1/D1, re-
spectively). The robot meets the patient by the entrance
(ENTR) and leads them to the waiting room (R1a) to wait
for the doctor to visit them. The robot approaches CUP2 to
retrieve a required medical kit, and then delivers it to D1
at OFF2. The robot follows the doctor to the examination
room (R2) where the patient will receive the treatment. Fi-
nally, the robot returns to R1a and escorts the patient to
R2 to be treated.

P1 Follower ENTR → R1a,
D1 Recipient OFF2 ↔ CUP2,
D1 Leader OFF2 → R2,
P1 Follower R1a → R2

DPc

The robot (Tbot) serves two patient-doctor pairs (P1 and P2
are patients, D1 and D2 are doctors). The robot meets P1
by the entrance (ENTR) and leads them to the waiting room
(R1a), then it performs the same task for P2 leading them
from the entrance to R1b. The robot fetches the first required
medical kit from CUP1 and delivers it to D1 at OFF1. The
robot then serves D2 by following them to CUP2 and back
to their office (OFF3) while carrying the kit. Finally, the
robot leads P1 to OFF1 and P2 to OFF3 as both doctors are
ready to visit them.

P1 Follower ENTR → R1a,
P2 Follower ENTR → R1b,
D1 Recipient OFF1 ↔ CUP1,
D2 Leader OFF3 → CUP2,
D2 Leader CUP2 → OFF3,
P1 Follower R1a → OFF1,
P2 Follower R1b → OFF3

88.8%. The three scenarios that our framework does not cover feature: a) exoskeletons, which are considered1156

service robots by standard ISO 13482 [52] (thus, they are in-scope with respect to our framework) but1157

require different software development practices than mobile robots that our framework targets; b) cognitive1158

interaction (e.g., comforting children or rehabilitating cognitive skills of patients recovering from strokes),1159

whereas our framework targets physical coordination between humans and robots.1160

To address goal G2, we have developed three more sophisticated scenarios, referred to as DPa (“Doctor-1161

Patient”), DPb, and DPc, collecting the most frequent elements of the 24 real-world scenarios found in the1162

literature (fetch-and-delivery tasks, doctor-patients dynamics, patient greeting, and transporting items). The1163

three scenarios are described in detail in Table 6. In all three scenarios, the robot has to serve one (in DPa1164

and DPb) or two (DPc) pairs of human subjects representing a doctor and a patient. The robot always1165

accompanies the patient to the waiting room (R1a, R1b, or R2) first (adhering, thus, to the Follower pattern),1166

and then supports the doctor in retrieving the instrumentation needed to treat the patient. Doctors are1167

either Leaders (D1 in DPa and DPb, and D2 in DPc) or Recipients (D1 in DPc) depending on whether they1168

personally lead the robot to destination or it moves independently and then delivers the resource. For this1169

experimental phase, the robot’s charge is always sufficient (the opposite boundary condition has already1170
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Table 7: Results of the DSL2SHA calculation, of the design-time analysis (DT) and of the deployment phase (DEPL) for scenarios
DPa, DPb, and DPc. For decreasing values of τ ([s]), the table contains the verification time ([min]), the success probability CI
estimated through Uppaal, the mean success rate observed at runtime, the estimated maximum fatigue value for all humans,
and the estimated minimum charge value for the robot. Fatigue and charge level are estimated for the maximum value of τ for
each scenario. For each metric, configurations leading to the least accurate results are highlighted in grey.

SC. DSL2SHA τ
Ver.Time

[min]
Success Probability

HUM.
Max. Fatigue

ROB.
Min. Charge

DT DEPL (p) DT DEPL DT DEPL

DPa
235/863
(27.2%)

400 16.36 0.933± 0.05 1.00
P1
D1

0.2664± 0.014
0.0372± 0.004

0.2385
0.0332

Tbot 82.4% 82.77%350 54.67 0.706± 0.05 0.60
300 59.09 0.419± 0.05 0.40

DPb
235/876
(26.8%)

520 22.69 0.909± 0.05 1.00
P1
D1

0.2469± 0.009
0.0248± 0.007

0.2191
0.0235

Tbot 80.4% 79.99%450 64.29 0.597± 0.05 0.50
400 26.88 0.227± 0.05 0.20

DPc
283/1161
(15.7%)

1500
1400
1300

54.54
123.52
175.68

0.920± 0.05
0.792± 0.05
0.421± 0.05

1.00
0.80
0.40

P1 0.2860± 0.063 0.3070

Tbot 64.3% 67.85%
D1 0.0064± 0.002 0.0067
P2 0.6028± 0.044 0.6610
D2 0.0218± 0.002 0.0261

been investigated with scenario LB), and patients exhibit more critical fatigue profiles than doctors.1171

As per Fig. 2, the entry point to the design-time phase analysis is the specification of the scenarios through1172

the DSL presented in Section 3. The complete DSL file for the three scenarios is reported in Appendix B.1173

All scenarios are set in the same layout (shown in Fig. 12), thus, there is only one floor definition. Agents1174

participating in the three scenarios are fixed; specifically, the DSL features one robot definition (identified1175

as Tbot) and eight human definitions (P1 and D1 for DPa, P1 and D1 for DPb, and P1, D1, P2, and D2 for1176

DPc). We recall that the maximum velocity and acceleration for the robot are directly derived from its1177

type parameter, which, in this case, is turtlebot3 wafflepi. Each scenario in Table 6 corresponds to a robotic1178

mission, thus, there are three mission definition blocks defining the sequence of services that the robot must1179

provide to complete the mission with success. Finally, queries are defined to compute the metrics required1180

to carry out this design-time analysis, i.e., the probability of success for decreasing values of τ , estimated1181

fatigue for all human subjects, and residual battery charge. Parameter R (the bound on runs) is set to1182

auto, to indicate that Uppaal should generate as many runs as necessary to compute estimations with the1183

requested confidence level. As per Fig. 5, for each mission (thus, in our case, DPa, DPb, DPc), a JSON file is1184

automatically generated and converted into a pair of Uppaal model/query files to perform verification.1185

We assess the “efficiency” of the DSL in terms of effort saved compared to manually drafting the SHA1186

network modeling each scenario. To this end, we calculate the ratio (indicated as DSL2SHA in Table 7)1187

between the size of a DSL instance and the size of the corresponding SHA network. We compute the size of1188

a DSL model as the number of words needed to configure the scenario. Counting words rather than abstract1189

elements captured by the DSL gives us a more accurate indication of the DSL’s verbosity: note that, since1190

the declaration of each element in Section 3.2 requires at least one word, counting abstract elements would1191

result in more favorable ratios. Given a SHA A, we compute its size, indicated as |A| according to Eq.13:1192

|A| = |E|+ |Γ(W )|+ |C!?|+ |Ξ(W )|+ |L|+ |D|+ |F|+ |W | (13)

The size of a network of SHA equals the sum of the sizes of all the SHA that compose it. Table 7 reports the1193

resulting ratios.1194

SMC results are reported in Table 7 and discussed in the following. For this validation phase, the duration1195

of verification experiments performed through Uppaal ranges from 16.36min to 175.68min in the worst case1196

(i.e., scenario DPc, which has the most complex robotic mission and highest τ values). Unlike the previous1197

phase, the goal in this case is to test framework’s efficacy when developing realistic scenarios. Therefore,1198

we do not collect a large batch of deployment traces to keep the duration of the deployment phase more1199

practical (i.e., shorter than 1h). Given the smaller number of deployment traces that have been collected,1200

the probability of success of the deployed system is not calculated through Algorithm 1, as it would yield1201
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scarcely significant CIs. In this case, we adopt point estimator p given by the percentage of successful runs as1202

specified by Eq.14, where DT is the set of deployment traces and set SVDdt is calculated from a deployment1203

trace dt ∈ DT as in Algorithm 1, Line 3.1204

p =
|{dt|dt ∈ DT ∧ |SVDdt| = Nh ∧max(SVDdt) ≤ τ − Tint}|

|DT |
· 100 (14)

Metrics related to fatigue (for each human subject) and battery charge are computed as in the previous1205

validation phase.1206

Through the design-time analysis we estimate that the three scenarios require a τ of approximately 7min,1207

9min, and 25min, respectively, to end in success with probability greater than 90%. As previously mentioned,1208

the robot’s charge is not critical for any of the scenarios: although DPc is the most demanding in terms of1209

robot’s power, since the initial charge C0 is 99% the estimated residual charge at the end of the mission is1210

greater than 60%. Doctors (i.e., agents D1 and D2) all adhere to the Elderly/Healthy fatigue profile, thus1211

they do not constitute a criticality to the mission. As per Table 7, they reach an estimated maximum fatigue1212

level between 2.18% and 3.7%, in particular D1 in DPc (who participates in the Recipient pattern) reaches1213

the lowest fatigue value (0.6%) as they only move haphazardly out of free will while waiting for the robot1214

to deliver the resource (see Section 4.1.3). On the other hand, as expected, patients reach more critical1215

values. We remark that, although they walk for longer, patient P1 in all three scenarios reaches fatigue levels1216

compatible with those estimated for HL because they have time to rest while the robot is assisting the doctor.1217

The design-time analysis highlights that the most concerning aspect among the three scenarios is the1218

fatigue level reached by patient P2 in DPc, as they also adhere to a critical fatigue profile (Elderly/Sick) and1219

have to cover a significant distance from R1b to OFF3. For all experiments, threshold Fhigh (see Table 3) is1220

set to 0.6. Therefore, some traces of the formal model feature the orchestrator instructing P2 to stop and1221

rest (when f ≥ Fhigh holds) causing a delay in the mission. We remark that this safety measure embedded in1222

the orchestrator is necessary to prevent the patient from reaching the maximum value of fatigue, but it is1223

not sufficient to prevent them from reaching a significant (average) fatigue level (i.e., approximately 60%).1224

Results observed by deploying the scenarios in the hybrid setting corroborate the outcomes predicted at1225

design-time. As in the first validation phase, Table 7 highlights the results corresponding to larger estimation1226

errors. Specifically, success probability ranges estimated at design time and reported in column DT (we recall1227

that rates in column DEPL are point estimators and, thus, not reported as ranges) are the least accurate1228

when the average success rate is closer to 50% or 60% (DPa with τ = 350s and DPb with τ = 450s, also1229

highlighted in grey). On the other hand, estimations of the fatigue level have design time-to-deployment1230

differences range from approximately 5% in the best case (D1 in DPc) to 16% in the worst case (D2 in DPc,1231

also highlighted in grey). Nevertheless, we recall that, although errors are larger than those obtained with the1232

first three scenarios, these are not an indication of inaccuracies within the formal model as only 5 deployment1233

traces are performed for DPa, DPb, and DPc (compared to more than 100 for the previous validation phase).1234

Given the results of the first design-time analysis round and the data collected during deployment, the1235

designer in charge of developing and maintaining these scenarios may choose to apply reconfiguration measures1236

and refine the three robotic missions as described in Section 5. The reconfiguration measures applied to the1237

three scenarios (hereinafter referred to as R-DPa, R-DPb, and R-DPc) and the updated sequences of services1238

are described in Table 8. Since the robot’s battery was not a critical element in the first round of analysis,1239

replacing the robot with a different one or recharging it would not impact the updated results. For scenarios1240

DPa and DPb, the sequence of services (i.e., the robot’s mission) is modified to reduce the time required to1241

complete the mission or, in other words, to obtain a high probability of success for smaller values of τ . In1242

these two cases, the patient is led straight to the examination room rather than to the waiting room first.101243

As for the third scenario, the goal is to lighten the strain on the patient in the most delicate condition.1244

Therefore, the robot serves P2 first and leads them to the doctor’s office last to allow them a longer recovery1245

time while in the waiting room. Table 9 reports the DSL2SHA ratio for the reconfigured scenarios. Note that1246

10Note that, in a real healthcare facility, this may not be feasible in all cases: the examination room must either be empty
when P1 is served or equipped to host more than one patient simultaneously.
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Table 8: Reconfiguration measures applied to scenarios DPa, DPb, and DPc, and updated sequence of services.

SCENARIO RECONFIGURATION MEASURES MISSION

R-DPa
The robot (Tbot) leads P1 directly to R2, then it serves D1
by following them to CUP1 and back to R2.

P1 Follower ENTR → R2,
D1 Leader R2 → CUP1,
D1 Leader CUP1 → R2

R-DPb
The robot (Tbot) serves D1 first by fetching the resource
from CUP2 and follows them to R2, then it serves P1 and
leads them to R2.

D1 Recipient OFF2 ↔ CUP2,
D1 Leader OFF2 → R2,
P1 Follower ENTR → R2

R-DPc
The robot (Tbot) leads P2 to R1b first and then provides
the same sequence of services as scenario DPc.

P2 Follower ENTR → R1b,
P1 Follower ENTR → R1a,
D1 Recipient OFF1 ↔ CUP1,
D2 Leader OFF3 → CUP2,
D2 Leader CUP2 → OFF3,
P1 Follower R1a → OFF1,
P2 Follower R1b → OFF3

Table 9: Results of DSL2SHA calculation and of the design-time analysis of scenarios R-DPa, R-DPb, and R-DPc. For decreasing
values of τ ([s]), the table contains the verification time ([min]), the success probability CI estimated through Uppaal, the
estimated maximum fatigue value for all humans, and the estimated minimum charge value for the robot. Fatigue and charge
level are only estimated for the maximum value of τ for each scenario.

SC.
(M)

DSL2SHA τ
Ver.Time

[min]
Success Probability

(PM (⋄≤τ scs))
HUM.

Max. Fatigue

(EM,max(τ)[max(Fi)])
ROB.

Min. Charge

(EM,max(τ)[min(C)])

R-DPa
227/768
(29.5%)

300 6.86 0.950± 0.05
P1
D1

0.1042± 0.014
0.0367± 0.004

Tbot 86.51%250 32.56 0.498± 0.05
200 30.10 0.258± 0.05

R-DPb
227/781
(29.0%)

350 10.54 0.950± 0.05
P1
D1

0.1387± 0.008
0.0235± 0.001

Tbot 85.45%320 55.46 0.741± 0.05
300 40.69 0.206± 0.05

R-DPc
283/1161
(15.7%)

1500
1400
1300

20.60
121.59
149.31

0.950± 0.05
0.854± 0.05
0.556± 0.05

P1 0.3034± 0.061

Tbot 64.28%
D1 0.0032± 0.001
P2 0.3761± 0.029
D2 0.0245± 0.016

for R-DPc the ratio is unvaried since only the order in which humans are served is changed. On the other1247

hand, for R-DPa and R-DPb removing one human declaration (13 words) reduces the SHA network size by1248

11% and 10.8%, respectively.1249

The results of the second round of design-time analysis are reported in Table 9. Quality metrics report a1250

slight improvement compared to the first round of analysis since the robotic mission is shorter for R-DPa1251

and R-DPb. In this case, verification time ranges from 10.54min to approximately 149.31min in the worst1252

case, as scenario R-DPc is substantially unvaried in terms of performance. Estimations inform us that for1253

R-DPa and R-DPb the updated mission can be completed successfully in less time as we obtain a success1254

probability > 90% for τ equal to 300s and 350s, respectively (compared to 400s and 520s for the initial1255

configuration). Since the patient only walks from the entrance to R2, their estimated maximum level of1256

fatigue is also approximately 60% (in R-DPa) and 43% (in R-DPb) lower than fatigue estimations obtained1257

with DPa and DPb, respectively, whereas the value remains essentially unchanged for D1 as they perform the1258

same actions as in the original scenario. For R-DPc, we observe that allowing P2 more time to rest in the1259

waiting room reduces their maximum fatigue level by 37%. Furthermore, as they do not reach the critical1260

threshold Chigh = 60% anymore, the orchestrator does not instruct them to stop mid-service, leading to a1261
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slight reduction in the duration of the mission.1262

6.3. Discussion1263

We can summarize how we have addressed the validation goals as follows:1264

G1. We have performed more than 300 runs of three experimental scenarios in a digital-twin environment1265

involving simulated humans and a real robotic device communicating via ROS. Collected deployment1266

traces have been exploited to assess the accuracy of the formal model and SMC results.1267

G2. We have assessed the coverage of our development framework with respect to existing real-world1268

scenarios in the service robotics domain. We have then collected the most recurring tasks within1269

the collected set of real applications into three scenarios to be analysed and developed through our1270

framework. In this regard:1271

(a) We have assessed the efficiency of the presented DSL by calculating the number of words necessary1272

to configure the whole SHA network (i.e., the DSL2SHA metric).1273

(b) We have analysed the three scenarios at design-time and the results of such analysis are reflected1274

by the deployment traces.1275

(c) We have reconfigured the three scenarios in light of the collected deployment traces and iterated1276

the design-time analysis.1277

Concerning the analysis of the formal model accuracy (goal G1), as discussed in Section 6.1, we obtain1278

relative estimation errors for the probability of success and charge level smaller than 10% also in boundary1279

conditions, e.g., involving subjects with a critical fatigue profile or a robot close to full discharge. Success1280

probability and minimum battery charge ranges provide empirical evidence of the reliability of the SHA1281

modeling the robotic system. Since we have only performed experiments with virtual human agents whose1282

model derives from literature analysis, the validation of the formal model of human behavior needs further1283

investigation. As future work, the validation process is to be completed by performing experiments with real1284

human subjects to assess the accuracy of SHA modeling human behavior.1285

Coverage analysis (enabling the pursuit of goal G2) yields that more than 80% of the collected real-world1286

scenarios within the scope of this work can be designed and deployed through the presented framework.1287

The analysis carried out on scenarios DPa, DPb, and DPc shows how the framework supports practitioners1288

throughout the entire development process by automating the generation of the formal model and the1289

deployment of the resulting application.1290

The analysis of the DSL2SHA ratio (smaller than 30% in all cases) shows that the DSL requires less1291

effort than manually drafting the formal model (goal G2a). DSL2SHA values show that the DSL grows more1292

efficient than the manual creation of the formal model as the size of the SHA network in question increases.1293

This is due to the fact that the portion of DSL configuring the geometrical layout (which is the same for1294

all scenarios in Section 6.2, regardless of the complexity of the mission) is the most verbose element. This1295

issue is to be addressed in the future by automatically acquiring the information regarding the layout from1296

planimetries to significantly boost the efficiency of the DSL.1297

Indicators estimated through the design-time analysis phase of the three scenarios are corroborated by1298

the observations collected during deployment (goal G2b). With a small number of deployment traces (i.e.,1299

5), relative estimation errors do not exceed 16%. As for goal G2c, reconfiguration measures applied to1300

scenarios DPa and DPb (through minor modifications to the DSL specification) improve the estimated success1301

probabilities with a time bound smaller by 25% (300s compared to 400s) and 33% (350s compared to 570s),1302

respectively. As previously discussed, reconfiguring DPc reduces the physical effort imposed on subject P2.1303

7. Related Work1304

Introducing formal analysis into the robot software development process is a long-standing issue in the1305

research community. In a survey from 2019, Luckcuck et al. [53] examine more than 60 papers focused on1306
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specification and verification of autonomous robotic systems, emphasizing both the community’s interest in1307

the topic and the challenges to face as we move forward. In the following, we report on works existing in the1308

literature proposing:1309

1. formal modeling and verification techniques for the analysis of robotic applications, especially dealing1310

with human-robot interaction;1311

2. user-friendly DSLs for the specification of robotic missions.1312

7.1. Formal Analysis for Robotic Applications Development1313

Developing software for the robotic domain is an elaborate process given the complexity and unstructured1314

nature of the system itself [7]. Therefore, it usually requires a combination of different software development1315

techniques to achieve a satisfactory result. Several works focus on tasks such as testing and simulation [54] or1316

implementation [55], which are substantial to the development process but out of the scope of this review. In1317

the following, we focus on the early design phase and report on works exploiting formal methods to this end.1318

Existing works can be classified based on the formalism used to model the environment and the agents’1319

behavior and the verification technique applied to check properties.1320

7.1.1. Temporal Logic-based Robotic Applications Modeling1321

As for the first criterion, temporal logic notations are often adopted to model the robotic task. Gainer et1322

al. [56] present the CRutoN tool to analyse a personal robot’s behavior in a domestic setting. The work1323

models the robot’s behavior as a set of logic constraints, which are automatically parsed and converted into a1324

NuSMV model [57]. The generated model is put through model checking to verify relevant properties about1325

the system, e.g., that the robot never fails to alert the user about an event that requires their attention.1326

Webster et al. [58] had previously exploited the BrahmsToPromela tool [59] for the same case study. The1327

human users and the robot are modeled as agents using Brahms. Brahms models are then automatically1328

translated into Promela and verified through the SPIN model-checker. Both works treat human behavior1329

as a black-box whose actions are selected non-deterministically out of a pre-determined set. The work by1330

Vicentini et al. [60] introduces an innovative risk assessment procedure for collaborative industrial tasks1331

based on the TRIO temporal logic language [61]. Similarly to previous examples, the authors model the1332

agents and the task through a set of logic formulae to find safety hazards and assess their severity. As1333

previously mentioned, human-robot interaction introduces uncertainties into the model, thus, the work has1334

been subsequently extended to include manifestations of erroneous human behavior [62].1335

7.1.2. State-based Robotic Applications Modeling1336

State-based formalisms are also a popular choice to model the behavior of robotic systems. Most works1337

pair the state-based model of the system with a set of logic properties to perform verification. Ding et al.1338

[63] exploit Finite State Machines to model collaborative industrial tasks, later extended to cover multi-robot1339

multi-human tasks [64], where unexpected events due to the presence of humans are modeled as exceptions1340

and paired with a recovery strategy. Porfirio et al. [65] explore how formal verification can be used to1341

ensure that robots adhere to social norms while interacting with humans. Norms, expressed as LTL formulae,1342

constitute the properties to be verified, whereas interaction sequences are modeled as a composition of1343

Labelled Transition Systems (LTSs). The work by Adam et al. [66] also targets the social robotics field, as1344

the authors propose the CAIO framework. The authors exploit the Belief Desire Intention (BDI) architecture1345

and models of human cognition to develop a perception and deliberation process that drives the robot towards1346

making decisions in a human-like fashion and making human-robot interaction feel more natural. Araiza-Illan1347

et al. [67] exploit the AgentSpeak language [68] to implement BDI agents and automatically generate test1348

cases for interactive robotic applications. The framework is tested on a cooperative table assembly case1349

study, where the robot’s BDI agent infers the human’s state based on three sensors and reacts accordingly as1350

encoded by the AgentSpeak model. Quottrup et al. [69] model multi-robot systems as a network of Timed1351

Automata and verify whether collisions potentially occur or some robots are not able to complete their goal,1352

which are all expressed as CTL properties and verified through Uppaal. Zhou et al. [70] propose a similar1353
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approach based on Timed Automata and MITL properties focused on motion planning to synthesize optimal1354

trajectories based on verification results. Some works have also exploited Hybrid Automata to incorporate1355

physical laws into the verification process. Molnar et al. [71] introduce the concept of Model Composition1356

Agents (MCA), which encapsulate a Hybrid Automaton modeling either an agent or the environment and its1357

interaction with other automata in the system. The resulting network of MCA is abstracted as an LTS and1358

model checked to diagnose faults in the original system.1359

7.1.3. Formalizations of Human Behavior1360

As human-robot interaction becomes a key element in modern robotic systems, particular attention has1361

been given to how the unpredictability due to the presence of humans can be formally modeled. In this1362

aspect, two main research directions emerge from the literature: game-based approaches and probabilistic1363

models. The possibility to model the interaction between a robotic agent and the environment as a game to1364

synthesize a robot controller strategy (if it exists) is investigated in [72]. Kress et al. emphasize the challenge1365

to find a proper abstraction of the environment model that allows for significant verification results without1366

leading to state space explosion. Chen et al. [73] apply the approach based on Timed Game Automata1367

(TGA) and LTL to surveillance, monitoring, and delivery tasks in partially unknown environments. The work1368

by Bersani et al. [74] addresses applications involving robots and humans working in a shared environment,1369

modeled as TGA networks. Humans are modeled as uncontrollable agents, to capture the uncertainty of1370

their behavior. A robot controller that also accounts for unpredictable human moves is then automatically1371

synthesized through the Uppaal-TIGA tool.1372

On the other hand, probabilistic models of human behavior and decision making (e.g., the Boltzmann1373

policy [75]) are well-established in the literature and have been successfully applied to the robotic domain.1374

Mason et al. [76] exploit Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) to model an assistive-living scenario and verify1375

probabilistic properties (expressed in PCTL logic) through the PRISM model checker [77]. The work by1376

Junges et al. [78] combines the two approaches since it models the robot as a stochastic controllable agent1377

and the human as stochastic and uncontrollable, which, when combined, produce a stochastic two-player1378

game. In this case, optimal robot policies are also synthesized through PRISM-Games [79]. Vibekananda et1379

al. [80] exploit Probabilistic State Machines to perform human pose estimation and predict their intention1380

while interacting with a robot. Galin et al. [81] build upon a previous study on how Cellular Automata with1381

probabilistic transitions can be used to model human motion in partially unknown environments [82]. The1382

authors exploit these theoretical results to develop the model of a shared workspace where human and robot1383

work simultaneously to compute the area where their trajectories are more likely to overlap.1384

7.1.4. Verification Techniques and Tools1385

Since state-based formalisms and temporal logics are the most popular choices when it comes to modeling1386

the robotic system, it follows that model-checking is the natural choice in terms of verification technique [53],1387

given the availability of powerful model checkers such as Uppaal [27] and SPIN [83]. Models based on MDPs,1388

such as the one developed by Ye et al. [84], can be verified through Probabilistic Model Checking, which1389

is most often performed through PRISM [77]. Statistical Model Checking (SMC), which is the verification1390

technique used in our framework, has also gained momentum over the last few years. The most common1391

motivation pertains to the reduced verification times, which lead to more practical approaches. Paigwar et al.1392

[85] exploit SMC to estimate the probability of collisions in automated driving systems. Foughali et al. [86]1393

apply SMC to formally verify real-time properties, like schedulability and readiness, of robotic software. Herd1394

et al. [87] focus on multi-agent systems, and on swarm robotics in particular: in this case, SMC dampens1395

issues related to the size of the problem, which cannot be handled by traditional model checking techniques.1396

7.2. Specification Languages for the Robotic Domain1397

In 2014, Nordmann et al. [88] surveyed 137 papers presenting robotic DSLs. At the time of writing,1398

Scopus indexes more than 90 papers published since 2014 with keywords robot* and domain-specific language.1399

These numbers show that DSL development is a cornerstone of the robotic software engineering process since1400

it automates the generation of code or complex models and makes development frameworks accessible to a1401
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wider audience. Referring to the classification in [88], in the following we report on the subset of works on1402

this topic dealing with the scenario building phase, i.e., DSLs to specify high-level environment features and1403

the robot’s task, as these are the closest to our work.1404

7.2.1. DSLs for Scenario Building.1405

Noreils and Chatila [89] present a high-level notation to specify reactive robotic mission plans. The1406

language envisages the specification of modules, which are further structured into three architectural layers:1407

the functional layer to specify the lower-level robot’s capabilities, the planning layer to specify task sequences,1408

and the control layer that translates plans into requests to the functional modules. Knoop et al. [90] present1409

an approach to automatically generate robotic tasks starting from representations of tasks in the human1410

operational space, adhereing to the Programming by Demonstration paradigm. Finucane et al. [91] present1411

the LTLMoP framework to automatically synthesize and deploy robot controllers. The framework converts1412

Structured English specifications describing the robotic task into equivalent LTL formulae, which are then1413

synthesized into an automaton (the discrete controller). The work has been subsequently extended by Raman1414

et al. [92] with implicit memory strategies to model robotic tasks depending on events that occurred in the1415

past (e.g., “every time you sense order, visit the kitchen”). Kunze et al. [93] present SRDL, a framework1416

extending the KnowRob knowledge base [94] with notions about robots, hardware components, actions, and1417

capabilities (of performing a certain action). Miyazawa et al. [95] introduce RoboChart, a DSL to model1418

and verify real-time concurrent robotic tasks with budgets and deadlines (i.e., cost and time constraints).1419

RoboChart semantics, which is based on Timed Automata and Timed Communicating Sequential Processes1420

(CSP) [96], makes the notation amenable to formal verification, specifically model-checking. Ciccozzi et al.1421

[97] propose a family of three languages to specify missions for multi-robot systems: the Monitoring Mission1422

Language to specify task sequences, the Robot Language to configure the individual robots, and the Behavior1423

Language to specify the atomic movements of robots.1424

7.2.2. DSLs for Human-Robot Interaction1425

The advent of human-robot interaction and collaborative robotics has also influenced DSL development.1426

Gavran et al. [98] introduce the Tool DSL to specify collaborative assembly tasks in the manufacturing1427

sector through a textual notation that is accessible to non-experts. Detzner et al. [99] present LoTLan, a1428

DSL to describe material flow processes in warehouses. The work consists of a procedure to map human vocal1429

requests (e.g., “I need an item”) to common semantics, identifying who has to perform which action, and1430

finally LoTLan primitives, which are then converted into plans for AGVs. Forbig et al. [100] exploit their1431

language CoTaL [101] to model interactive tasks between a humanoid robot and a stroke patient performing1432

arm mobility recovery exercises. The resulting specification captures all phases needed for the exercise session,1433

how the humanoid robot can detect whether the patient has completed an exercise or not and how to react1434

accordingly.1435

7.3. Discussion1436

As this survey shows, numerous approaches exploit formal methods to analyze robotic applications.1437

Specifically, several attempts have been made at formalizing the aspects of human behavior that are1438

significant while interacting with a robot and should, thus, impact the results of the formal analysis. Most of1439

these works present approaches that are either deterministic, game-based, or probabilistic, such as the hereby1440

presented framework. Deterministic approaches—such as architectures based on BDI agents—potentially1441

result in less complex models and more favorable verification times. However, assuming complete rationality1442

and absence of fuzziness is reasonable for robotic agents (the orchestrator SHA indeed inherits most of its1443

substructures from the BDI architecture) or for human agents performing small repetitive tasks in controlled1444

environments [67, 66]. Human-robot interactions in the service sector feature virtually no constraint on1445

human behavior, thus deterministic models are overly restrictive. Furthermore, service robots applications1446

involve people from various age groups with different characteristics and performing a broad range of tasks.1447

Therefore, while estimating the outcome of a scenario, the exploration of the state space of all possible1448

behaviors should be guided by such features. Game-based approaches, although effective when exploited1449
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for controller synthesis [74], imply an exhaustive exploration of human actions (i.e., the opponent ’s move)1450

irrespective of their likelihood given the specific scenario configuration. For these reasons, probabilistic1451

approaches are particularly suited for the purpose of this framework. Specifically, to the best of the authors’1452

knowledge, this is the first attempt at combining probabilistic weights on human actions with a hybrid and1453

stochastic characterization of physiological processes. Due to its complexity, the resulting model is more1454

practically manageable through SMC rather than probabilistic model checking. Indeed, works exploiting1455

exhaustive techniques such as [102] focus on smaller setups targeting a specific task (e.g., the handover of an1456

item). Despite the loss in reliability introduced by SMC that only relies on a finite set of runs of the systems,1457

the proposed framework is applicable to a broad range of scenarios (as shown by the coverage analysis results)1458

while still providing results at design-time that accurately reflect runtime observations.1459

As per Section 7.2, the literature is rich with DSLs for the robotic domain, but proposals targeting1460

interactive applications are lacking. Specifically, existing works target the manufacturing sector [98, 99] or1461

very specific tasks from the healthcare setting [100], whereas the service sector calls for more general-purpose1462

primitives to define how robots and humans interact. Other works propose a high-level specification of1463

mission patterns for multi-robot teams in environments (possibly) populated by humans [46, 12], but this has1464

not been attempted for applications where humans are actively involved as in the domain of this framework.1465

8. Conclusion and Future Work1466

We have presented a specification, modeling and analysis framework targeting interactive service robotic1467

applications. The framework has been extended with respect to previous publications with the introduction of1468

a custom DSL, refined formal models of the battery and the human behavior with a stochastic characterization1469

of human fatigue, and extensive experimental validation results including real-life experiments, coverage1470

analysis, and DSL evaluation.1471

The framework is open to extensions. The quality metrics analyzed in the paper are not the only measures1472

of interest for a potential application designer using our modeling approach. With the current model, the1473

analysis can be easily enriched with measures such as the percentage of time agents spend in a certain1474

operational state, the frequency of a human agent reacting to a command issued by the orchestrator, the1475

number of times a certain action is taken, etc. For the sake of clarity, we kept the presentation limited to1476

the human fatigue and battery charge. In addition, a number of physiological or psychological indicators1477

can be considered to enrich the model of humans, provided that they can be represented by means of (OD)1478

equations or discrete/automata-based features. These indicators would allow the designer to model the1479

sensitivity of humans to phenomena that affect their responsiveness when environmental conditions are not1480

ideal. For instance, meaningful physiological values can be the heartbeat rate, the blood pressure, the breath1481

frequency of the patients in critical health conditions, and psychological indicators include stress, patience or1482

the level of engagement of the operators and doctors who take part in a scenario.1483

The availability of tools such as the one presented in this work implies the need for a criterion to establish1484

which is the “right accuracy” to consider when judging the outcomes of the analysis. To the best of the1485

authors’ knowledge, such a criterion does not exist and its definition would require specific work, possibly1486

conducted by healthcare specialists and medical engineers in real contexts. Nonetheless, the paper shows in1487

Section 6 an approach to assess the accuracy of our tool that is based on the comparison of quantitative1488

metrics obtained as a result of the formal analysis of the models and implemented real-world scenarios.1489

We plan on improving the level of support provided to the designer by—at least partially—automating1490

the reconfiguration phase. The model of human behavior can be automatically refined based on observations1491

collected during deployment. The manual effort required on the designer’s side can be further reduced by1492

automatically computing alternative mission plans leading to better key indicator values (success probability1493

and human subjects’ physical strain) than those resulting from the initial plan. In addition, we plan on1494

assessing the DSL with the engagement of non-expert users of formal verification and of healthcare operators,1495

and to add syntactical structures that allow operators to integrate their own interaction patterns in the1496

framework without resorting to customized translations set out by formal method experts.1497
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Appendix A. SHA Semantics1709

This appendix presents the semantics of SHA and shows, in Fig. A.15, an equivalent representation of1710

the automaton of Fig. 3a that is fully compliant with the introduced syntax and semantics of SHA. The1711

automaton of Fig. 3a must be understood as an equivalent, simplified representation of the automaton of1712

Fig. A.15, where the latter differs from the former in the way the edge exiting location cool is connected to1713

locations high and low .1714

Complex systems constituted by multiple entities can be modeled as a combination of SHA, which form1715

a network. To make n automata A1, . . . , An (each one defined as in Definition 1) form a network, the1716

following properties must be satisfied [21]. Every automaton Ai must be deterministic, i.e., there are no two1717

(or more) edges, outgoing from a location of Ai, defined by the same event and whose edge conditions can be1718

satisfied by the same valuation. Moreover, they must guarantee the following two semantic properties, called1719

input-enabledness and time divergence. Let v′var : Wi → R be a valuation for variables in Wi, li ∈ Li be a1720

location of automaton Ai and let pair (li, vvar) be a configuration of Ai. For every automaton Ai, and for all1721

configurations (li, vvar) and channel c ∈ C, there exists an edge c? that can be taken, i.e., the edge is enabled1722

as the associated edge condition in Γ(W ) is satisfied by vvar. Intuitively, this assumption ensures that every1723

automaton can fire a transition in every possible configuration. Second, every automaton Ai always allows1724

for executions such that if Ai is equipped with an extra clock which is never reset then, in all executions of1725

Ai, this clock cannot be bounded by any arbitrary integer constant (i.e., no Zeno executions are feasible).1726

Finally, every automaton Ai is defined by considering the same set of channels (Ci = Cj when i 6= j) and no1727

pair of transitions, each one belonging to two different automata in the network, are built by referring to the1728

same event c!. These properties are with no loss of generality. For example, disjointedness of channels can1729

always be achieved by choosing properly defined symbol sets Ci. In addition, for simplicity, for the network1730

A1, . . . , An to be composable the sets of real-valued variables must be pairwise disjoint (Wi ∩Wj = ∅ when1731

i 6= j). However, this constraint can be relaxed through a suitable extension of the semantics.1732

In the following, we outline the semantics of an SHA network including n automata A1, . . . , An, each1733

defined as in Definition 1. The semantics of a composable network A1, . . . , An is defined based on the1734

configurations (of the network), each one being a tuple of the form (s1, . . . , sn) where every state si is a1735

configuration of automaton Ai. There are two possible types of configuration changes realized, respectively,1736

by discrete transitions and time transitions. A discrete transition occurs when one or more automata take an1737

edge. In the latter case, at least two automata synchronize with each other. Synchronization among different1738

automata inside a network occurs through the channels of set C [27]. Given a channel c ∈ C and two edges1739

of two distinct automata, whose events are c! (the sender) and c? (the receiver), triggering an event through1740

channel c causes both edges to fire simultaneously. Synchronization always requires at most one sender and1741

possibly many receivers (even none). In Fig. 3b, the thermostat can trigger an event through channels on!1742

and off! to start or stop heating the room. The triggered event is then received by the room automaton1743
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<latexit sha1_base64="ZxyYc0iG+WE/Kz9cgt3oUfBwmFk=">AAAB/nicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwVZISbXcW3bisYB/QhDKZ3tahk0mYuRFKKPgVbnXlTtz6Ky78F5NaQUXP6nDOvdxzTxBLYdC236zC0vLK6lpxvbSxubW9U97d65go0RzaPJKR7gXMgBQK2ihQQi/WwMJAQjeYXOR+9xa0EZG6xmkMfsjGSowEZ5hJnhcyvEFMIzU7G5QrdvXUbdQaDrWr9hw5cZ2661JnoVTIAq1B+d0bRjwJQSGXzJi+Y8fop0yj4BJmJS8xEDM+YWPoZ1SxEIyfzjPP6FFiGEY0Bk2FpHMRvm+kLDRmGgbZZJ7R/PZy8S+vn+Co4adCxQmC4vkhFBLmhwzXIisD6FBoQGR5cqBCUc40QwQtKOM8E5OsnVLWx9fT9H/SqVWdk6p95Vaa54tmiuSAHJJj4pA6aZJL0iJtwklM7skDebTurCfr2Xr5HC1Yi5198gPW6weXI5au</latexit>

on?

<latexit sha1_base64="j97uETJUk1OuwxkyKisgoLGgzlg=">AAAB/3icdVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRWXZkSDoiaCiDRB5SYkXnyyaccn5wt0aKrBR8BS1UdIiWT6HgX7CNkQDBVKOZXe3seJEUGi3rzVhYXFpeWS2tldc3Nre2Kzu7HR3GikObhzJUPY9pkCKANgqU0IsUMN+T0PWm55nfvQWlRRhc4SwC12eTQIwFZ5hK7sBneI2YhOPx/HRYqVrmidOoNWxqmVaOjDh23XGoXShVUqA1rLwPRiGPfQiQS6Z137YidBOmUHAJ8/Ig1hAxPmUT6Kc0YD5oN8lDz+lhrBmGNAJFhaS5CN83EuZrPfO9dDILqX97mfiX149x3HATEUQxQsCzQygk5Ic0VyJtA+hIKEBkWXKgIqCcKYYISlDGeSrGaT3ltI+vp+n/pFMz7WPTunSqzbOimRLZJwfkiNikTprkgrRIm3ByQ+7JA3k07own49l4+RxdMIqdPfIDxusHU7OXFg==</latexit>

off?
<latexit sha1_base64="j97uETJUk1OuwxkyKisgoLGgzlg=">AAAB/3icdVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRWXZkSDoiaCiDRB5SYkXnyyaccn5wt0aKrBR8BS1UdIiWT6HgX7CNkQDBVKOZXe3seJEUGi3rzVhYXFpeWS2tldc3Nre2Kzu7HR3GikObhzJUPY9pkCKANgqU0IsUMN+T0PWm55nfvQWlRRhc4SwC12eTQIwFZ5hK7sBneI2YhOPx/HRYqVrmidOoNWxqmVaOjDh23XGoXShVUqA1rLwPRiGPfQiQS6Z137YidBOmUHAJ8/Ig1hAxPmUT6Kc0YD5oN8lDz+lhrBmGNAJFhaS5CN83EuZrPfO9dDILqX97mfiX149x3HATEUQxQsCzQygk5Ic0VyJtA+hIKEBkWXKgIqCcKYYISlDGeSrGaT3ltI+vp+n/pFMz7WPTunSqzbOimRLZJwfkiNikTprkgrRIm3ByQ+7JA3k07own49l4+RxdMIqdPfIDxusHU7OXFg==</latexit>

off?

<latexit sha1_base64="irWFWDq+YvJyZb3JKQRLL64Fn3I=">AAACAHicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIRCEQVQUMZEHlIiYnOl0045c5n3a2RIisNX0ELFR2i5U8o+BdskwISphrN7GpnJ4iksOi6n05hYXFpeaW4Wlpb39jcKm/vNK2ODYcG11KbdsAsSBFCAwVKaEcGmAoktILRZea3HsBYocNbHEfgKzYMxUBwhql011UM7wUmN1qr80mvXHGrbg46T7wpqZAp6r3yV7eveawgRC6ZtR3PjdBPmEHBJUxK3dhCxPiIDaGT0pApsH6Sp57Qg9gy1DQCQ4WkuQi/NxKmrB2rIJ3MUtpZLxP/8zoxDs78RIRRjBDy7BAKCfkhy41I6wDaFwYQWZYcqAgpZ4YhghGUcZ6KcdpPKe3Dm/1+njSPqt5J1b0+rtQups0UyR7ZJ4fEI6ekRq5InTQIJ4Y8kWfy4jw6r86b8/4zWnCmO7vkD5yPb7PGl0E=</latexit>

Room :

<latexit sha1_base64="LePJQu4H/E7HuHDnaGZ8a+1OLio=">AAAB/nicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAiuQhLT167opssKVoW2lMl4q4OTZJi5EUoo+BVudeVO3PorLvwXk1hBRc/qcM693HNPoKQw6Dhv1tz8wuLScmmlvLq2vrFZ2do+M3GiOfR4LGN9ETADUkTQQ4ESLpQGFgYSzoOb49w/vwVtRByd4kTBMGRXkRgLzjCTBoOQ4bUZp2rUmY4qVcf2663mYYM6tlf3aod+Trxay/epazsFqmSG7qjyPriMeRJChFwyY/quo3CYMo2CS5iWB4kBxfgNu4J+RiMWghmmReYp3U8Mw5gq0FRIWojwfSNloTGTMMgmi4y/vVz8y+snOG4OUxGpBCHi+SEUEopDhmuRlQH0UmhAZHlyoCKinGmGCFpQxnkmJlk75ayPr6fp/+TMs92a7Zz41fbRrJkS2SV75IC4pEHapEO6pEc4UeSePJBH6856sp6tl8/ROWu2s0N+wHr9AK0Ilr4=</latexit>

pH
<latexit sha1_base64="rThnCHVqZi4RSezX4rqJD0Yo4t0=">AAAB/nicdVDLSsNAFJ3Ud31VXboZLIKrkMT04U5048KFgrVCW8pkelsHJ8kwcyOUUPAr3OrKnbj1V1z4Lyaxgoqe1eGce7nnnkBJYdBx3qzSzOzc/MLiUnl5ZXVtvbKxeWniRHNo8VjG+ipgBqSIoIUCJVwpDSwMJLSDm+Pcb9+CNiKOLnCsoBeyUSSGgjPMpG43ZHhthqnqn076lapj+/WD5n6DOrZX92r7fk682oHvU9d2ClTJFGf9ynt3EPMkhAi5ZMZ0XEdhL2UaBZcwKXcTA4rxGzaCTkYjFoLppUXmCd1NDMOYKtBUSFqI8H0jZaEx4zDIJouMv71c/MvrJDhs9lIRqQQh4vkhFBKKQ4ZrkZUBdCA0ILI8OVARUc40QwQtKOM8E5OsnXLWx9fT9H9y6dluzXbO/erh0bSZRbJNdsgecUmDHJITckZahBNF7skDebTurCfr2Xr5HC1Z050t8gPW6wezSJbC</latexit>

pL

<latexit sha1_base64="jROegc95KDd8hM73e6nCpcxeFXk=">AAACBnicdVC7SgNBFJ31GeNr1dJmMAhWYSaoiYUQtLFUSFRIQpid3CSDsw9m7oqypPcrbLWyE1t/w8J/cTZGUNFTHc65l3vuCRKtLDL25k1Nz8zOzRcWiotLyyur/tr6uY1TI6EpYx2by0BY0CqCJirUcJkYEGGg4SK4Os79i2swVsVRA28T6IRiEKm+kgKd1PXXG4ftUODQ9rNGN8MhH426fomVGWOcc5oTXt1njhwc1Cq8RnluOZTIBKdd/73di2UaQoRSC2tbnCXYyYRBJTWMiu3UQiLklRhAy9FIhGA72Tj7iG6nVmBMEzBUaToW4ftGJkJrb8PATY5z/vZy8S+vlWK/1slUlKQIkcwPodIwPmSlUa4UoD1lAFHkyYGqiEphBCIYRYWUTkxdS0XXx9fT9H9yXinzvTI72y3VjybNFMgm2SI7hJMqqZMTckqaRJIbck8eyKN35z15z97L5+iUN9nZID/gvX4AYHaZPg==</latexit>

T = Tth1

<latexit sha1_base64="Rolxlih8OBR2ySwWwBz9bnOet5o=">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</latexit>

N (µH,σ
2

H
)

<latexit sha1_base64="DgX8cclBaZ3TuGv+BAaNIogKbHE=">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</latexit>

N (µL,σ
2

L
)

<latexit sha1_base64="0yo15lA0KUH+KC+TYO9VqRzz/EE=">AAAB/3icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIRCMoIGsogkYeUWNH5sgmnnO/M3RopslLwFbRQ0SFaPoWCf8E2LiBhqtHMrnZ2gkgKi6776ZSWlldW18rrlY3Nre2d6u5e2+rYcGhxLbXpBsyCFApaKFBCNzLAwkBCJ5hcZX7nAYwVWt3iNAI/ZGMlRoIzTCW/HzK8E5hwreVsUK25dTcHXSReQWqkQHNQ/eoPNY9DUMgls7bnuRH6CTMouIRZpR9biBifsDH0UqpYCNZP8tAzehRbhppGYKiQNBfh90bCQmunYZBOZiHtvJeJ/3m9GEcXfiJUFCMonh1CISE/ZLkRaRtAh8IAIsuSAxWKcmYYIhhBGeepGKf1VNI+vPnvF0n7pO6d1d2b01rjsmimTA7IITkmHjknDXJNmqRFOLknT+SZvDiPzqvz5rz/jJacYmef/IHz8Q1IV5cN</latexit>

cool
<latexit sha1_base64="dt/IMsMXnfGuNlC5FYXBYsr6y7I=">AAAB/3icbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRTYCQRlBQxkk8pASKzpfNskq5wd3a6TISsFX0EJFh2j5FAr+Bdu4gISpRjO72tnxIoWGbPvTWlpeWV1bL22UN7e2d3Yre/stE8ZaQlOGKtQdTxhQGECTkBR0Ig3C9xS0vcl15rcfQBsMgzuaRuD6YhTgEKWgVHJ7vqAxUjLG0XjWr1Ttmp2DLxKnIFVWoNGvfPUGoYx9CEgqYUzXsSNyE6EJpYJZuRcbiISciBF0UxoIH4yb5KFn/Dg2gkIegeaoeC7C741E+MZMfS+dzEKaeS8T//O6MQ0v3QSDKCYIZHaIUEF+yEiNaRvAB6iBSGTJgWPApdCCCDRyIWUqxmk95bQPZ/77RdI6rTnnNfv2rFq/KpopsUN2xE6Ywy5Ynd2wBmsyye7ZE3tmL9aj9Wq9We8/o0tWsXPA/sD6+AY0ApcA</latexit>

high
<latexit sha1_base64="DVzxBFGLxf+uEhQ0hf/h/mphNMM=">AAAB/nicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIRCMoIGsogkYeUWNH5sgmnnM+nuzUosiLxFbRQ0SFafoWCf8E2LiBhqtHMrnZ2Ai2FRdf9dEpLyyura+X1ysbm1vZOdXevbaPYcGjxSEamGzALUihooUAJXW2AhYGETjC5yvzOPRgrInWLUw1+yMZKjARnmEr9fsjwTmAio4fZoFpz624Ouki8gtRIgeag+tUfRjwOQSGXzNqe52r0E2ZQcAmzSj+2oBmfsDH0UqpYCNZP8swzehRbhhHVYKiQNBfh90bCQmunYZBOZhntvJeJ/3m9GEcXfiKUjhEUzw6hkJAfstyItAygQ2EAkWXJgQpFOTMMEYygjPNUjNN2Kmkf3vz3i6R9UvfO6u7Naa1xWTRTJgfkkBwTj5yTBrkmTdIinGjyRJ7Ji/PovDpvzvvPaMkpdvbJHzgf35CGlqg=</latexit>

low

<latexit sha1_base64="UvOAqVbWKzs0fDKS0GLekTq5dhA=">AAACC3icdVC7TsNAEDyHVwgvAwUFzUGERBXZkSEpI2hSBok8pCSKzpdNOOX80N0aKbL8CXwFLVR0iJaPoOBfsE2QAMFUszO72t1xQyk0WtabUVhaXlldK66XNja3tnfM3b2ODiLFoc0DGaieyzRI4UMbBUrohQqY50rourPLzO/egtIi8K9xHsLQY1NfTARnmEoj82DgMbxBjNMip8qLm0lyNDLLVuXcqVfrNrUqVo6MOHbNcai9UMpkgdbIfB+MAx554COXTOu+bYU4jJlCwSUkpUGkIWR8xqbQT6nPPNDDOH8goSeRZhjQEBQVkuYifJ+Imaf13HPTzuxG/dvLxL+8foST+jAWfhgh+DxbhEJCvkhzJdJkgI6FAkSWXQ5U+JQzxRBBCco4T8UojaqU5vH1NP2fdKoV+6xiXTnlxsUimSI5JMfklNikRhqkSVqkTThJyD15II/GnfFkPBsvn60FYzGzT37AeP0A0mObsw==</latexit>

onH!
<latexit sha1_base64="UYFJzXe/fPy3CL+Rb9i2XiD6oOU=">AAACC3icdVC7TsNAEDyHVwgvAwUFzUGERBXZkSEpI2goKIJEHlISRefLJpxyfuhujRRZ/gS+ghYqOkTLR1DwL9gmSIBgqtmZXe3uuKEUGi3rzSgsLC4trxRXS2vrG5tb5vZOWweR4tDigQxU12UapPChhQIldEMFzHMldNzpeeZ3bkFpEfjXOAth4LGJL8aCM0ylobnX9xjeIMZpkVPlxZdJcjA0y1bl1KlX6za1KlaOjDh2zXGoPVfKZI7m0HzvjwIeeeAjl0zrnm2FOIiZQsElJKV+pCFkfMom0EupzzzQgzh/IKFHkWYY0BAUFZLmInyfiJmn9cxz087sRv3by8S/vF6E4/ogFn4YIfg8W4RCQr5IcyXSZICOhAJEll0OVPiUM8UQQQnKOE/FKI2qlObx9TT9n7SrFfukYl055cbZPJki2SeH5JjYpEYa5II0SYtwkpB78kAejTvjyXg2Xj5bC8Z8Zpf8gPH6Adirm7c=</latexit>

onL!<latexit sha1_base64="pICg5thNjlR4tzAbCWW7x+XxlIg=">AAAB/nicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIRCMqINJRBIg8pjqLzZRNOOZ9Pd2ukyIrEV9BCRYdo+RUK/gXbuICEqUYzu9rZCbQUFl330ymtrK6tb5Q3K1vbO7t71f2Djo1iw6HNIxmZXsAsSKGgjQIl9LQBFgYSusG0mfndBzBWROoOZxoGIZsoMRacYSr5cuiHDO9NmDTnw2rNrbs56DLxClIjBVrD6pc/ingcgkIumbV9z9U4SJhBwSXMK35sQTM+ZRPop1SxEOwgyTPP6UlsGUZUg6FC0lyE3xsJC62dhUE6mSW0i14m/uf1YxxfDRKhdIygeHYIhYT8kOVGpGUAHQkDiCxLDlQoyplhiGAEZZynYpy2U0n78Ba/Xyads7p3UXdvz2uN66KZMjkix+SUeOSSNMgNaZE24USTJ/JMXpxH59V5c95/RktOsXNI/sD5+AYo/5Zm</latexit>

lC

Figure A.15: SHA modeling the room from the running example in Section 2 with detailed representation of how probability
weights on receiving edges are handled.
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through labels on? and off?, which makes the corresponding edges fire. Taking an edge (l, c, γ, ξ, l′) of1744

automaton Ai with configuration (l, vvar) implies that the edge is enabled—i.e., all the conditions in Γ(W )1745

associated with the edge are satisfied by the values defined by vvar. Upon taking the edge, the location of1746

Ai changes from l to l′ and the associated update ξ is executed, resulting in configuration (l′, v′var). Since1747

several automata may be involved in a synchronisation, and many updates can be executed simultaneously,1748

specific rules are needed to regulate their execution. The value of a variable w in v′var is determined based on1749

the interpretation of w, i.e., whether w is a stochastic parameter or not. In the former case, upon entering a1750

location l′ ∈ Li such that Di(l
′) is defined, a realization of distribution Di(l

′) (e.g., N(µH, σ
2
H) in Fig. A.15)1751

defines the value of w in v′var (e.g., θ in Fig. A.15); otherwise, when Di(l
′) is not defined, the value of w in1752

v′var and in vvar is the same [17]. In the latter case, w is not interpreted as a randomly distributed parameter1753

and its value in v′var is the value of the assignment associated with w′ in ξ, that is obtained by evaluating1754

every non-primed variables of the constraint with values from vvar. The configuration (l′, v′var) is such that1755

the valuation v′var satisfies the invariant Ii(l
′).1756

Besides randomly distributed variables, in SHA, probability measures can be associated with delays to1757

model the elapsing of time in the network, hence the wait between the occurrence of two discrete transitions.1758

According to [21], the adopted probabilistic semantics is based on the “principle of independence” among1759

automata in the network. Upon the firing of an edge, for every automaton Ai in the network, a delay1760

di models the time Ai waits before taking an edge for event c!, for some c ∈ C. If no edges for event1761

c! originate from l′, then di is ∞. Otherwise, let dmin(l
′, v′var) be the minimum delay that automaton Ai1762

should wait before an edge whose event is c!, and departing from l′, is enabled; and let dmax(l
′, v′var) be1763

the maximum delay that automaton Ai can wait before all edges, for events c!, with c ∈ C, exiting l′ are1764

disabled (note that both values are a function of the invariant Ii(l
′), of the edge conditions and of the1765

current valuation v′var). If dmin(l
′, v′var) is not defined, then di is ∞; otherwise, if dmin(l

′, v′var) is defined,1766

di is a realization of the probability distribution µi(l
′, v′var). If dmax(l

′, v′var) is finite, then µi(l
′, v′var) is a1767

uniform distribution over the interval [dmin(l
′, v′var), dmax(l

′, v′var)]; otherwise, µi(l
′, v′var) is an exponential1768

distribution over [dmin(l
′, v′var),∞). If di is ∞, by input-enabledness, then Ai can take an edge, whose event1769

is c?, for some c ∈ C. Otherwise, by definition of di, after di time units from the current discrete transition,1770

automaton Ai can surely take an edge, whose event is possibly c!, for some c ∈ C. Since the network consists1771

of n automata, the minimum allowed progress dm is selected among the n delays d1, . . . , dn. If dm is finite,1772

then dm is the time the network waits before an automaton performs a new discrete transition.1773

The wait between the execution of two discrete transitions, lasting a generic δ > 0 time units, is a timed1774

transition, i.e., a configuration change such that no location of the automata in the network is modified but1775

values of the variables evolve because of the elapsing of time. The configuration of the i-th automaton at the1776

end of this wait is (l′′, v′′var), with l
′′ = l′, where (l′, v′var) is the configuration whence the timed transition1777

starts. All the variables of the set Wi evolve according to the flow conditions Fi(l
′). In the case of clocks1778

x ∈ Xi, for instance, they are incremented by the value δ, hence, v′′var(x) = v′var(x) + δ holds. The value of1779

the other variables is determined based on the differential equation specified by Fi(l
′). With the adopted1780

semantics, δ is the value dm calculated at the occurrence of the last discrete transition.1781

At the end of the time interval lasting dm units of time, the automaton Ai such that di = dm holds1782

performs a discrete transition for some event c!, with c ∈ C. If several edges are enabled in (l′, v′var),1783

probability distribution P(l′)(c!, γ′, ξ′, l′′) ∈ [0, 1] with l′′ ∈ Li, γ
′ ∈ Γi(Wi), and ξ

′ ∈ ℘(Ξi(Wi)) determines1784

how likely the system is to evolve in one direction rather than the other. In Fig. A.15, pL and pH are the1785

probability of the switching of the heating when the window is open or closed, respectively, which takes place1786

after the synchronization between the two automata has been achieved through channel on. Channels onH1787

and onL in Fig. A.15 model a probabilistic choice and are not intended for synchronizing the two automata.1788

We remark that some of the models presented in this work do not conform with the disjointness of the1789

set of real-valued variables, hence two or more automata can use the same variable. This, however, is with1790

no loss of generality in our work, because it is always possible to introduce suitable transitions and local1791

copies of the shared variables and build a network such that all sets of real-valued variables are pairwise1792

disjoint. An automaton A1 can always make an automaton A2 change a variable v in W2 by means of two1793

synchronizing edges with a dedicated event, possibly representing the operation to be carried out on v.1794
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Appendix B. DSL for Framework Validation Scenarios1795

This Appendix contains the DSL configuration of scenarios DPa, DPb, and DPc. The complete .dsl file is1796

constituted by the concatenation of Listings 5 through 9.1797

Listing 5: DSL section defining layout areas (i.e., the rectangles higlighted in Fig. 12b) and POIs: specifically, the entrances to
the three offices, to the waiting room and emergency room, the two cupboards, main entrance, and robot’s recharge station. As
all scenarios are set in the same layout, the DSL features only one layout definition.

1 param measurement unit cm1798

2 define layout :1799

3 area a1 in ( 0 . 0 , 1 1 0 . 0 ) ( 1 550 . 0 , 2 99 . 5 )1800

4 area a2 in ( 0 . 0 , 1 1 0 . 0 ) ( 1 85 . 0 , 8 5 0 . 0 )1801

5 area a3 in ( 0 . 0 , 6 7 2 . 5 ) ( 1 550 . 0 , 8 50 . 0 )1802

6 area a4 in ( 1 352 . 0 , 1 10 . 0 ) ( 1 550 . 0 , 8 50 . 0 )1803

7 area a5 in ( 2 970 . 0 , 1 10 . 0 ) ( 4 512 . 5 , 2 99 . 5 )1804

8 area a6 in ( 2 970 . 0 , 1 10 . 0 ) ( 3 155 . 0 , 8 50 . 0 )1805

9 area a7 in ( 2 970 . 0 , 6 72 . 5 ) ( 4 512 . 5 , 8 50 . 0 )1806

10 area a8 in ( 4 322 . 0 , 1 10 . 0 ) ( 4 512 . 5 , 8 50 . 0 )1807

11 area a9 in ( 1 9 4 5 . 0 , 0 . 0 ) ( 2 670 . 0 , 6 95 . 0 )1808

12 area a10 in ( 1 352 . 0 , 1 10 . 0 ) ( 3 155 . 0 , 4 25 . 0 )1809

131810

14 poi OFF1 in ( 200 . 0 , 200 . 0 )1811

15 poi OFF2 in ( 4400 . 0 , 200 . 0 )1812

16 poi OFF3 in ( 4400 . 0 , 700 . 0 )1813

17 poi R1a in ( 1200 . 0 , 680 . 0 )1814

18 poi R1b in ( 400 . 0 , 270 . 0 )1815

19 poi R2 in ( 4000 . 0 , 270 . 0 )1816

20 poi CUP1 in ( 1400 . 0 , 450 . 0 )1817

21 poi CUP2 in ( 3000 . 0 , 450 . 0 )1818

22 poi ENTR in ( 2300 . 0 , 600 . 0 )1819

23 poi RECH in ( 4250 . 0 , 450 . 0 )1820

Listing 6: DSL section defining robot Tbot and its features. As illustrated in Section 6, it is a TurtleBot3 Waffle Pi starting
with 90% of charge.

1 define robots :1821

2 robot Tbot in ( 2300 . 0 , 400 . 0 ) id 1 type t u r t l e b o t 3 wa f f l e p i charge 901822

Listing 7: DSL section defining the human subjects and their features. Patients (P1a, P1b, P1c, and P2c) all have sick fatigue
profiles, and only P2c belongs to the elderly age group. Doctors (D1a, D1b, D1c, and D2c) all have healthy fatigue profiles and
belong to the elderly age group, except for D2c. Walking speeds are set to 40cm/s for patients, and 100cm/s for doctors.

1 define humans :1823

2 human P1a in ( 2300 . 0 , 600 . 0 ) id 1 speed 40 .0 i s young s i ck f reewi l l1824

normal1825

3 human D1a in ( 4400 . 0 , 700 . 0 ) id 2 speed 100 .0 i s e l d e r l y h e a l t h y f reewi l l1826

low1827

41828

5 human P1b in ( 2300 . 0 , 600 . 0 ) id 1 speed 40 .0 i s young s i ck f reewi l l1829

normal1830

6 human D1b in ( 4400 . 0 , 700 . 0 ) id 2 speed 100 .0 i s e l d e r l y h e a l t h y f reewi l l1831

normal1832

71833

8 human P1c in ( 2290 . 0 , 600 . 0 ) id 1 speed 40 .0 i s young s i ck f reewi l l high1834
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9 human P2c in ( 2400 . 0 , 580 . 0 ) id 2 speed 40 .0 i s e l d e r l y s i c k f reewi l l1835

normal1836

10 human D1c in ( 200 . 0 , 200 . 0 ) id 3 speed 100 .0 i s e l d e r l y h e a l t h y f reewi l l1837

low1838

11 human D2c in ( 4400 . 0 , 700 . 0 ) id 4 speed 100 .0 i s young healthy f reewi l l1839

normal1840

Listing 8: DSL section defining the service sequences (i.e., the robotic missions). As described in Section 6.2, each scenario
corresponds to a mission declaration. Service sequences are defined as in Table 6 and Table 8.

1 define mission DPa:1841

2 do r obo t l e ad e r for P1a with target R1b1842

3 do r o b o t f o l l ow e r for D1a with target CUP11843

4 do r o b o t f o l l ow e r for D1a with target R21844

5 do r obo t l e ad e r for P1a with target R21845

61846

7 define mission DPb:1847

8 do r obo t l e ad e r for P1b with target R1a1848

9 do r obo t t r an spo r t e r for D1b with target CUP21849

10 do r o b o t f o l l ow e r for D1b with target R21850

11 do r obo t l e ad e r for P1b with target R21851

121852

13 define mission DPc :1853

14 do r obo t l e ad e r for P1c with target R1a1854

15 do r obo t l e ad e r for P2c with target R21855

16 do r obo t t r an spo r t e r for D1c with target CUP11856

17 do r o b o t f o l l ow e r for D2c with target CUP21857

18 do r o b o t f o l l ow e r for D2c with target OFF31858

19 do r obo t l e ad e r for P1c with target OFF11859

20 do r obo t l e ad e r for P2c with target OFF31860

211861

22 define mission R−DPa:1862

23 do r obo t l e ad e r for P1a with target R21863

24 do r o b o t f o l l ow e r for D1a with target CUP11864

25 do r o b o t f o l l ow e r for D1a with target R21865

261866

27 define mission R−DPb:1867

28 do r obo t t r an spo r t e r for D1b with target CUP21868

29 do r o b o t f o l l ow e r for D1b with target R21869

30 do r obo t l e ad e r for P1b with target R21870

311871

32 define mission R−DPc :1872

33 do r obo t l e ad e r for P2c with target R1b1873

34 do r obo t l e ad e r for P1c with target R1a1874

35 do r obo t t r an spo r t e r for D1c with target CUP11875

36 do r o b o t f o l l ow e r for D2c with target CUP21876

37 do r o b o t f o l l ow e r for D2c with target OFF31877

38 do r obo t l e ad e r for P1c with target OFF11878

39 do r obo t l e ad e r for P2c with target OFF31879

Listing 9: DSL section defining the queries to be performed for the design-time analysis. Queries defined in this Listing yield
the results shown in Table 7 and Table 9.
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1 define queries of mission DPa:1880

2 compute p r o b a b i l i t y o f s u c c e s s with duration 400 runs auto1881

3 compute p r o b a b i l i t y o f s u c c e s s with duration 350 runs auto1882

4 compute p r o b a b i l i t y o f s u c c e s s with duration 300 runs auto1883

5 compute expected charge with duration 400 runs auto1884

6 compute exp e c t ed f a t i gu e with duration 400 runs auto1885

71886

8 define queries of mission DPb:1887

9 compute p r o b a b i l i t y o f s u c c e s s with duration 520 runs auto1888

10 compute p r o b a b i l i t y o f s u c c e s s with duration 450 runs auto1889

11 compute p r o b a b i l i t y o f s u c c e s s with duration 400 runs auto1890

12 compute expected charge with duration 520 runs auto1891

13 compute exp e c t ed f a t i gu e with duration 520 runs auto1892

141893

15 define queries of mission DPc :1894

16 compute p r o b a b i l i t y o f s u c c e s s with duration 1500 runs auto1895

17 compute p r o b a b i l i t y o f s u c c e s s with duration 1400 runs auto1896

18 compute p r o b a b i l i t y o f s u c c e s s with duration 1300 runs auto1897

19 compute expected charge with duration 1500 runs auto1898

20 compute exp e c t ed f a t i gu e with duration 1500 runs auto1899

211900

22 define queries of mission R−DPa:1901

23 compute p r o b a b i l i t y o f s u c c e s s with duration 300 runs auto1902

24 compute p r o b a b i l i t y o f s u c c e s s with duration 250 runs auto1903

25 compute p r o b a b i l i t y o f s u c c e s s with duration 200 runs auto1904

26 compute expected charge with duration 300 runs auto1905

27 compute exp e c t ed f a t i gu e with duration 300 runs auto1906

281907

29 define queries of mission R−DPb:1908

30 compute p r o b a b i l i t y o f s u c c e s s with duration 350 runs auto1909

31 compute p r o b a b i l i t y o f s u c c e s s with duration 320 runs auto1910

32 compute p r o b a b i l i t y o f s u c c e s s with duration 300 runs auto1911

33 compute expected charge with duration 350 runs auto1912

34 compute exp e c t ed f a t i gu e with duration 350 runs auto1913

351914

36 define queries of mission R−DPc :1915

37 compute p r o b a b i l i t y o f s u c c e s s with duration 1500 runs auto1916

38 compute p r o b a b i l i t y o f s u c c e s s with duration 1400 runs auto1917

39 compute p r o b a b i l i t y o f s u c c e s s with duration 1300 runs auto1918

40 compute expected charge with duration 1500 runs auto1919

41 compute exp e c t ed f a t i gu e with duration 1500 runs auto1920
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